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De PAUL U.--A HALF CENTURY OF SERVICE
1898 1948
From a tiny college to a vast univer-
sity, De Paul has come a long way in
a comparatively short time. When St.
Vincent's College opened its doors in
1898, at the urging of Archbishop Fee-
han, there were only seventy students
to be taught. Now, fifty years later,
the student body has increased many-
fold, so that in the past two years
De Paul became the largest Catholic
university in the country.
Fifty years! They are packed with
events following one another, it seems,
just as quickly as the previous ones
have disappeared. They are years. of
growth-years that have witnessed a
steady procession of service to God,
to the nation and to the Community.
For from this institution have come
men and women truly educated in the
ways of God and necessarily, as a re-
sult, trained to be good citizens. In
further service to the nation, De Paul
University has actively participated in
the training of service men in two
major wars. To the Little Company
of St. Vincent the University has ren-
dered service by enabling it to take a
longer stride along the path traced by
the Divine Teacher; it has brought
God to the classroom - howsoever
many and varied subjects taught there
-so that God may be brought out of
the classroom.
Ther e is little doubt but that the
celebration of this golden jubilee wil
bring back fond memories to the
priests who have labored at De Paul-
to those who have spent only a few
years, as well as to those who have
spent the greater part of their minis-
try there. The names of the early
priests in Chicago begin a long litany
that comes to the present day. There
will be recalled such ones as Father
Tom. Smith, who was among the first
to promise the Catholics on Chicago's
north side a college of their own. Men-
tion will be made of Father Byrne, the
first president of the "new college," of
Father Tom Finney, of Father John
Martin, of Father Levan, and also of
the many others who are still with us
It will well be remembered what giant
strides were made after 1907, when
the College became the University, thr
year after Fr. McCabe was made pres-
ident.
During Father McCabe's tenure of
office the university achieved an al-
most unbelievable success. The period
between 1911 and the first world war
marked the first notable expansion
program. Many new departments, in-
cluding those of Law and Commerce,
were added to toe curriculum. Indeed
(Continued on Page 8)
Very Rev. Wm. M. Brennan, C.M. Very Rev. Michael J. O'Connell, C.M.
Barrens Greets New Superior
On the evening of September 1st,
after Benedition of the Most Blessed
Sacrament, the Very Rev. Visitor,
Father Marshall F. Winne, formally
announced the appointment of the
Very Rev. Michael O'Connell as new
Superior here at the Barrens. 'In a
talk that lasted only a few short min-
utes Father Winne reminded us of
many of our illustrious confreres, pre-
decessors in that office, Father De-
Andreis, Father Timon, (later Bishop,)
and most recently our own Father
Brennan whose live zeal could be said
to compare favorably. with that of
those men of a century ago. He stress-
ed the fact that in the 125 years that
have seen Superiors come and go, our
norm of conduct, our Rules and our
spirit, have always been and should al-
ways remain the same.
Our new Superior, Father O'Connell
comes to us in the Silver Jubilee year
of his elevation to the Holy Priesthood.
Ordained on September 23, 1923, he
left almost immediately for Rome and
the Collegio Angellico where in 1925
he was to receive his doctorate in
sacred theology. Returning to Perry-
ville that same year (1925) Father was
engaged simultaneously as Director of
the Internal Seminary, Director of the
'Miraculous Medal Association, and
professor on the Seminary faculty.,
The following year Father was trans-
ferred to Kenrick Seminary where he
subsequently became Student Director.
Transferred to De Paul University in
Chicago in 1932, he has spent the past
sixteen years there acting first in the
capacity of vice-president and then as
President of the now largest Catholic
University in the United States. Re-
tiring from the presidency of the Uni-
versity in 1944, Father has, until his
recent appointment, been Superior of
the community in Chicago. That he
remained in thehearts of the Students
at De Paul even after his retirement
as president is evidenced by the fact
that the year book for 1948 was dedi-
cated to him. We feel that if such
has been the appreciation of those
outside, ours will be even greater as we
recognize him as our confrere, our
Superior, and our Father.
And yet, we here at the Seminary
feel a great loss at the departure of
Father Brennan. His great zeal, his
love and respect for the will of God,
his untiring work in bringing back to
a flourishing community the Brothers
Co-adjutor .... Who can forget all
of these manifestations of loyal ser-
vice to the congregation?
The spiritual bouquet given Father
Brennan before he left was but a tok-
en compared to the prayers we shall
continue to offer for Him.
May God bless Father Brennan and
his successor.
~Anbrein
Pae2TeD nri
inge
Countries
---B' Rev. Bruce Vawter, C. M.
EDITOR'S NOTE: "The lives of great men remind us that we can make our lives sublime....," but far more
permanent than mere footprints in the sands of time are the impressions which saintly men leave behind them.
And if the memory of a soul closely united to God encourages us to emulate his virtues, is not this also the
grace of God working in us? That this publication may be in God's Hand an instrument, howsoever humble,
for effecting such a grace, that it may in particular keep alive the memory of him whose venerable name it
bears,..... this is the primary purpose of THE DE ANDREIN. With this thought uppermost in mind, we feel
a real joy in being able to present a new pen portrait in which the author has vividly captured, in miniature,
something of the spirit that animated Father DeAndreis.
The wise man.., shall pass INTO STRANGE COUN-
TRIES for he shall try good and evil among men. He will
give his heart to resort early to the Lord that made him,
and he will pray in the sight of the most High. He will
open his mouth in prayer, and will make supplication for
his sins. For if it shall please the great Lord, he will fill
him with the spirit of understanding . . . Many shall praise
his wisdom, and it shall never be forgotten. The memory
of him shall not depart away, and his name shall be in re-
quest from generation to generation. Nations shall declare
his wisdom, and the church shall show forth his praise.
-Ecclesiasticus
In attributing holiness to any person, or in designating
as miraculous any events here recounted, there is no in-
tention of anticipating the judgment of the Holy Catholic
Church. To her decision must be subjected all human
judgments, and these are accordingly submitted in all
obedience.
The rain beat down endlessly, in relentless rhythm
upon the yielding black earth, pocketing it with puddles
which slowly widened and joined, while a damp breath
hung over the land and seeped through the log-walled
house. Huddled at the table by a guttering candle, the
black-robed figure shivered slightly and raised his head.
The light moved softly over a thin, somewhat pallid face,
whose eyes flashed dark beneath grey-streaked, still curly
hair. Once more he bent his thin shoulders over his writing.
". . I have passed my whole life up to the present,
my fortieth year. . ." The pen paused a moment. Fortieth
year! " . . in forming projects and beautiful resolutions.
I have nourished myself with grand ideas about virtue and
perfection. I have chattered a great deal and written much.
That is all. Meanwhile, my heart is void of virtue, and
when I try to put into practice what I have thought, writ-
ten, and preached, I am amazed to find that I am as green
as a novice just beginning his career." He dropped his pen
and scanned the page with grim satisfaction. Fr. Baccari
in Rome would know now how to discount the nonsense that
the others had been writing about him. He scattered sand
on the fresh ink and shook the page. Taking up the pen
once more he signed the letter.
"Felix De Andreis, unworthy priest of the Congregation
of the Mission."
As he creased the heavy paper, his gaze wandered to
the dark storm outside. What a land of extremes was this
Upper Louisiana, this Missouri! A land of sturdy folk,
surely, with sturdy virtues, but a land that had tried him
sorely. He smiled as he thought back upon that letter he
had once written. Describing days that began in freezing
cold and ended in blazing heat, torrential rains that quickly
raised the streams "deep enough to float a battle-fleet," he
had ended: "If it were not for the glory of God and the
salvation of souls, I would not be here for all the money
in the world!"
Still, this land was not to blame that it was not Italy!
He paused, a second distracted, to note that the back of
his paper was soiled. He shrugged. "Poverty," he had
once admonished, "is more important than etiquette."
Dreamily his thought came back to Italy. If his hand
rested firm on the plough, could it be wrong, just for one
moment, to turn his mind away from this land of mud
and desolation, of savages, untrodden jungles, of back-
breaking, soul-tiring labors? When mired in the wild wastes
of the Alleghanies there had swept across his eyes a vision
of the golden towers of Rome. The vision had then been
a temptation. But now he felt he could look calmly. Now
he could look at Piacenza, Turin, Rome. And Demonte.
Demonte, quiet, peaceful, and prosperous, lying in the sun-
ny valley of the Stura. He closed his eyes.
Forty years! His thoughts came tumbling out, chal-
lenging, arresting. Some say a man's life only begins at
forty. Mine is ending, thought Fr. De Andreis. Not that
there is any cause for sorrow. Forty years can quite tire a
man of this life, and these forty years have been such full
ones. So much has been done... so long to have waited.
And so long to have been with God's priesthood...
Surely, it was eighteen centuries ago-not eighteen years-
this all began? So much done, and yet, so very little. So
few years, yet so many. Still, enough for a man to work
himself to death.
Superior, to date, of the Mission, despite all the fre-
quent and urgent appeals. Poor, fussy Fr. Laugeri-what
if he could have forseen this day? It is easy to smile now;
it was impossible then. His words had poured like these
cold raindrops down upon all the young hopes and dreams,
and the magnificent testimonials fetched from school.
"Our missioners' duties. .. vastly different from those you
have pursued . . . We don't need brilliance . . . poetry. .
It would be hard for a young poet like you to become adapted
to all this ..
A poet! Such an ugly thing for Fr. Laugeri to dis-
cover in one! It hadn't proved to be a permanent handi-
cap, even Fr. Laugeri would have to admit that. Even so,it might have been known, but for those over-enthusiastic
professors in Cuneo. If he had never left Demonte to study
the arts and philosophy, perhaps ..
Demonte. . . Demonte in Piedmont, on December 12,
1778, could present to the world a very proud and happy
town-notary, Maurizio De Andreis. To his first wife, Anna
Maria, was born that day a son, whom they christened
rather formidably Andrea Giacomo Felice Bartolomeo. But
the three Apostles had been content to be his silent pdtrons.
Felix De Andreis later wrote: "St. Francis de Sales said
with his accustomed directness, 'There have already been
three St. Francises in the Church. Why should I not be
the fourth?' And he was! Well, there have been sixty-five
called St. Felix ... why should I not be the sixty-sixth?"(To Be Continued)
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EIGHT PRIESTS LEAVE FOR MISSIONARY WORK IN CHINA
Left to right, bottom row: Fathers Clarence Murphy, Norbert Miller, Warren uchnarry. Secona row: rarners Iameer,
John Murphy. Third row: Fathers Kraff, Steve Dunker. Top row: Father Schulte. Extreme right, Father Winne.
"Evangelizare pauperibus misit me
Dominus." On the twenty-seventh of
last August, eight of our priests
broug,.t home to us again an example
Which is not without precedent in the
Community. From the days of our
very first missionaries to our own
land, when Father DeAndreis and his
companions left their homes to come
to distant, foreign America, down to
the present, the history of the Little
Company is punctuated by the expan-
sive journeys of its missionaries.
The priests who have gone forth
from the Barrens have indeed contrib-
uted their share to the marvelous his-
tory of the Church in the New World.
Giant strides have been made in the
past century and more, so that not
only have St. Vincent's sons gained
strongholds for the Master from coast
to coast, but for the past twenty-six
years, they have been sending some of
their numbers to the vast land of
China.
Little by little, reinforcements are
being sent to bolster the group facing
a swiftly growing task. The recent
world war put quite a strain on the
missions, both with regard to the num-
ber of recruits (since it was impossible
to reach China through the "battle-
field" of the Pacific), and with regard
to the men laboring there. They had
all they could do to hold their own
and guard their charges against a
ruthless and revenge-seeking enemy.
Now the long work of re-building what
was destroyed in so short a time is lit-
erally staring them in the face. Some
progress has already been made, but
very much is yet to be accomplished.
Consequently, the new members of
Bishop Quinn's diocese will indeed be
welcomed with open arms. They are
in the company of veteran missioners,
who after a pleasant visit in this
country, are returning to their adopt-
ed homes. Father Steve Dunker, with
his seventeen years experience in Chi-
na, leads the group pictured above.
Father Clarence Murphy, with his
previous eight years behind him, and
Fathers Robert Kraff and Norbert
Miller, who have spent seven years in
the Orient, are not taking up some-
thing new. But before Father Jo..n
Murphy, who has acquired a note-
worthy reputation in educational cen-
ters in and about Chicago, and Fathers
Warren Dicharry, Vincent Kaiser and
Carl Schulte, there opens up a whole
new life of labor and toil, which prom-
ises its own particular reward.
We join with our Provincial, Fath-
er Winne, in wishing these legates of
Christ bon voyage to their new home.
May God be with them in their labors,
.helping them to realize their life's am-
bition of conquering new worlds for
Christ, under: the blessing of Saint
Vincent.
JUBILEES
During this past month two of our
former Chinese missioners, Father Hen-
ry Altenburg, C.M., and Father Louis J.
Coyne, C.M., celebrated the Silver Jub-
ilee of their Ordination to the Holy
Priesthood. On September 16, 1923
one week before their classmate, Father
Michael O'Connell, C.M., was to receive
the sacred power of priesthood at the
hands of Bishop Hoban in Chicago,
Fathers Altenburg and Coyne were or-
dained by Bishop Glass in the Church
of the Assumption here at Perryville.
Just a month after their elevation to
the priesthood, the two of them set out
for China and the vast mission field
afforded there. During the course of
the recent war both priests were re-
called again to the United States.
Father Coyle since 1945 has served as
assistant parish priest at St. Vincent's
Church in Chicago while Father Al-
tenburg for the same period of time
has been assistant to. Father Ries at
Sacred Heart Parish in Cotula, Texas.
In congratulating both Fathers we
hasten to assure them that the prayers
and best wishes of the Community are
with them now and always!
Four Vincentians
Leave for Europe
New York, October 6. The S. S.
AMERICA weighed anchor today list-
ing among her passengers bound for
Port LeHavre, France, four Vencen-
tians from our Western Province. The
first among them is Father Donald
Fallon, C.M., who will join Father
Thomas Connolly, C.M., in studying
philsophy at the University of Lou-
vain. The remaining three, Rev.
Messrs. John Lenihan, James Towns
and Joseph Falanga, C.M., will pro-
ceed to Rome where they will study
for their degree of Doctorate in Sacred
Theology.
When the news first reached the
scholasticate that three of our Fourth
Year Theologians would complete their
course of studies in Rome, it was re-
ceived with mixed emotions of sur-
prise and joy which were not unming-
led with a bit of sadness. If to live
for a time in the Eternal City, to see
and perhaps converse with the Vicar
of Christ, to drink from the fonts of
Sacred Scripture and Tradition under
the very shadow of the Church's
magisterium ... are prospects which
should give joy to the heart of any
Christian, how much more should not
this mean to that of a priest! And yet
there comes with this the realization
that forthese th ree the joys that are
peculiar to the scholasticate are al-
ready past .. . that they will be or-
dained to the priesthood apart from
their class .. . that they will be away
from those whom they should norm-
ally hope to have with them on that
greatest of all days.
We extend special congratulations
to these three Reverend gentlemen
who were ordained to the Diaconate,
ahead of schedule, September 18. With
them and with Father Fallon go our
prayers and our best wishes for the
successful pursuit of their studies.
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The Thirteenth Year of Street Preaching
spring issue of the DeAndrei! showed 1,098 queries put to the Street sions this past summer. A few days
vas expressed that the 1943 Preachers. Of course, there were more ago he received a letter from one of
r Motor Mission season would than that, but this number came via his audience, and in this letter are
best ever. The active mission the Question Box. Every missioner some excerpts to the point:
from June 7th to August 15th answers more questions than are put Dear Father Zimmermann:
Le fulfillment of that hope into the Question Box. As usual, the "Our household has at last got on
to the splendid cooperation questions ran the gamut from the the 'bandwagon.' Bob and I were re-
he Very Reverend Provincial, rough sketch of a horse under which married on Friday night, September
ie archdiocesan authorities, and was childishly scribbled: Is this you?" 10th, by Father Blaze. I am under in-
he confreres, both priests and to the most sincere questions about the ructions to become a Catholic ....
-ons, who worked on the Mis- Church. You priests must have woke up Van.-
Stated briefly, the summer of Proceeding to the results of the dalia to our Church. This is the first
is by far the best season ever work, it can be stated that up to the year they have ever asked our Church
om the number of towns visit- present writing 59 persons have en- to help out at fair doings. They want-
from the number of men en- rolled for further instruction in Cath- ed us to donate a day to serving food
.n the work. olic doctrine. To accomplish this at the food stand . . . . We have had
idy of the report sheets cover- hundreds of correspondence cards as large crowds the last two Sundays at
e various towns provides the well as other hundreds of pieces of Church.
or the claim of great effort literature were passed out. The re- Yours respectfully,
1ar. Exactly fifty stands of a sponse of 59 may seem small when Mr. and Mrs. Robert S'. Reymer.
weeK eacn were maae. -nis incmutes
forty-seven different towns, for in
Cape Girardeau, Vandalia and Laflin,
Missouri, two weeks of Street Preach-
ing were given. To cover this many
towns required the concerted efforts
of thirty-six Street Preachers. Of
this number fourteen were confreres
and two were secular priests. Among
the subdeacons who had their first
workout under fire were ten from St.
Mary's of the Barrens and seven sec-
ulars from Kenrick Seminary. Two
seminarians from the St. Louis Pre-
paratory Seminary also aided in the
work as did a layman from a St.. Louis
parish. These were the active workers,
but the success of the Missions also
required the cooperation of many
others, the pastors of the various
towns, town officials and business men.
A further study of the reports gives
an idea of the audience and of what
was asked in the way of questions.
With reports on two or three towns
still missing at this writing, the total
audience amounted to 19,190 persons.
This is probably a conservative esti-
mate, for the voices of the Street
Preachers, amplified by the public ad-
dress systems, carried much further
than the eye could see. In most of
the towns people could rest comfortably
on their porches several blocks away
and yet hear quite plainly the message
of the Street Preachers.
A summary of the questions asked
compared to the total audience, but
past experience has shown that many
others are touched by God through
the words of the Street Preachers; in
due time the grace of God will bring
about the conversion of many in the
audience, perhaps even in the last few
moments of the lives of some.
Of all the works carried on by the
confreres, Street Preaching is quite
likely the one that proves the most
intangible when it comes to putting
results down in black and white at the
end of the season. How can one put
into words the exact measure of mis-
understanding that has been cleared
up during these summer weeks, or how
can one put into writing whether the
seed he has sown fell on good or bad
soil, or how can one say just how much
prejudice has been melted away in the
days of the missions? No one who has
worked on the missions, or who is
thoroughly familiar with the work,
can deny that these things happen,
but it is sometimes difficult to per-
suade others of these facts, and to
make clear to them that it is yet
worthwhile to go into the highways
and the byways even though there be
a nightly audience of only five or ten
persons.
Despite this difficulty of..putting the
finger on the results concrete evidince
does come to light from time to time. For
instance, Father Frank Zimmermann,
C.M., worked for a month on the mis-
With the opening of school, the
Blessed Philippine Duchesne Chapel
Car and the St. Anthony Trailer
Chapel have been put away. The
movie equipment, the public address
systems, the question boxes, the ex-
tension cords, the pulpits, the litera-
ture that was left over-all. these
things are stored at the St. Louis Prep.
in expectation of another season.
Many of the Street Preachers have
gone to other parts of the country,
some even to Europe, for teaching and
study, but the good that they did this
summer lives after them in many a
small Missouri community, and the
effects of that good will reach into
eternity
To all who worked on the Missions.
or cooperated in their expansion in
any way, I am most grateful, for with-
out the aid of each not as much good
for God could have been accomplished
this past summer.
Orlis F. North, C. M., Director.
Fr. Lilly Appointed Provincial
Director of Studies
At the beginning of the recent school
term, the Very Rev. Visitor announced
the appointment of the Rev. Joseph
Lilly, C.M. to the newly created office
of Provincial Director of Studies and
also professor of Sacred Scripture at
St. Mary's Seminary, Perryville, Mo.
In taking over his new position,
Father Lilly leaves behind him an en-
viable record as a member of the fac-
ulty of the School of Sacred Theology
at the Catholic University in Wash-
ington where he was also engaged as an
associate editor of the Catholic Bibli-
cal Quarterly and secretary of the
Catholic Biblical Association here in
the United States.
In creating this new office of Pro-
vincial Director of Studies, the Com-
munity has in mind the purpose of
enabling her young men to obtain
their degrees as soon as possible, in
order that they may be able that much
more quickly to engage in the impor-
tant work of teaching. Nor is this the
only aim. Forthwith, special attention
will be focused also on those who may
some day be engaged in parish work.
For them the new plan calls for ad-
vanced courses in Sacred Eloquence,
the better to break the bread of
Christ's words, the more successfully
to lead all to Him.
In a
hope v
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FRENCH SISTER VISITS U. S. A.
"Bon Jour," "La, La," were a few of the
delighted expletives that dropped from the lips
of Sister Clotilde Regereau as she stepped from
the gang plank of the S.S. Washington on Aug-
ust 27, to be greeted, not only by members of
her own Community-the Daughters of Char-
ity-but by representatives of the National
Catholic Charities War Relief Service, by whose
invitation she is in the United States. In com-
ing to the United States, one of the dearest
wishes of Sister Clotilde's heart is fulfilled-to
tell the people of our country what Catholic
American Relief has meant and continues to
mean, to France. On September 11 she gave
an address on that subject to the National
Council of Catholic Women convened in New
Orleans, La. She also gave a radio broadcast
on the same topic.
Since 1944, a vast relief program has been
going on in France, financed by the War Re-
lief Service of the National Catholic Welfare
Conference. For this work Sister Clotilde wis
selected as Co-ordinator by the Mother General
of the Sisters. More than 12,000,000 pounds of
food, medicine, and clothing have been dis-
tributed throughout France, to the needy and
war-stricken, without regard to race, creed, or
political belief.
Eight thousand Daughters of Charity,
whose lives are devoted to the Poor, act as vol-
unteers in assisting Sister Clotilde and the del-
egates of the War Relief Services in the dis-
tribution of supplies to the hundreds of hos-
pitals,, orphanages, Homes for the Aged, and
Relief Depots-tne latter being particularly set
up for 94 ster Clotde, in response to a SISTER REGEREAU, as she was greeted on arrival in New
call from the Red Cross, organized seventy dis- York by Rev. Aloysius J. Wycislo and Eileen Egan of War Relief
pensaries to meet the emergencies of war and Services, N.C.W.C.
evacuation of the French population. For this service Sis- Before entering the community Sister Clotilde ob-
ter Clotilde received the Cross of the Legion of Honor tained a State Diploma as a nurse and social worker.
from the French Government.
-By a Daughter of Charity
Changes in School Principals Changes in Hospital Superiors
The following is a list of hospital changes of hospitalCanon 505 was responsible, this year, for quite a few superiors of the Daughters of Charity:
changes of Principals in the schools of the Daughters of Sister Roberta, De Paul Hospital, St. Louis, to St. Vincent's,
Charity. Our local school, Saint Vincent's Grade and High, Los Angeles, Calif.
regretfully saw the departure of Sister Helena who, first Sister Alphonsine, St. Vincent's, Los Angeles, to St. Thom-
as a teacher and then as Principal, spent twenty years in as, Nashville, Tenn.
our midst. As teachers and students settle down for Sister Andrea, St. Vincent's, Indianapolis, Indiana, to Deour midst. As teachers and students settle down for Paul, St. Louis, Mo.
another school-year the line-up of Principals and the Sister Lydia, St. Thomas, Nashville, to St. Vincent's, In-
schools to which they were changed is: dianapolis, Indiana.
Perryville, St. Vincent's School.........................................Sister Clotilda
Saint Louis, Laboure High School...................................Sister Helena
Saint Louis, Saint Patrick's School..............................Sister Severina
Saint Louis, Saint Malachy's School........................Sister Blanche
New Orleans, Saint Joseph's School................ ...............Sister Rose
Natchez, Saint Joseph's School..............................Sister M. Bernard
Keokuk, Saint Vincent's School........................Sister Mary Moran
Dallas, Holy Trinty School...........................................................Sister Lelia
Chicago, Saint Patrick's School................ ...... Sister Ursula
Dallas, Saint Ann's School....................................... ..... Sister M. Agnes
San. Francisco, St. Vincent's High School........................
.................... Sister Francis Mary
Mobile, Cathedral School..................SSister Gertrude Vandenburg
Kansas City, K. C. Boy's Home..........................................Sister Verena
The De Andrien extends its best wishes to the Sister-
Principals in their new assignments, and hopes they will
receive the same kind of efficient, loyal, and generous
support that Perryville will give to its new Principal, Sis-
ter Clotilda.
MEMENTO ...
During the summer the Community lost two of its
veteran Missioners. Fr. Daniel Kernaghan, C.M., died
on the 18th of June at Hotel Dieu in New Orleans,
and just two weeks later, on the Feast of Mary's Visi-
tation, Fr. Francis McCabe, C.M., passed away at De
Paul Sanatarium.
Also, the prayers of the community have been re-
quested for the father of Rev. James and Mr. John
Richardson, C.M.; the father of Rev. F. B. Vawter.
C.M.; the mother of Rev. Francis Gaydos, C.M.; the
father of Rev. Lester and of Rev. Donald Fallon, C.M ;
the father of Rev. Thomas Mahoney, C.M.; the sis-
ter of Rev. John Tackaberry, C.M.; the brother of
Rev. Leo Moore, C.M.; for Sister Sebastian, sister
of Fathers Martin, Leonidas and Henry Moore, C.M;
and for the father of Frs. William and Ferdinand
Ward. C.M.
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here is shown a glimpse of the rectory at St. Vinccxits rarisn, Iansas City. Alter several months of re-
construction under the direction of Very Rev. J. V. Flannery, C.M., it now appears enlarged and completely
remodeled. The "new" residence was blessed by the most Rev. Joseph M. Marling, auxiliary Bishop of Kan-
sas City, on the feast of the Assumption.
RECENT APPOINTMENTS Rev. Raymond White, C.M. sh, N.St. Katherine's Parish, N. 0.
MADE BY THE VERY REVEREND VISITOR Rev. Edward Brannan, C.M. (Charity Hospital
St. John's Seminary, Camarillo St. Mary's of the Barrens
Very Rev. Francis B. Koeper, C.M. Very Rev. Michael O'Connell, C.M.
Rev. George Dolan, C.M. Rev. Joseph Lilly, C.M., Prov. Dir. of Studies
SHoly Family Parish, Cape Girardeau Rev. James McOwen, C.M., Director of Novices
Rev. Thomas J. Wesner, C.M. Rev. William Winkelmann, C.M., Dir. of StudentsDe Paul University R v. Dan el McHugh, C.M.De Paul University Rev. James O'Sullivan, C.M.
Very Rev. William A. Flynn C.M. Rev. John Walker, C.M., St. Rose Parish, Silver Lake
Rosati Hall Rev. Jeremiah Hogan, C.M., St. Vincent's Parish, Brewer
Very Rev. John Smith, C.M. Rev. William Stein, C.M., Assumption Parish
Rev. John Brosnan, C.M. Rev. William McKinley, C.M., Assumption Parish
Rev. Geore nBrennan, C.M. Miraculous Medal Novena BandRev. Raymond Ross, C.M. Rev. Vincent Walsh, C.M.
St. Vincent's Parish, Chicago St. Louis Preparatory Seminary
Rev. Myles Moynihan, C.M. Rev. Joseph Edwards, C.M.
Holy Trinity Parish, Dallas Rev. Jules Yallaly, C.M.
Rev. Thomas Gorman, C.M. Rev. John Tackaberry, C.M.
St. Thomas Seminary, Denver Rev. Joseph Brennan, C.M.
Very Rev. William Kenneally, C.M. Rev. Douglas Lange, C.M.
Rev. William P. Barr, C.M. Rev. Lawrence Leonard, C.M.
Rev. John Danagher, C.M. St. John's Seminary, San Antonio
Rev. Antonio Mayoral, C. M. Rev. Peter B. Frommel, C.M.
Rev. Raymond Ruiz, C.M. Rev. Thomas Schmucker, C.M.
Rev. Garrett Winne, C.M. Rev. Patrick O'Brien, C.M.
St. John's Seminary, Kansas City Rev. Thomas Meik, C.M.
Very Rev. Philip LeFevre, C.M. House of Studies, Washington, D. C.
Rev. Ambrose Durbin, C.M. Rev. John Bagen, C.M.
Rev. John P. O'Connor, C.M. Rev. Richard Gieselman, C.M.
Rev. John R. Vidal, C.M. Rev. Robert Zimney, C.M.
St. Vincent's Parish, Kansas City Rev. James Fischer, C.M.
Rev. Paul O'Malley, C.M. Rev. Thomas Munster, C.M.
St. Patrick's Parish, LaSalle Kiangsi, China
Rev. Charles Saunders, C.M. Rev. John Murphy, C.M.
St. Vincent's Parish, Los Angeles Rev. Warren Dicharry, C.M.
Rev. Austin Minogue, C.M. Rev. Vincent Kaiser, C.M.
Rev. Manuel Coello, C.M. Rev. Carl Schulte, C.M.
Los Angeles College Louvain
Rev. William J. Mahoney, C.M. Rev. Donald Fallon, C.M.
Rev. Arthur Daspit, C.M. Rome
St. Stephen's Parish, N. O. Rev. Mr. John Lenihan, C.M.
Rev.. Emmet Darby, C.M. Rev. Mr. James Towns, C.M.
Rev. Joseph Steele, C.M. Rev. Mr. Joseph Falanga, C.M.
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The difference between driving out
to camp next year and driving out
any time in the past is very similar to
the difference between riding in a new
car and riding a mule. To the joy of
the farmers of Cedar Bottom and no
less to our own relief, the Madison
County authorities have condescended
to construct a new road. A "farm-to-
market," this latest improvement will
eliminate several miles and thousands
of bumps between camp and Fred-
ericktown. Concrete bridges have
been constructed over creeks that for-
merly had to be forded, and from all
appearances, the new way, which de-
viates somewhat from the old route,
will have double lanes-or at least
enough room for another vehicle to
pass one's own, without driving up the
side of a mountain.
That's the beginning. It is the first
change to be noted by one driving out
to the students' camp, which has been
having its face lifted for the past
three years. This year has been no
exception, for again since the war both
renovations and innovations have been
made there.
Early in the summer a work crew of
students began building a new housefor the priests staying at camp. Com-
pleted a couple of weeks after the for-
mal opening of the camping season, it
is a tile-brick house of one room,
founded on a concrete floor and cover-
ed with roofing shingle. With little
urging, the builders will proudly point
out that the dwelling also features a
shower, made of the same material as
the house and Standing just at the
end of the porch. Over in the chapel,
a white celotex ceiling has been put
up giving a bit of insulation from the
heat of the tin roof and furnishing
more light by way of reflection. Aside
from that practical point of view, the
change also serves to add more beauty
to "our Lord's room."
A person would have to eat at camp
and stay overnight in order to appreci-
ate several other changes. In the re-
fectory, there are new tables with seats
attached. Of hardwood top and cast
iron supports, both table and seats
(twelve to each table) form one unit.
They were obtained from Army sur-
CAMP ST. VINCENT....
THE NEW WING recently completed on St. John's Seminary, Kansas City, is shown at right in the picture below. The
new addition makes it possible now to accommodate 120 students.
plus. It is said that the silverware
used at a meal can affect the very
taste of the food. Surely, this past
summer the food was fine, but the
utensils made it even better. Though
the students didn't use silver, the
knives, forks and spoons they now
have, are long-lasting, and good look-
ing, stainless steel.
Finally, at the end of a day in the
hills (or for that matter, anyplace),
there is nothing so disconcerting as a
bed with no springs. Two new beds
were bought for the priests' house,
while the students received a good
number of sets of sturdy, flat springs.
They're comfortable too!
The man to whom the students are
primarily indebted for improving our
camp this year so noticeable is, indeed,
Father Coupal. It was he who obtain-
ed the financial aid so necessary for so
many improvements. Taking active
part in the projects, he offered many
constructive suggestions. Towards the
end of camp, he commenced a novena
of Solemn Masses, in which the stu-
dents participated, for the intentions
of our benefactors. Not only did
Father Coupal aid us materially, but
spiritually as well, giving us several
fruitful and practical conferences, and
gladly serving as confessor for as long
as he stayed with us. It is quite dif-
ficult to offer a fitting expression of
gratitude to one who has been so kind.
Certainly, he has proved himself be-
yond measure a brother and a Father.
To him and to the many others who
helped, each in his own way, to make
camp St. Vincent what it was and
what it will be for us we are deeply in-
debted.
The new priests' lodge built early this summer
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AROUND THE COMMUNITY---
Up in Chicago, De Paul Academy
opened its Golden Jubilee Year with
an enrollment of 925 students ..
Father Clarence Bogetto, transferred
from the Academy, has been appoint-
ed Director of all Student activi-
ties in the University for the current
year .... Father John Cortelyou,
Secretary of the Catholic Round Table
of Science, addressed the members of
that organization at their annual
meeting in Washington. His theme
was a challenge to Catholic scientists
to keep alive the Catholic tradi-
tion ...
Father Edwards, recently appointed
to St. Louis Prep, has there taken
over the office of Dean of Studies . . .
.. Father William Casey of Kenrick
Seminary conducted the annual re-
treat of the St. Vincent de Paul So-
ciety held at St. Ann's church ...
During the second week of September
the Motor Missions returned to Ken-
rick after visiting 70 towns and vil-
lages throughout Missouri .....
At Kansas City, the new wing added
on to St. John's proper now more than
doubles the boarding capacity of that
seminary ..... Father John O'Con-
nor has been named First Prefect at
St. John's.
Out in Denver, Father Garrett Win-
ne has taken over the office of Proc-
urator vacated by Father Philip Le-
Fevre, newly appointed Superior at St.
John's in Kansas City .... Father
Samuel Manzanal, who taught at St.
Thomas last Spring left during the
course of the summer for .he Phil-
ippine Islands where he and his two
companions, Father Rafael Bernaland
Father Balbino Montreal, will la-
bor in the Spanish Missions .. .
Father James Graham has been
appointed Director of S t ud en t s
for the College Department .....
Construction of a new building for
eventual use by nuns who will care
for the domestic duties of the Semin-
ary is now being planned .... For
the first time since the beginning of
the recent war, the Holy Name rally of
the Archdiocese was held on the
grounds of the seminary. Archbishop
Vehr's sermon emphasized the rapid
growth of the Church in this section,
specifying as an example the capacity
enrollment at the seminary.....
In Bethany, Oklahoma, St. Francis
Seminary, junior member among the
works of the Congregation, continues
to progress in wonderful style ....
The Seminary opened its fall term on
Labor Day with a registration of twen-
ty ..... Eleven of last year's enroll-
ment are now continuing their studies
at St. Louis Prep ..... The library
now has a collection of some 1500
books .....
At Los Angeles College on the West
Coast, Father McCoy has been newly
appointed as Director of Studies ....
Student enrollment at the College has
reached a total of 266. . . . .At Cam-
arillo, the Seminary fs filled to ca-
pacity with a student body of 104 . .
. .Father Robert Coerver is the new
Assistant Superior and Vice-Rector of
the Seminary. ....
Down in San Antonio, Fathers
Thomas Kavenaugh and Alvin Bur-
roughs of St. John's Seminary were
recently appointed by Archbishop Lu-
cey to take charge of several churches
south of the city, among which are
Our Lady of Guadalupe, Immaculate
Heart of Mary, and El Carmen ....
Father Germovnik has taken over the
office of Librarian since Father Walk-
er's departure for Perryville ....
St. Stephen's School in New Orleans
this year has a record enrollment of
well over 700 . . . . Forty Hours De.-
votion began at St. Stephen's on Sep-
tember 19th, Fathers O'Dea, Berkow-
ki, and Darby gave the sermons ....
Father John O'Regan has been con-
fined to Hotel Dieu with illness for
the past several months and asks a
remembrance in the prayers of
all .. . ..
Enrollment at the Cape has mount-
ed to seventy-five students this year.
largest in the past several years and an
increase of about twenty over last
year's total .... The Student choir
from Perryville sang at the Requiem
Mass offered at St. Michael's Church,
Fredericktown, Mo., for Mrs. Kathryn
Gaydos, mother of Father Francis
Gaydos.
DE PAUL U.-A HALF
CENTURY OF SERVICE
(Continued from Page 1)
Father McCabe attained a name nev-
er to be forgotten in De Paul's history
Such progress is indicative of the
activity which has continued from the
initial expansion program until the
present; it marks a growth and im-
provement which, under the guiding
Hand of Providence, shows no sign of
ceasing.
To commemorate fittingly the past
half century at De Paul, there has been
prepared a schedule of ceremonies de-
signed to continue from September
twenty-fifth until July nineteenth of
next year. A member of the first
graduating class in 1899, the Most
Reverend William O'Brien, auxiliary
bishop of Chicago, celebrated a Sol-
emn Pontifical Mass at the commence-
ment of the Jubilee. His Eminence
Cardinal Stritch, Chancellor of the
University presided and preached for
the occasion. Among the guests at-
tending the luncheon which followed
the Mass were Bishop O'Brien, Mayor
Kennelly of Chicago and Franklin B.
Synder, President of Northwestern
University.
Other events in the Jubilee year
have been planned to include the par-
ticipation of the different departments
of the University. The jubilee cele-
bration will finally be brought to a
close with a Pontifical High Mass in
St. Vincent's Church on the feast of
St. Vincent, the Patron of the Uni-
versity. The Most Reverend Bernard
J. Shell, senior auxiliary Bishop of
Chicago, will be celebrant.
"With the guidance of her leaders,
under the patronage of him for whom
she was named and with the blessing
of Him for Whom she was founded,"
may the University of De Paul con-
tinue to grow, prosper and to give
service that is as useful and as meri-
torious as that which she has given
in the past.
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Fr. S. P. Hueber Celebrates Diamond Jubilee
"I will, Deo volente, be with you onDecember 8th to celebrate the 60th An-
niversary of my First Mass on the
same altar on which I celebrated the
First Mass, December 8th, 1888.
Devotedly,
Stephen Paul Hueber, I.S.C.M.
Many were the memories that
scampered through the minds of the
Students as they read the above noce
received a few weeks ago. Many of
them have known Father as their
Pastor or assistant parish priest, and
story after story has been told of how
he cares after the lads of the parish,
constantly on the look-out for their
welfare. Catechism class, hikes, picnics,
in any field, his energy with those
more than fifty years his junior, they
will tell you, was and has been inex-
haustable.
Still others have seen Father Hue-
ber only on occasional visits here at
the Barrens. Most notable was his vis-
it three years ago accompanied by our
confrere, Archbishop Beckman of Pan-
ama, "solid confreres" both, and not
beyond hearty laughter and innocent
jest.
Now, all look forward to seeing again
this veteran they have heard so much
about. There are few who do not
know of his famous diary. Some, no
doubt, will look for verification
of a story popular here at the Seminary
concerning the good Father. (It seems
that many years ago Father spent a
good part of one autumn canning veg-
etables. Inviting one of the priests
down to view the finished work, great
was his dismay to discover cans loud-
ly exploding and driving him to safe-
ty.) Ah! In diebus illis!
But, to dig into the history, Father
Stephen Paul Hueber was born in the
little town of Fayetteville, New York
in 1861. In the course of years he was
graduated from the local high school
and, in 1882, graduated and received
his degree from Niagara University.
Entering the Novitiate of the Congre-
gation at Germantown, Philadelphia,
Fa., in 1881, he pronounced his Holy
Vows two years later and thence pro-
ceeded with his sacred studies. Dur-
ing his course of studies Father like-
wise held the Professorship of Math-
ematics and Latin at the Apostolic
School, Germantown.
Ordained to the Diaconate in 1887,
the Rev. Mr. Hueber came the following
year to St. Mary's Seminary, Perry-(Continued on Page Five)
Forum Inaugurated
In order to give the Students and
Novices here at the Barrens a better
appreciation of the needs they will not
long hence be called upon to fill, a
program of talks by priests and lay-
men has been inaugurated by Fr.
Joseph Lilly, C.M. Four addresses have
already been given, and the series is
planned to continue throughout the
year.
On the 23rd of October. Fr. Comer-
ford O'Malley, president of De Paul,
presented the subject of Education at
our University in Chicago. In a well
organized discourse he presented the
Purpose of De Paul: the development
of Catholic leadership-the reason
why Archbishop Feehan invited the
Community to found the University.
Thercin is seen the reason too that so
large a percentage of Provincial per-
sonnel has been assigned to De Paul
over the past fifty years.
Developing his theme, Fr. O'Malley
pointed out several exemplary instances
of the effects of education at the Uni-
versity. Its graduates hold many and
varied influential positions, especially
those of Law and Courts, of business,
nf tp• .phino in hrifl-t, v•ili,
and parochial schools, and
not the least of these is
the Catholic leadership
evidenced in the personal
lives of thousands of or-
dinary men and women.
DePaul's sphere of in-
fluence, is further indicated
by the fact that twenty
percent of its total enroll-
ment is Protestant and
seven percent, Jewish- -
non-Catholics whose lives
are being enriched by con-
tact with our priests and
by the guiding norms of
Catholic principles of ed-
ucation. Noteworthy is the
fact that the University
has requirements of Phil-
osophy and Religion which
are greater than those of
any other Catholic school.
There is the further ap-
plication of Catholic doc-
trine in the fields where
this is most needed, in
Literature, Economics, Pol-
itics and Law, to name
but a few.
Dedicated to De Paul's
Purpose t he confreres
there recognize their task
and zealously carry out a
routine which is hard, both
mentally and physically.
(Continued on Page 3)
~Anbreia
PL i p The De
nge
Countries
---Bg Rev. Bruce Vawter, C. M.
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(Continued from Last Month)
Demonte . . . Demonte in Piedmont, on December 12,
1778, could present to the world a very proud and happy
town-notary, Maurizio De Andreis. To his first wife, Anna
Maria, was born that day a son, whom they christened
rather formidably Andrea Giacomo Felice Bartolomeo. But
the three Apostles had been content to be his silent patrons.
Felix De Andreis later wrote: "St. Francis de Sales said
with his accustomed directness, 'There have already been
three St. Francises in the Church. Why should I not be
the fourth?' And he was! Well, there have been sixty-five
called St. Felix . ..Why should I not be the sixty-sixth?"
After he had outgrown his parents' teaching, his pro-
fessors in Cuneo were to discover what brilliance lay in this
boy's quiet mind. He thought clearly and with straight pre-
cision, and to him was that rarest of gifts, a photographic
memory. Like St. Thomas Aquinas, he was to confess that
he never forgot what he read, and in later years he would
astound his hearers with long, word by word quotations
from Scripture, from theological authors, or from the
Fathers. Then too, he had no less a healthy imagination,
for he was a poet.
To these talents might be open a thousand pursuits, but
he was following the sixty-fifth Felix when he went to
Turin in 1796. He was at the end of his second year of
theological studies, when he sought out the',Visitor, or Pro-
vincial Superior, of the Congregation of the Mission.
In France, where St. Vincent de Paul had begun the
Congregation of the Mission in 1625, the Revolutionary
Terror stalked by day, and the times were sick with
violence and blood. The Congregation had been brought
to Italy during St. Vincent's own time, and had spread
throughout the peninsula. Its priests, known familiarly as
Lazarists, after the Parisian motherhouse of St. Lazare, or
Vincentians, after their holy founder, carried on the work
of missions, of religious instructions, and of the education of
the clergy. To be sure, the Bark of Peter was afloat in
restless seas, and steady hands were all that might be
trusted to touch the wheel.
What Fr. Laugeri's caution lacked in imagination, he
supplied in kindliness. He looked down upon a crestfallen
young man that day, and could not find it in his heart
to refuse him utterly. Poetry or no poetry, he might return
in a year, if he were serious, and if he had removed the
rock of offence-at lease for this year.
It was removed, at least for the year. As certain as of
life itself, Felix knew that this priest was his natural su-
perior, whose voice for him was God's. He submitted to the
commanded renunciation. But throughout his years in
which God gave him to swim beyond the shallows into the
great world of ideas where he might glimpse, if for a
moment, the divine virtue, Felix continued a poet and
continued to write poetry.
There were drums throbbing and the blare of trump-
ets that first day of November, 1797, when he began his no-
vitiate training, but they throbbed and blared not for him.
As yet far off, they grew ever closer. Another, himself of
Italian ancestry, had begun to plot his destiny out of the
disintegration of a world. A novitiate vocation might look
to its own salvation if it would escape the cruel plough
with which desperate men were furrowing the land in the
name of high-sounding virtues.
The Revolution crossed the French border and passed
into Piedmont, and on January 25, 1799, the house at
Turin, together with the novitiate at Mondovi, was sup-
pressed by the new provincial government. The revolution-
ists were driven out, however, and after some aimlesf
months in the world, Felix was able to conclude his no-
vitiate. He made his perpetual vows of poverty, chastity,
obedience, and stability in the Congregation on September
21, 1800, while Napoleon Bonaparte was even then marching
into Piedmont to surpress the house once again.
After his novitiate he easily fell back into the life of
studies at the Alberoni College at Piacenza, and it was here
that the Congregation of the Mission began to take full
measure of his mind. In languages he showed singular
talent, studying Latin, Greek, Hebrew, French, Spanish and
English, and though he examined sufficiently the natural
sciences, his real love he found in theology. All men who
took the trouble might explore this part of his mind, but
it was not for all to see the inner life that had opened upon
him. He read deeply in the recognized teachers of the spir-
itual life, notably St. Teresa of Avila and St. John of tne
Cross. In 1801, towards the end of the year, he was ordain-
er priest.
Funes ceciderunt mihi in praeclaris-"My lot hath fal-
fen to dwell in pleasant places." These words occur often in his
writings. Piacenza-the very word, the soft Italian that
means "pleasure." Surely, if ever he had sinned against de-
tachment from place, it was at Piacenza. Days there passed
too soon, as in a joyous dream. Then Rome and the moth-
erhouse at Montecitorio for nine years more, the last nine
that he was to spend in Italy. To take the will of God was
not too hard, in pleasant places. Even so, his heart had
taken him far afield, and once as far as China. He had
even studied Chinese,--and astronmy in the bargain, since
such was the precedent of priestly learning which the Jesuit
Fathers had set at the Chinese court.
Eternal Rome is also universal Rome, however; it was
his China just as it was Philip Neri's Indies. But life at
Montecitorio could not have been anything but a delight
for a son of St. Vincent de Paul, for there life held every-
thing Vincentian-the missions for the country poor, the
Tuesday conferences for the clergy, the instructions for the
clerics and preparation of the ordinands.(To Be Continued)
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The Miraculous Medal Novena Band
When Father Aladel brought the
first Miraculous Medals to Catherine
Laboure to show them to her, as soon,
as she saw them she exclaimed, "Now
it must be spread throughout the
world!" That was in, 1832 and Cathe-
rine's excitedly expressed hope was
rapidly fulfilled, for by 1838 more than
12,000,000 of the Medals had been dis-
tributed to people in all parts of the
world. It is still being fulfilled today
in 1948 as the Community continues
to be faithful to the commission given
it by Mary Herself of spreading de-
votion to Her through the means of
the Medal. The Community in the
W:estern Province is accomplishing this
to an ever increasing extent through
the Solemn Novenas being conducted
in parish churiches throughout the
western half of the United States.
-The precise evidence of this is clear-
ly seen from the eReport Cards sent in
by each priest- on the Novena. Band
at the close of every Novena. These
Report Cards contain the statistical
facts pertaining to the Solemn Nove-
na just completed and one of these
facts is the enumeration of the num-
ber of people who were enrolled and
who received a Miraculous Medal dur-
ing the Novena. A glance through
these Cards would reveal such fig-
ures as 1000, 1200, 700, 900, 500, or 1500.
Striking a conservative average of 700
enrollment for each Novena, the re-
sult would be a total of 67,200 enrolled
and receiving Miraculous Medals in
the course of one year.
But mere numbers, although they
may be impressive, are only cold and
lifeless facts. They do not tell the
real story. The true story of what
is being done lies not in statistical
enumeration, but rather in the salva-
tion of souls There- are thousands of
souls who have prayed in a very spec-
ial way to our Blessed Mother, who
have made sometimes great sacrifces
in order to be present at the Novena
devotions, who have received wonder-
ful answers to prayer, who have grown
in love for Mary and thus drawn closer
to Her Divine Son, Christ, who have a
constant symbol of that devotion in
the Miraculous Medal which is theirs
.... and who would not have had the
opportunity to receive these graces
were it not for the work of the Western
Province's Miraculous Medal Novena
Band. Thus, it should be a source of
FORUM INAUGURATED
(Continued from Page One)
These notes apply equally to the Acad-
emy as well as the University. Father
O' Malley strcssed that this is no place
for the weak, disinterested, or lazy.
There is to be considered the student
attitude in relation to the Purpose.
These people in seeking their success,
be it material, spiritual, or both, want
knowledge. They want clear, complete
answers which in no way smack of
mere authoritarianism. Naturally,
since they expect dividends of their
"investment," they are critical of medi-
ocrity and they desire the best from
well informed professors in this school
great consolation to every member of
the Community in this Province to
know that we are in this way fulfilling
the commission Mary has given us,
and should be a cause of continual
thanksgiving for the abundant bless-
'ing She has bestowed and is be-
stowing upon the work.
This Fall the six priests on the Novena
Band have conducted and are conduct-
ing Solemn Novenas for every avail-
able date from September through De-
cember. One priest is covering Cali-
fornia with four Novenas in Los An-
geles, one in Long Beach and one in
Culver City. Four Novenas have been
conducted in Colorado with one in Al-
amosa and the other three in Denver
including one at the Immaculate Con-
ception Cathedral in Denver. Texas
is also being covered with Novenas
being given at Dickinson, Galveston,
Houston, and Dallas. By the end of the
year ten Solemn Novenas will have
been conducted in the city of St. Louis
while others were scheduled in the
smaller towns and rural communities
in both Missouri and Illinois such as:
Marine, Illinois; Prarie du Rocher, Ill-
inois; Charleston, Missouri; Farming-
ton, Missouri; St. Clair, Missouri; Per-
ryville, Missouri; Chester, Illinois; Pa-
which they have selected to attend.
Finally advice pertinent to the sub-
ject was offered. The seminarian of to-
day is the Priest-Teacher of tomorrow,
no matter in what phase of community
work he may be placed. The speaker
well pointed out that in teaching at
De Paul as elsewhere the prime pur-
pose of Community life is fulfilled: the
salavation of one's own soul and those
of the poor. (De Paul has always at-
tracted students of modest income and
charges the lowest rate of tuition of
any university in the Chicago area.)
There is need for rigorous habits of
study for the seminarian; a broadening
of knowledge and intellectual inquisi-
tiveness that will supplement text-book
na, Illinois; La Salle, Illinois. Two
Novenas have been conducted in Kan-
sas City, Missouri, and three more in
Chicago, Illinois, and finally one in
Houma, Louisiana.
Already the schedule is being drawn
up and the dates filled for after the
first of the year. The Novena sche-
dule for January to April, 1949 will in-
clude the following:
COLORADO: St. Mary's, Littleton;
St. Patrick's, Peublo; St. Mary's, Rifle;
St. Anthony's, Denver; Presentation,.
Denver. MISSOURI: St. Michael's,
Fredericktown; Immaculate Concep-
tion, Desloge; Sacred Heart, River-
mines; Our Lady of Lourdes, Univer-
sity City; Sacred Heart, St. Louis; St.
Anthony's, Rosati; Sacred Heart, Troy;
St. Augustine's, Kansas City; St. Boni-
face, St. Louis; Resurrection, St. Louis;
St. Gabricl's St. Louis; St. Philip Neri,
St. Louis; St. Peter's, Kansas City; St.
Andrew's, St. Louis; Assumption, Per-
ryville; St. Vincent's, Cape Girardeau;
St. Elizafbeth's, Kansas City. ILLI-
NOIS: Our Lady of Lourdes, Chicago;
St. Paul's, Highland; St. John the
Baptist, Red Bud. CALIFORNIA: St
Anthony's, Long Beach; St. Joseph's,
San Francisco; Cathedral Chapel, Los
Angeles; St. Anselm's, Los Angeles; St.
Brigid's, Los Angeles; St. Timothy's,
Los Angeles. There will also be No-
venas in Kansas and Wisconsin.
Next year in addition to conducting
Solemn Novenas, several one week
Missions will be given in rural parish-
es. The Novena men have found a
considerable demand for these one
week Missions and a great need for
many of the smaller parishes have not
had Missions for ten to twenty years.
Here certainly is an opportunity for us
to follow directly in the footsteps of
St. Vincent himself, for the need is
identical with that which he faced and
to fulfill the need was one of the pri-
mary purposes for which he founded
the Community. Thus, today we can
literally in this way fulfill St. Vincent's
command which has become our mot-
to: To preach the Gospel to the poor.
The six priests on the Novena Band
as a group and personally as individual
confreres beg earnestly for the prayers
of all the Confreres for the continued
success of this work for the glory of
God, the honor of Mary and the good
of souls.
information. Special interests should
be developed into "intellectual hobbies,"
as these lay the foundation for future
teaching. And just as St. Vincent was
not a boor, the future priest must culti-
vate good manners indicative of an
educated man. Moreover, a sound
mind in a sound body is a sound say-
ing; consequently, the maintenance
of health through physical exercise
cannot be dismissed.
The following speaker, Sir John
Craig, K. S. G. urged the audience to
question him as he lectured. When
his listeners gladly complied, the dis-
cussion began. During it, Mr. Craig
related how he has taken part in
many street-preaching sessions. With
(Continued on Page Five)
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Pictured above with several of Mother Seton's Daughters are left to right: Rev. John J. Cronin, C.M., Rev. Jos-
eph L. Lilly, C.M., the Most Rev. John M. McNamara, and Rev. John B. Roeder.
Mother Seton's
Recently the Barrens was honored
by several distinguished guests. Sev-
eral of the spiritual daughters of
Mother Seton, both the Sisters of
Charity and the Daughters of Charity,
made the trip down here from St.
Louis, following a conference there.
Here they found relics and monuments
of the men and the times which, di-
rectly or indirectly, have helped in
shaping their own destinies. The log
cabin of Bishop Rosati, C.M., first bis-
hop of St. Louis, built in 1818; the
Church of the Assumption, built in
1827; the museum in which were
shown such treasures as the original
letters of St. Vincent de Paul; the
tomb of Ven. Father De Andreis, C.M.;
and the Miraculous Medal Shrine....
all these were of special interest. Ac-
companying the Sisters and the
Daughters on their visit here were the
Most Rev. John M. McNamara, Auxil-
iary Bishop of Washington, D.C., the
Rev. John B. B. Roeder, secretary to
the Bishop, and the Rev. John J.
Cronin, spritual director of the
Daughters of Charity of the Western
Province.
The visit to Perryville was, however
only the anticlimax of a more impor-
tant event, the conference just conclud-
ed at Marillac Seminary, Normandy,Mo.
There the spiritual children of Mother
Seton gathered to unite their effort in
furthering the cause of their Vener-
able Mother's beatification and canon-
ization.
Representatives of each of the seven
different provincial houses of the Sis-
ters and Daughters of Charity,
throughout the United States and
Canada, were present at the conference;
Mother Mary Berchmans, Mother
Mary Josephine and Sister Mary of
Mount St. Vincent-on-the-Hudson, N.
Y.; Mother Mary Zoe, Mount St. Jos-
epnh-on-the-Ohio, Cincinnati; Mother
Mary Evaristus, Mount St. Vincent,
Halifax, Nova Scotia; Mother Marie
Helen, representative of Mother *Ben-
Cause Progresses
ita, Convent of St. Elizabeth, Convent
Station, N. Y.; Mother Marie Benedict,
Seton Hill, Greensburg, Pa.; Sister Is-
abell, visitatrix of the Easter Province,
St. Joseph's Central House, Emmits-
burg, Md.; and Sister Caroline, visit-
atrix of the Western Province, Nor-
mandy, Mo.
Two conferences previous to the one
just held at Normandy had already
convened, the first at Emmitsburg, Md.
in October 1947 and the second at
Mount St. Vincent-on-the-Hudson, N.
Y., in April, 1948. Four more confer-
ences are yet to be held at semi-an-
nual intervals, one in each of the four
remaining provincial houses.
Father Cronin, C.M. extended a pre-
conference welcome on the opening
day, Oct. 1. The Most Rev. Joseph E.
Ritter, Archbishop of St. Louis offered
Mass for the occasion in the Marillac
chapel and afterwards spoke a word
of welcome to the delegates. He was
highly appreciative of the work done
in the archdiocese by Mother Seton's
Community..... felt it a privilege, he
said, to be present at this conference,
recalling that he is a successor of Bis-
hop Brute, who played such a large
part in Mother Seton's saintly career.
During the pontifical Mass a very
inspiring sermon was given by Aux-
iliary Bishop McNarama of Washing-
ton, D. C., and ardent and outstand-
ing advocate of Mother Seton's cause.
In terms that glowed with an eloquent
simplicity he sketched the more im-
portant events in the life of this "val-
iant woman." He spoke of her early
life in New York, when she was known
as Elizabeth Ann, the charming
daughter of Dr. Richard Bayley...of
her marriage to William Seton, of her
early widowhood and her conversion to
the Catholic Church and of the pover-
ty, petty persecutions and many other
sufferings that this last step occasion-
ed for her. Most important of all, he
brought out in a clear light the ra-
diant virtues which characterized every
stage of her life-that marvel of grace
which is so adequately explained in
Archbishop Curley's well known state-
ment: "God was leading her on."
It was not until she had been puri-
fied by many trials, notably the death
of her husband, that Elizabeth Seton
became fully conscious of the Hand
that was leading her on, and she was
to be purified by many more crosses
before she could see just where that
Providence would lead her. If she saw
in her own life any resemblance to
that of Louise de Marillac's, she little
dreamt that she would accomplish in
America much of what her prototype
had brought about in France. She
lived to see a little community of wo-
men established under her leadership.
Today that community has grown to
such an extent it now embraces six
different families.
With good reason Mother Seton has
been called the originator of America's
parochial school system. And would it
not be encouraging if, in these days
when that system is receiving so ser-
ious a challenge, she should be raised
to our altars as a living pledge of God's
blessing upon the work He began with
her!
New Wing for Dallas Hbspital
When a given locality is in need of
1,000 more hospital beds, the situation
is indeed critical. Such has beenjudged to be the case in Dallas, Texas.
A partial solution of the problem will
soon be realized with the addition of
a new, five-story wing to St. Paul's
Hospital, one of the many institutions
operated by the Daughters of Charity.
JUBILIARIAN
We wish to take this opportunity to
offer a hymn of praise to Almighty
God and to tender sincere congratu-
lations to Sister Demetria, who early
in November celebrated her goldenjubilee as a Daughter of Charity-the
completion of fifty years of serving
God in the persons of the poor and the
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FR. S. P. HUEBER'S JUBILEE
(Continued from Page One)
ville. According to plan he was sup-
posed to have been elevated to the
Priesthood by the Most Rev. Stephen
Vincent Ryan, C.M., but the latter be-
cause of poor health, was unable to
make the trip to Perryville. On De-
ceinber 4th, 1888. Stephen Paul receiv-
ed Holy Orders at the hands of the
Most Rev. John Hennessy, Bishop of
Wichita in the Basilica of St. John, St.
Louis, Missouri.
The past sixty years have brought
Father Hueber to many of the houses
of the Province in Chicago, New Or-
leans, Perryville, and St. Louis. In
most of these his capacity has been
that of curate. Nor has he ever been
so busy that time could not be found
also to teach such subjects as Chemis-
try, Geology, Physics,- and Mathemat-
ics. The mere mention of these latter
brings a cold sweat to the foreheads
of most of us. -
" It many times happens, and it is an
understandable thing, that the minis-
try in the parish seemingly separates
the priest from immediate contact
with the rest of the Community. Not
so in Father Hueber's case. As far
back as 1898 he helped to furnish the
old Students' Building from funds
gathered from his many friends. Again
in 1906 he provided the funds for the
Novices' Recreation Pavilion... (The
latter was destroyed by fire some
twenty years later.) In these later years
he has built no less than five burses
of $6000 each for the education of
young men aspiring to be priests in
the Congregation of the Mission.
Other incidents are worthwhile not-
ing. In 1917, there was the construc-
tion of St. Vincent's High School in
Perryville. So great was -the Parish-
ioneer's love and admiration for Fath-
er Stephen Paul that many of the
younger generation have been named
after him. A few years later, in 1920,
when the State of Missouri was cele-
brating its Centennial, Father com-
plied with the wishes of several of the
state representatives that he write a
history of Perry County. This he did
and the book was later published by
The Perry County Sun. Finally
right up to our present day, he has
been instrumental in the enthroning
of the Sacred Heart in 1400 different
homes. Measurements of the latter
work requires more than earthly stand-
ards!
In recent years it has become in-
creasingly more apparent that we who
are but infants in the Congregation
must look with awe and reverence to
those who have been the backbone
and wealth of the Province. The name
of Stephen Paul Hueber is ever as-
sociated with the latter. We can do
no more than borrow the words ver-
batim from the December DeAndrein
of ten years ago: "To a true son of
St. Vincent, to our confrere and Jub-
iliarin, we say, 'Ad multos annos,' and
we join him in thanking God for the
blessings bestowed on him during
these, many years of his priestly life."
Congratulations
DIACONATE
The long sought goal of the
priesthood is now very nearly realized
by eight more candidates of this prov-
ince. On October 7, in the Kenrick
Seminary Chapel, they received the
diaconate at the hands of the Most
Rev. John P. Cody, Auxiliary Bishop
of St. Louis. The newly ordained are:
Rev. Mr. John Shaughnessy, C.M.;
Rev. Mr. Edward Wilson, C.M.; Rev.
Mr. Michael McHugh, C.M.; Rev. Mr.
Elmer Neudorf, C.M.; Rev. Mr. William
Pittman, C.M.; Rev. Mr. John Hickey,
C.M.; Rev. Mr. Jerome Calcagno, C.M.;
and Rev. Mr. John Farris, C.M.
NEW NOVICES
(For want of space we were unable
in the last issue to include the follow-
ing entry).
Among those received into the No-
vitiate were: Brothers, Raymond Toch-
trop and Thomas Gaidowski, July 18;
Messrs. Joseph Begue, Romulous Von-
hazmburg, Martin Drew, and Brother
Vincent Buckman, September 15; and
Mr. Joseph Schlade, October 31.
VOWS
Five others have recently pronounc-
ed their holy vows: Mr Godden Men-
ard, C.M., August 18; Messrs. Edward
Gallagher, Joseph Cozy and Thomas
Feely, C.M., September 8; and Brother
Albert Baalmann, C.M., November 1.
FORUM INAUGURATED
(Continued from Page Three)
the approval of bishops, he (like many
others) has preached Christ and His
Church in numerous towns and cities.
One of the more impressive points he
treated was the part, played by the
Blessed Virgin. Asked how the people
of his audiences generally responded
to' the mention of Mary, the speaker
very enthusiastically replied: "Her very
name is charm-an irresistable charm.
Simply tell them of Mary, and she her-
self will win them over."
Father Tolman, in relating the Work
of Diocesan Major Seminaries, re-
minded us why St. Vincent first de-
cided to found the Congregation: the
reformation of the clergy and the sal-
vation of the poor through good priests.
These points were treated at length,
and towards the end of his talk, the
speaker plainly stated that our's is a
time of specialization. The seminary
professor must be founded on the firm
ground of solid virtue ("Nemo dat..");
no longer can he be handed a book
of any subject and be told to start
teaching. The idea of the "Intellectual
hobby" was again brought forth in dif-
ferent expression and much emphasiz-
ed.
The latest speaker was Mr. Raymond
Behrmann, special agent of the F. B. I.
Mr. Behrmann presented a very in-
teresting account of the founding, dev-
elopment and operation of the Bureau:
how itb functioning is above politics,
what are the requirements of each
agent seeking a position in it. After
relating several of his own experiences,
by way of illustration, the speaker pre-
sented interesting considerations and
statistics dealing with current juvenile
delinquency. He, like all the other
speakers, obligingly answered questions
asked by the audience.
THE DIARY
The diary is a witness of the
past and a seer of the future, for
the present.--Cogton.
1888 . . Nov. 15 ... Father Weldon
leaves for the Landing after breakfast
to meet the Novices. He returned be-
tween five and six in the evening with
William Gorell, Daniel Hurley and
William Musson. They were covered
with mud as it rained all day and the
roads were bad. They are much pleased
with the place, as far as they have
seen, and there is' little doubt that
they will be more pleased as they grow
older.
1927.. Nov. 17 ... We are happy
to welcome Fred Lewis who made his
vows this morning and is now happily
with us.
1928 .. Nov. 10 .. . The first issue
of the Mission magazine, the DeAn-
drein, was published today. More pow-
er to its editors.
1932 .. Nov. 6 . . . The new road,
number fifty-one, before known as
French Lane, has been opened up for
use. It already appears to be well used.
Nov. 9 . ._ I Messrs. Durbin
and Watterson caught a skunk today
on the golf course. The whole seminary
realized the fact for four hours.
1936 . . Nov. 1 . . . Father McIntyre
phones from St. Louis that Brother
Fred is dead.
Nov. 4 . .Funeral services
for Brother Fred, who was laid to rest
next to Barney Dailey.
1937 .. Nov. 24 . .. The Program l:
honor of St. Catherine, patroness of
Philosophers, was advanced to this
evening since tomorrow is Thanksgiv-
ing Day. Mr. Don Fallon read a paper
on "The Logical Division of Philoso-
phy." Against Messrs. Edward Brennan
and J. McHardy, Mr. Pat O'Brien de-
fended the thesis "The Marriage Bond
is by Natural Law Indissoluble." Fath-
er John Le Sage gave the allocution,
after which the orchestra burst into
"Summer is Over"-about which we
have no longer had any illusions.
1938 . .Nov. 7 . . . Feast of Blessed
John Gabriel Perboyre. The Solemn
Mass for the feast was one of Requiem
for the repose of the soul of Bishop
Misner. A splendid eulogy was delivered
by Father Steve Dunker, who is home
from China for vacation.
Nov. 13 . . Stephen Paul Hue-
ber celebrates a Solemn Mass at the
eighty-second anniversary of Niagara
University.
1943 . . Nov. 23 . . . At ten o'clock
this morning, Father Winne celebrated
a Solemn Requiem Mass; about forty
priests from the Community and the
surrounding parishes were in attend-
ance. Immediately after the Mass the
obsequies for the repose of the so ul
of Father Tom Finney were held; bur-
ial was in our graveyard.
MEMENTO ....
The prayers of the Community have
been requested for the repose of the
soul of the father of Rev. Victor Ro-
den, C.M.
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AROUND THE COMMUNITY---
The Barrens . .. Fr. Anthony
Falanga's doctoral dissertation is now
published. It is entitled: "Charity the
Form of the Virtues, According to St.
Thomas." Fr. Winklemann conducted
a triuum at River aux Vases ....
Two Spanish Confreres, Mr. Bernard
Presa and Mr. Pedro Duque, Third
Year Theologians, arrived here in uc-
tober to continue their studies. Both
are from the Spanish Province of
Cuenca .... Mr. Jules Schick and
Mr. Clarence Miller are the new Doyen
and assistant Doyen respectively . . .
. . . . (St. Vincent's High School) ...
Not to be outdone by De Paul in Chi-
cago, St. Vincent's tnis season has
turned out one of its best teams. After
an opening day defeat, the team has
coasted to five straight victories .. .
(St. Boniface Church). .. Fr. William
Brennan conducted a nine day Novena
Mission held at St. Boniface during
the latter part of October ....
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS ... (St. Vin-
cent's Parish) . . . Word has reached
here from St. Mary's Hospital in Tuc-
son that Father John Overberg's con-
dition is much better . , . (De Paul
Academy) . .. Father Cook conduct-
ed the Forty Hours Devotion held at
St. Sebastian Church .... The Acad-
emy has come up with one of it's finest
football teams in recent years and, at
this writing, is regarded as a serious
contender for the Catholic and City
Championships of Chicago.
ST LOUIS MISSOURI . . . (St. Vin-
cent's Parish) . . . There are rumors
that the new superhighway to be con-
structed by the city will cut through
the parish, taking the V.F.M. Build-
ing in its sweep . . . (St. Louis Prep)
Fathers Robert Brennan and Francis
Gaydos conducted the annual three-
day retreat for the lads at De Paul
Academy (Chicago). The retreat was
held on the 27th, 28th, and 29th of Oc-
tober.
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI ... (St.
Vincent's Parish) . .. The parish has
set for itself a goal of eighteen Dis-
cussion Clubs. Ten have already been
formed and have begun to function
.... The eighth annual membership
of St. Vincent's Credit Union was held
on Tuesday, October 19th . .
DENVER, COLORADO . .. . (St.
Thomas Seminary) ... On October
17th Archbishop Vehr ordained four-
teen deacons and two subdeacons in
the seminary chapel. One of the sub-
deacons is studying for the Vicariate
Apostolic of Guam . .Also in Oct-
ober, Father Kenneally gave the
conferences to the priests of Denver on
their monthly day of recollection .
Father Hynes preached at the tri-
duum held in Christ the King Church,
Brighton . . . Father Joseph Lilly gave
the annual retreat for the students at
the seminary ... Father John Con-
roy has been appointed to the faculty
of the seminary here . .. On October
14th Alumni Day was observed at the
seminary with the second largest num-
ber of priests ever present for the oc-
casion. Some of the former students
of the seminary came from as far
away as Florida and California ...
CAMARILLO, CALIFORNIA .. (St.
John's Seminary) .... The Faculty
and Deacon class attended the fun-
eral of Father Victor Roden's father
in Los Angeles . . . Father James
Stakelum conducted the Student's an-
ual retreat . . .. Work is still being
carried on in repairing the outer sur-
faces of the walls of the Seminary
buildings . Besides the lads from
Ireland, the Student body also num-
bers one from Vienna, Austria and
another from Holland . . . Father Os-
car Miller gave a mission at Our Lady
of Guadelupe Church in Los Angeles
during the week of October 24th. Fath-
er Miller continues to keep up his reg-
ular weekly study club with the
Knights of Columbus of Oxnard . . .
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS .... (St.
John's Seminary) . . . Father Daniel
Martin's book Witness to the World,
based on the Acts of the Apostles has
been published. It will be used as an
instruction book in the Correspond-
ence Courses, familiarizing the laity
with this portion of the inspired writ-
ings ... Father Martin has also be-
gun a series of lectures to the leaders
of the parish discussion clubs, based
on the Life of Christ .. . . Back in
September, Father Bernard Degan
held a meeting of the Archdiocesan
Commission on Sacred Liturgy and set
the stage for a course of lectures to
be given during the months of Novem-
ber and December on the salient feat-
ures of the sacred liturgy and the en-
cyclical Mediator Dei ..... Father
Patrick O'Brien has been appointed
assistant Director of Students and
Father Meik has replaced Father Bur-
roughs as assistant prefect in the min-
or seminary . ... Father William
Brennan conducted the annual stu-
dent retreat ........
NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA . . . (St.
Stephen's Parish) . . . Father Ray-
mond White is now in charge of the
athletic program at the school and
is spiritual director of C.Y.O .... At
the Holy Name Hour held at City
Park Stadium early in October, Father
O'Dea was chaplain to Bishop Caillou-
et . . .. On the 24th of October, Fath-
er Hymel conducted a day of recollec-
tion at St. Francis DeSales Church,
Houma, La.... Father Harold Dich-
arry is holding a very successful in-
quiry class each Thursday evening.
Quite a number of non-Catholics are
very much interested in it ....
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MISSOURI...
(St. Vincent's College) During October
Father Joseph Wagner's vocation work
brought him up to schools in the vi-
cinity of St. Paul and Minneapolis,
Minnesota. Inquiries for further infor-.
mation have been coming in steadily.
Two thousand "Calendar Posters"
have been mailed out to all the Cath-
olic Parochial Schools in three states
.... Father Dennis Flynn is the new
chaplain of the Marquette Newman
Club at State College in Cape . .. On
Columbus Day, Father Steven Ganel,
Chaplain of the Knights of Columbus,
gave a talk over Station KFVS....
Father Frederick Coupal conducted
the annual three day retreat . . . The
"College Message" is to appear in four
installments this year ....
AND ELSEWHERE . . (Washington,
D. C.) ... The new addition at the
Edward L. Doheny House of Studies
has been completed. It is the gift of
Countess Estelle Doheny. This addi-
tion makes a convent for the Sisters
who have charge of the domestic de-
partment of the house . . . Fr. Gaug-
han passed a three-day written com-
prehensive examination for the doc-
torate in Sociology. Professor of So-
ciology at Dumbarton College here in
Washington, Fr. Gaughan is also mod-
erator of Our Lady of Fatima Unit of
the C.S.M.C., which is composed of
students from George Washington Un-
iversity, Georgetown, Dumbarton Col-
lege, and Catholic University ....
(Rome) . . . Our three Deacons from
Perryville, Rev. Messrs. John Lenihan,
James Towns and Joseph Falanga, ar-
rived on schedule in Paris where
they paid their respects to the Su-
perior General. They then flew to
Rome in order to arrive there in time
for the opening of classes at the Ang-
elicum on the 15th of October. ....
(China) . .. Fr. Wendelin Dunker
writes that Frs. Dicharry, Kaiser,
Schulte, and Clarence Murphy have
arrived at the Catholic Mission in
Ihwang. Fr. Kraff is at Yukiang, and
Fathers Steve Dunker, Norbert Miller
and John Murphy are still in Shanghai
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GOLDEN JUBILEES
Father James Helinski, C.M.
The celebration carried out last June
in honor of Father Helinski, C.M., was
an anticipation of December 21, the
date which will have marked the fif-
tieth anniversary of his ordination to
the priesthood.
Father Helinski was born on April
29, 1872, entered the Little Company
on Christmas Eve, 1891 and was or-
dained a priest on Dec. 21, 1898. After
a brief mission in Los Angeles he has
since been laboring in New Orleans.
Though a fuller sketch of Fr. Helin-
ski's life was given in the June issue
of this paper, we would not let this
day pass unmarked. To reiterate what
has been previously written: May his
truly Vincentian spirit continue to
inspire us 'Ad multos annos.'
Two other members of the Double
Family are likewise to be congratulated.
Sisters Caroline, Visitatrix of the
Western Province, and Sister Lucretia
celebrated their Golden Jubilees on
Dec. 9 and Nov. 1, respectively.
Early Reward For
Beloved Confrere
Pastor of St. Vincent's Church,
Kansas City for only ten days, the
Very Rev. Michael J. Burke, C.M., was
taken from us in the eighteenth year
of his priesthood and in the twenty-
seventh year of his vocation. The news
circulated on the morning of Novem-
ber 24th, that Father had died during
the night, came as a great shock to
his parishioners and confreres alike.
Father Burke was born in Chicago
on February 1, 1904, the son of Jere-
miah Burke and the late Elizabeth
Sheehy Burke. He received his early
education at St. Vincent's Grammar
School, Chicago and then entered our
Apostolic School in Cape Girardeau.
In May, 1922 he began his novitiate
here and two years later pronounced
his holy vows. After his ordination to
the priesthood in June, 1931, Father
served for three years as professor
of English and Latin at Los Angeles
College. From 1934 to 1941 he taught
the same subjects at St. John's Sem-
inary, Kansas City and then for
another year filled a similar post at
St. John's Seminary, Sari Antonio. The
years 1941 to 1948 saw him as assist-
Fr. M. J. Burke, C.M.
ant pastor at St. Vincent's Church in
Chicago and Administrator of that
parish from April until November of
this year.
(Continued on Page Four)
MISSION TO
ARKANSAS POST
Most recent among the speakers
who have graced our newly inaugurat-
ed forum was Fr. Ralph Bayard, C.M.,
professor pf History at Kenrick Sem-
inary. Fr. Bayard chose for his topic
an incident from the lives of Bishops
'imonl and Odin that had hitherto
been unknown to most of us.
Back in the days when St. Mary's of
the Barrens was still quite an infant,
even the novices in the Community
could tell adventurous tales of personal
experience in the stirring work of the
missions. Particularly was this true
of two young novices, one a priest and
the other but a cleric, both of whom
were destined later to become bishops.
We speak their names now with awe
and reverence and with not alittle ad-
miration, but some twelve decades ago
they were known simply as Fr. John
Odin and Mr. John Timon, N.C.M.
We can better appreciate the zeal of
these two men when we remember the
situation which then existed. Re-
call the humble beginnings of St.
Mary's Seminary-how a group of
Kentuckian Catholics made a settle-
ment in this locale and gave to these
fertile new lands the analogous name,
"The Barrens," a term which had
heretofore more properly been used to
designate the ungrateful soil which
they had left. These were the people
who had called upon Fr. De Andreis
to send them priests and had given
him lands upon which to erect a sem-
inary.
It was to such thirsting souls as
these that Fr. Odin and Mr. Timon
were missioned to minister and to
teach. Trips on horseback each Thurs-
day radiated the benefits of their zeal-
ous efforts to the outlying clusters of
farming families. We are not so sur-
prised that Mr. Timon was given such
an active part in preaching, debating
and catechizing at this time, for Fr.
Odin was still very unfluent in En-
glish.
When, in the Summer of 1824, an
appeal for priests came from a large
settlement of Catholics at the distant
Post of Arkansas, it was quite natural
(Continued on Page Three)
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Countries
---By Rev. Bruce Vawter, C. M.
(Continued from Last Month)
Eternal Rome is also universal Rome, however, it was
his China just as it was Philip Neri's Indies. But life at
Montecitorio could not have been anything but a delight
for a son of St. Vincent de Paul, for there life held every-
thing Vincentian-the missions for the country poor, the
Tuesday conferences for the clergy, the instructions for the
clerics, and preparation of the ordinands.
And all this was not even to mention the Assembly of
the Gate. A peculiar name-he had often thought they de-
served something much better. But because his young
friends met in a room near the door, it had been named
enough. They came, long after it was his joy to lead them,
from all over Rome, from all walks of life, to learn their
duties as Christians, as was right, from St. Vincent's priests.
They had been equally loyal in their prayers and letters.
To them he was always able to open his heart as to none
other, for they were dear to him, this apostolate of the lay-
folk.
They were happy days, eternally happy. Not a one of
them was lost, but they were all tucked carefully away, and
wrapped in the mantle of his priesthood. They were holy
days, too, holy for everyone. Preaching the gospel, instruct-
ing little ones, building up Christ's Mystical Body, praying,
entering into the mind of God, living the life of Faith, with-
drawing often a little. During the retreat of 1813 he fash-
ioned his final resolution.
"It seems that always Adam lives in me, and
he is a giant, while the Christ in me is scarcely
a babe, if He is there at all. So I must attack this
Adam, wound him, kill him, that Christ may live in
me . .. This I resolve . . to practice perfect mor-
tification, to fasten myself to the Cross, never to
come down."
And it was then he found the good source of oil for the
lamps.
"In meditating upon devotion to St. Vincent, I
have come to the evident conclusion that this great
Saint was a most perfect contemplative, according
to all the rules of St John of the Cross, though he
was also a most active man. Hence I say that con-
templation does not shut off, but perfects the ac-
tive life. Nor shall I be a true imitator of this my
father, a true missioner, a true worker in the active
ministry, if I am not first of all a true contempla-
tive."
Modesty might shut the door upon further revery. It
was Joseph Rosati, the first Bishop of St. Louis, who was
to recall his student days under Fr. De Andreis, when he
and his classmates had sat spellbound as their professor
lectured from the teaching platform. Nor may this be
set down as the exaggeration of a friend and confrere. His
fame as an instructor in dogmatic theology passed beyond
the Community walls, and he taught not only at Montecit-
orio but also at Propaganda College.
The war-drums burst upon Rome in 1808. The city
fell to Napoleon's troops, and in 1810 came the decrees
which expelled "foreign" (non-Roman) teachers and stu-
dents and, supressed the religious congregations. By a pro-,
vidential order from Paris, Propaganda College remained
open, and, some missioners stayed to staff it. Fr. De An-
dreis, under sentence of expulsion, by holy deviousness
managed to evade the decrees until he finally left of his
own accord for America. Despite the adversities, these
remaining years were crowded, happy, and packed with
activity. There was catechizing, preaching of missions,
giving of retreats. There were instructions and sermons for
ordinands. And within these feverish rounds there was
somehow found time for the service of the sick in hospitals
and of those in prison. His life in these years came into
the notice of the Holy Father, and Pius VII even spoke
favorably of him as a prospective bishop. We are told in
one story that his retreatants were on one occasion, so im-
pressed by his conference that they remained in the chapel
long after he had left them, insensible to hunger and aught
else, while the puzzled community gathered for supper in the
refectory. Then as now, that men might be so affected as
to forget was apparently considered no minor miracle of
grace.
In his writings we may see in bold relief the character
of a man who no longer remembers himself and sees in
himself only an instrument of the divine will. In two
words may be summed up in his career; they became his
life's nmoto, and we find them often in his works. Dio Solo-
God Alone. By way of commentary on these, he would say:
"I seem to be by the divine mercy, of such disposi-
tion that if I knew there was in my heart a sinele
cell not consecrated to God, I should tear it out,
though it were to cost me my life."
This was a disposition proved by trials. In 1913 he re-
ceived a frequent vision of the Cross, a Cross first ob-
scured, then gradually revealed, to show him a path which
would be over rough ground but which would lead him tc.
the sure peace of self-renunciation. Some small taste he
would have of this when, in the following year, he suffered
much from false friends whose envious labors were devoted
to undermining one of his works, a small catechism he had
hoped to publish.
* * * *
It was an evening in Rome, and Bishop DuBourg of
Louisiana, visiting Montecitorio, came upon a large gath-
ering of young men, assembled in a room near the door,
listening eagerly to a young priest who spoke with simple
eloquence.
"Who is this priest?" he asked, turning to his com-
panion.
"One of the missioners of the Congregation," was the
reply. "He is quite a by-word when it comes to zeal and
learning, and one of the best preachers Rome has today."
"And how happy I would be," mused the Bishop, "ifI had such a preacher for my diocese."
"Fr. De Andreis would like nothing more than to go
on the foreign missions." said the other. "but you could
never get his superiors to part with him."
(To Be Continued)
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that Bishop Rosati, C.M., looked to
these two young men to answer the
call. The incidents of this mission
which took them through Lower Mis-
souri and down into Central Arkansas
were, in the graphic way that Fr. Bay-
ard recounted them, all the more in-
teresting and thrilling because their
setting is so near to us.
Apple Creek, Mo. was the first point
of interest on the twelve hundred mile
tour. Here lived the grand old Cath-
olic "patriarch," Mr. W. J. Schnur-
busch, who had at his own expense,
erected a church in that place to serve
the spiritual needs of himself and his
numerous progeny. Other milestones
along the way were Cape Girardeau
and the hamlet of New Madrid.
Two alternatives lay before them for
the next leg of their journey. One was
a safe, but very circuitous route that
would take them far to the West; the
other led directly through the Arkan-
sas border and down to Little Rock,
but it lay across a thirty-five mile belt
of swamp land. Of course, they chose
the latter route. A guide was hired to
lead them through that trackless mire,
but they were scarcely a day's journey
along, when their guide decided it was
too great a hazard and took his home-
ward leave. At this stage of the nar-
ative, Fr. Bayard warmed to his sub-ject with increasing zest, showing a de-
tailed appreciation for the difficulties
that Odin and Timon had to surmount
. . the strain and struggle of leading
their horses foot by foot over the wet,
spongy, ever-engulfing earth..... the
fears and loneliness they experienced
that night, trying to catch some sleep
on a knoll of dry land which they had
been fortunate enough to reach....
these and other scenes were with vivid
imagery reconstructed for us.
Little Rock held a real surprise for
the missioners. They little suspected
that the greater part of this settle-
ment would be Catholic; for it had
been almost entirely without the min-
istration of priests. The governor
pleaded with them to stay. This they
could not do, but they did not leave
until all were given the benefits of the
Sacraments and a few brief instruct-
ions. The Indians too soon knew the
effects of their zeal, and one tribe, the
Chaupau, were very well disposed to-
wards the Faith.
Apple Creek, Cape Girardeau, New
Madrid, Little Rock, Arkansas Post . . .
.. these were the more important
stops. It was indeed a varied host of
folk in these places as well as in many
a farmhouse kitchen and tavern par-
lor that profited by the visit of Orlin
and Timon on their long itinerary, and
much more might have been accom-
plished, had not a violent fever over-
taken Fr. Odin. The trip completed,
they returned again to the novitiate to
prepare for the taking of their relig-
ious vows.
We are indeed grateful to Fr. Bay-
ard for helping us to a better appre-
ciation of the Little Company's early
days in America, and we look with
anticination to the comuletion of the
second volumn in the trilegy he is pre-
paring on those colorful times.
PHILOSOPHERS' DAY
True to a very old tradition, the
Philosophers expended their best ef-
forts in honoring their patroness, St.
Catherine of Alexandria, on the day of
her feast, November 25. This happen-
ed also to be Thanksgiving Day, and so
with two holidays telescoped into one,
there was doublf cause for rejoicing.
Fittingly, the day began with a Sol-
emn Mass celebrated by our esteemed
professor of Philosophy, the Rev. John
Kearney, C.M.
The evening program revealed that
Fr. Kearney's labors were not at all
in vain. Something more than a mere
casual acquaintance with the writings
of Aristotle and St. Thomas was evi-
denced in the papers that were read,
leading one to believe that much light
is often hidden under a measure of
modesty. The Reverend Fat-ers as
well as the students in Theology wel-
comed with an old familiarity the pa-
rade of speculative principles, while the
novices were for the most part highly
mystified-many indeed to that degree
of contemplation where, it is said, the
senses become dormant.
Mr. Harold Persich, C.M., took for
his subject "The Distinction of Being
As Based On The Doctrine of Potency
and Act." Following this, Mr. Lowell
Fischer, C.M., gave a concrete demon-
stratioh of a practical, intellective ha-
bit with his smooth rendition of "Suite
Pergamesque," from Cloude Debussey's
CLAIR DE LUNE. Next was present-
ed a paper entitled "Ens Rationis, The
Formal Object of Logic," by Mr. Ru-
dolph Miller, C.M. Next came a light-
er strain with a appropriate quartet
number, "When Day Is Done," sung
by Messrs. Pittman, Richardson, 01-
ker and Pelleteri, C.M.
The Very Rev. Superior then con-
ferred the Baccalaureate upon the four
who completed their course of Phil-
osophy last May: Messrs. artin Mc-
Hugh, Raymond Kellner, Carl Callier
and Robert Olker, C.M. Taking his
keynote from the first paper of the
evening, Fr. O'Connell gave a brief but
very pointed allocution. By making
practicel application of the principles of
potency and act, he reminded us of the
tremendous potentialities that each of
us has and the duties incumbent upon
us to place no obstacles in the way of
their actualization.
MEMENTO . ..
The prayers of the Community have
been requested for the repose of the
souls of the father of Rev. Lawrence
Walsh, C.M., and the brother of Rev.
Clarence Corcoran, C.M.
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In Diebus Illis
December is a wondrous month
-Cogton
1895 . . . Dec. 25 . . . The first Mass
in Church was a Solemn Mass. Very
Reverend Father Barnwell was cele-
brant, Rev. O'Regan was Deacon and
Rev. Depta was Sub-deacon. At the
Offertory the "Adeste Fideles" was ren-
dered by the string band. Four little
boys sang the hymn.
1901 . . . Dec. 17 . . . Messrs. S.
Depta, Hanley, Edwards, Shultz, O'Cal-
laghan, Steines, and Remler went to
St. Louis to be ordained Deacons. On
the same day, Reverend T. J. Devine
was ordained priest. The new Deacons
had to stay in St. Louis until the twen-
ty-seventh .because of the dangers of
crossing the river which was frozen
over.
1911 ... Dec. 27... We had a de-
lightful letter from Father Conroy.
Very newsy and interesting, it contain-
ed cheery information about Father
Souvay's most probable victorious "tour
de force" at the finals for his S. T. D.
degree.
1915 . . . Dec. 22 . . . Christmas va-
cation is on. The usual preparation in
Church and the recreation rooms of
the various departments is carried on
with great zest. Father Souvay stayed
over to work on the tower clock. Yes-
terday, for the first time in eight years,
we heard it striking.
1917 . . . Dec. 12 .. . . our degrees
below zero yesterday. Nature painted
a beautiful picture during the night.
There must have been a heavy dew
and a stiff frost. Two loads of cedar
were brought in: one from the mill
property and one from the Tackaberry
property. The Novices have about 200
feet of cedar rope made already.
1918 . .. Dec. 8 . . . Today was cele-
brated the Centenary of the Little
Company in the United States. Sol-
emn Mass followed by Benediction and
Te Deum; Father Barr preached. New
vestments, donated by the ladies of the
parish and made by the Good Shep-
herd nuns of St. Louis, were used for
the first time.
1920 . . . De c. 12 . . . Preparations
for Christmas week entertainment
have begun. Mr. O'Connell is con-
ducting the minstrel show. The or-
chestra is in high hopes of making a
big noise during the holidays. The
rumbling may be heard already.
1925 .. . Dec. II . . . Received word
this evening that we are to have a
visit from the Bishop of our Mission
in China. The Very Reverend Louis
Clerc-Renaud is to arrive here tomor-
row accompanied by Reverend Hugh
O'Connor.
1930 . . . Dec. 28 . .. "The Impos-
tor" came off beautifully, which was a
surprise to the cast. Mr. Krammer,
the director of the play, had the stage
effects working smoothly. Father
Erommel is visiting us.
1943 . . . Dec. 9 . . . More corn
hauled from McBride with the ever-
dependable Langley.
Dec. 10 . . . Maybe the old Langley
isn't so dependable after all. With a
load of about 3600 pounds of corn go-
up McBride hill, she disembowled her-
self after an attempt to put her into
low' gear. Fortunately the brakes
were dependable and it was possible
to ease her back down the hill ....
AROUND THE COMMUNITY--
THE BARRENS .... Father Stev-
en Paul Hueber celebrated the 60th
Anniversary of his First Solemn Mass
on December 8th. He was assisted by
the Rev. John LaSage, Deacon, and
the Rev. Daniel McHugh, Subdeacon.
Father James Murray preached the
sermon ... A meeting of the Deans
and Principals of Preparatory semin-
aries will be held Dec. 23 at St. Louis
Preparatory Seminary. The topics un-
der discussion will be Curriculum,
Teacher Training and Evaluating In-
struction, and Administrative Pro-
cedure ... Father Lilly recently gave
the address at the Ste. Genevieve
Knights of Columbus candidate ban-
quet.. .
CHICAGO . . . Father Overberg is
celebrating Mass daily now at St.
Mary's Hospital, Tucson . . . In the
Catholic League football finals De Paul
bowed to Oak Park's Fenwick High
School by the close score of 9 to 6.
ST LOUIS .... More than 60,000
students have so far been enrolled in
the Confraternity Home Study Service.
This work begun by Father Lester Fal-
lon in 1938 is described in the cur-
rent issue of the Vincentian . . . On
November 2nd, ground was broken for
the new St. Louise de Marillac school.
It is hoped that the school, which will
be conducted by the Daughters of
Charity, will be ready for occupancy
in September .... Both Father Alt
and Father John Martinez are recover-
ing from their recent operations . . .
Father DeWitt gave a retreat at the
St. Anne's Home in Chester, Illi-
nois ....
KANSAS CITY... The annual no-
vena in honor of Our Lady of the Mi-
raculous Medal opened November 21st.
The novena was conducted by Father
Dimond Ryan.... In November, the
statue of Our Lady, Queen of the Ro-
sary was enthroned on the grounds of
St. John's Seminary by His Excellency,
Bishop Edwin O'Hara . . .The stat-
ue was a gift to the Diocese of Kansas
City from Cap de la Madeleine, Que-
bec, Canada ....
DENVER .... A recent article in
the Denver Register tells of Father
Antonino Mayoral, C. M., and of his
experiences in the Philippines while
those islands were under Japanese
occupation. Father narrowly escaped
death in the battle of Manila ....
The Very Rev. William Kenneally gave
a lecture to the students and faculty
of the Colorado State College of Edu-
cation entitled, "So Man Came From
An Ape? ??" . . . . Father William P.
Barr, recovered from an attack of pneu-
monia, has been advised to go to a
lower altitude for his health. He will
spend the winter in New Orleans ....
Father Kenneally and Father John
Vidal were named honorary members
of the St. Thomas Alumni Association.
Father Vidal was elected Executive
Secretary ...
LOS ANGELES .... Father Robert
Coerver of St. John's Seminary, Cam-
arillo, gave a talk on Communism over
Station KVVC in Ventura .... On
Friday, December 3, Archbishop Mc-
Intyre paid a visit to Los Angeles Col-
lege, said Mass for the Students and
gave them a holiday. A few days lat-
er they were visited by the Most Rev.
John P. Cody, Auxiliary Bishop of St.
Louis..
SAN ANTONIO... Father John Ho-
gan has recently finished his book, a
scriptural novel entitled "Twice He
Saved Me" .... Father Hogan gave
the Miraculous Medal Novena at Van
Ormy, Texas . .. .Agriculture as a
way of life will be studied by the stu-
dents of St. John's Seminary in a study
club conducted by two of the Dea-
con students ....
CAPE GIRARDEAU .... A Mis-
sion was conducted at Holy Family
Church during the week of December
5th by the Rev. W. F. Darling, C.M.,
and the Rev. John Bowman, S.V.D.
The latter spent four years in the Army
as a Chaplain and was the only col-
ored Catholic Chaplain in the Service
. . .Father Darling opened Holy Fam-
ily Church and was its first Pastor
from 1940 to 1945 ... . Father Dennis
Flynn gave the sermon at the closing
of the Forty Hours Devotion at St.
Vincent's College . . . Some twenty
priests of the deanery made a Day of
Recollection at the Cape under the di-
rection of Father Joseph Lilly...
Fathers Ganel and Wesner were among
the five Vinccntians in the Bishop
Steck Class for the Fourth Degree Ini-
tiation into the Knights of Columbus
in St. Louis on November 14th. Also
in the class were Fathers Oscar Huber,
Lester Fallon, and Bruce Vawter . ..
WASHINGTON . . . Archbishop Mc-
Intyre, Bishop McGucken, and Bishop
Manning, all of Los Angeles, visited
the House of Studies here last week.
Bishop Manning stayed from Friday
evening until Sunday. All three were
here in Washington for the annual
mceting of the Catholic Hierarchy ...
CHINA .... On December 4th,
eight of our confreres and four Daugh-
ters of Charity set sail from Shanghai
for the United States on the SS An-
derson. The priests are, it is reported,
Fathers Jacob Johnson, Hartrick Sul-
livan, Herbert Vandenberg, Harold
Guyot, John Murphy, Vincent Kaiser,
and Carl Schulte. At this writing we
do not have the names of the Daugh-
ters of Charity. This group of twelve
in all will include Father Francis
Verhoeven, a Dutch confrere who is an
evacuee from Nanchang, China ...
NEWLY RECEIVED
We extend our sincere congratula-
tions and best wishes to Brothers Pet-
cr Baxter, Mark Argus, Francis War-
ling and Matthew Teel who completed
their postilantship and were received
into the Novitiate December 7th.
EARLY REWARD FOR
BELOVED CONFRERE
(Continued from Page One)
The body of Fr. Burke lay. in state
at St. Vincent's Church from Friday
afternoon until 10 o'clock the next
morning, when a Solemn Requiem Mass
was celebrated by the Very Rev. Visit-
or, with Fathers Stakelum and Don-
ohoe as Deacon and Subdeacon, res-
pectively. The most Rev. Joseph M.
Marling presided, and a large number
of the clergy were present.
Burial services took place in Chi-
cago on Nov. 29th after another Sol-
emn Requiem Mass had been celebrat-
ed there by Father Winne, assisted by
Frs. Clarence Hug, B-rnard Miller, Ray
Kuchler, Gerald Mullen, Myles Moni-
han and Daniel Kane. The sermon was
delivered by Most Rev. Bernard J.
Sheil.
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Latest Community Project
Successful in Unusual
Setting
A visiting Bishop recently remarked
of St. Francis De Sales Seminary: "It
is unique among our seminaries." And
so it is. For though is it not unusual
for a seminary to start in the modest
way St. Francis has at Bethany, Ok-
lakoma, yet to begin not in one small
building but in fourteen little struc-
tures is truly unique. In the summer
of 1946 His Excellency, Eugene J. Mc-
Guinness, then Cod]iffofiTdW 'vBishop
of-0-7kIaoma City and Tulsa decided
to open a diocesan minor seminary in
a group of small houses and cabins
situated behind the diocesan orphan-
age of St. Joseph at Bethany, Oklaho-
ma, some four miles from the western
limits of Oklahoma City. A row of
six frame cabins, resembling a string
of tourist cottages in a motel court,
were to house the three faculty mem-
bers, the classrooms and the library.
Across the yard from these cabins,
a two-story frame structure of twelve
rooms was converted into a dormitory.
A six room frame cottage was turned
into a refectory, kitchen and home for
the two Sister Adorers of the Precious
Blood who were to take charge of the
domestic department. Another row of
four double cabins, somewhat removed
from the rest of the buildings, was
prepared for any older students who
might come to the seminary. All these
buildings were completely renovated
during the summer of 1946, each hav-
ing its own gas radiator heating unit,
and the living quarters being equipped
with individual hot water facilities and
private shower or bath. The remain-
ing two buildings, a large machine
shed and a former slaughter house
were utilized the first year as storage
rooms.
All these buildings are arranged in
the form of a capital "U," with the
mouth of the U opening to the north.
Across the ton of the U stretch the
Orphanage building and the beautiful
chapel of St. Joseph, which fortunate-
ly the seminarians have been able to
use. Along the west side of the U are
the faculty cabins, the classrooms and
the library. On the east side at the
top of the U is the boys' dormitory
house, and at the lower end of the U is
the Sisters' home, refectory and kitch-
en. Closing the U at the bottom is
the long machine shed. About a hun-
dred yards to the east of this group of
buildings are the four double cabins,
now referred to by the boys as "GI
Row." Some thirty yards to the west
is the old slaughter house. All these
cabins had been once used as an old
Welcome, Fr. Gregor
FL.Jo•hujbQr9xQo•r.M,_ ,, was or-
dained in 1936. After his ordination
he worked at various places in Slove-
nia as a missionary priest and assis-
tant pastor. In the beginning of 1939
he was sent to preach missions in the
Slovenian parishes of Trieste and its
surrounding districts. This amounted
to preaching some thirty-five mis-
sions. 'With Facism gaining the upper
hand, the work was not easy.
During the war Father remained in
Trieste and worked as assistant pastor
in a large parish, S. Antonio Nuovo,
which numbers some twenty thousand
souls. Unable to return home at the
folks' home, the dormitory house had
been the home of the Diocesan Di-
rector of Charities, and the refectory
and Sisters' home had been the home
of the diocesan farmer and his family.
Because of the lack of space espec-
ially for classrooms and sleeping quar-
ters, it was decided to include for the
first few years only the first and sec-
ond' year of the minor seminary, to-
gether with a class for special students
who needed only Latin. After many
difficulties the necessary chairs, beds,
mattresses, desks, and kitchen equip-
ment were procured. For two months
the boys slept in beds and sat on
chairs that had been used in an old
Indian school. Closet space in the boys'
house was at a premium, and more
than one boy had to hang his suit on a
nail in the wall and keep his clothes
in a box under his bed.
The Seminary first opened its doors
with an open house to the Catholics of
Oklahoma on Sunday, September 8,
1946. The interest and enthusiasm
Oklahoma Seminary Unique
shown by Bishop McGuinness, the
clergy, brothers and sisters of the
diocese, together with some five hun-
dred visitors from all parts of the state
was gratifying and heartening. The
visitors brought generous donations of
foodstuffs that lasted for several
months. Two days later on Septem-
ber 10, 1946 the St. Francis De Sales
Minor Seminary began its first mem-
orable year with the registration of
thirty-one seminarians. Ten of these
were first year students; four, second
year; and seventeen were special stu-
dents. Among the latter were eight
GIs and six high school graduates.
Regular classes began the following
day and in the succeeding weeks the
first seminarians of St. Francis slowly
but surely learned the ordinary routine
of a minor seminary as conducted in
the traditional Vincentian manner,
from the meaning of the Veni Sanc-
te Spiritus at morning prayers to the
(Continued on Page Three)
end of the war, he then became assis-
tant in another parish in that part
of Trieste which is called Rojan. Al-
though our missionary welcomed the
opportunity of gaining this pastoral
experience, he could, not be satisfied
until he would be again in a house of
his own Community and working
among his own confreres. With no im-
mediate hope of returning to his native
home, Fr. Gregor looked to this pro-
vince and of course found that our
Very Rev. Visitor was more than hap-
py to receive him.
On Dec. 17 Father Gregor sailed
from Genoa on the S. S. Vulcania. The
crossing proved to be a rather rough
one, with waves some 25 meters high
breaking across the decks. Christmas
Eve found Father hearing confessions
till eleven o'clock, as almost all the
other priests aboard had become ill.
The worst storm hit the ship on St.
Stephen's Day. However, our con-
frere remained in good health through-
out the entire voyage.
After landing in New York on Dec.
29, Father '~regor was met by his
compatriot, Father Anton Soklic, C.M.,
who, with Father Francis Germovnik,
C.M., arived in this province in Oct.,
1946. Coming inland by way of Cleve-
land, Ohio, Fr. Gregor had the joy of
visiting the Most Rev. Gregory Roz-
man, the exiled Arclbisiopojf' Ljub-
ianai~, who had ordained him priest.
Father feels very happy in his new
home here at St. Mary's of the Bar-
rens. "His only desire," Fr. Soklic in-
terprets for us, "is to learn English
well and fast, so that he will be able
to work with his confreres of the
Western Province, who have received
him very cordially."
-- ·
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---Bg Rev. Bruce Vawter, C. M.
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Bishop DuBourg was silent a moment.
"Please ask him to come to see me," he begged. The
Bishop also had some dealings with divine Providence.
So, it was at a meeting of the Assembly of the Gate
that the call came to Felix De Andreis for his real life's
work, as it had come centuries before to one asleep in Troas,
to "come over into Macedonia." Small wonder he could think
warmly of those dear friends. The invitation came as no great
shock, though even now we cannot know what in-
timations he may have had of this vocation. To Fr. Mar-
tini he had prophesied years before that he would die in
America. And to Bishop Rosati, as a student in Rome
busy in the study of Hebrew, he had one day rejoined,
"Leave it, and instead, study English." English, he had con-
tinued, was to be the language in which both of them would
employ their priesthood. (Rosati, however, had regretfully
returned the English grammer lent him, after fruitless at-
tempts to master the system of pronunciation.)
To Bishop DuBourg Felix De Andreis answered simply,
"If my superiors permit, I am ready at once to go to
America." Then, in private, he wrote at length the many
reasons he had to believe it God's will that he should go.
The land then known as Louisiana extended the length
of the Mississippi River from the Gulf of Mexico to the
Great Lakes. It had been colonized by the French, who
had named the main settlement in Upper Louisiana, or
Missouri, after their crusader King, St. Louis. Hundreds
of miles below lay the capital of the teritory, New Orleans.
After falling to the Spanish and then returning to France,
this great empire had been ceded in 1805 to the United
States of America.
In 1793 a bishop had been sent to rule in New Or-
leans, but after the United States had purchased the ter-
ritory from France, the Pope entrusted its care to Bishop
Carroll of Baltimore, who at that time had charge of the
whole vast area of the new nation recently severed from
Great Britain. The year 1809 saw the establishment of the
Province of Baltimore, with its assemblage of four suffragan
dioceses, New York, Philadelphia, Boston, and Bardstown.
To administer the territory of Louisiana, Archbishop Car-
roll had sent a French priest, Louis DuBourg, who per-
formed this difficult task so well that, upon the Archbis-
hop's recommendation, he was at length named by the
Holy Father Bishop of Louisiana. Bishop Dubourg im-
mediately left for Rome, to explain the difficulties of his
great diocese and to seek aid in his work. Finally, he had
come to Montecitorio.
To the Vicar General of the Congregation of the Mis-
sion in Italy, Bishop DuBourg made hasty overtures. He
requested the persons of Felix DeAndreis and several of his
confreres to conduct in America a seminary to provide
clergy for the new Louisiana diocese.
Bishop DuBourg had expected difficulties. He had not
imagined, however, that this apparently modest request
would have to be implemented by papal decree. The Vicar
General was extremely loath to release a man whose worth
he could perhaps of all men best appreciate, but he was,
of course, willing to abide by whatever decision the autho-
rity of the Holy Father might dispose. Bishop DuBourg,
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pleading that without the requested help he would be un-
able to administer Louisiana, Fr. Sicardi, on his part.
pleading that the work of the Mission in Rome would suffer
a staggering blow from such a loss, the case was presented
to the review of the Pope and a jury of Cardinals, and
their decision fell to the favor of the American Mission.
Felix De Andreis prepared to leave Italy in the joyful
knowledge that the highest voice in Christendom had spok-
en to bid him go.
Three priests, including young Fr. Rosati, and a lay
brother were designated to form, with him, the Mission in
America. Then, if only to assure Felix that here was the
divine hand, his enemies reappeared. Reproaches were
showered upon him to the extent of persecution, and he
was freely charged with desertion of his duty. Bewildered
but determined, he read once again the life of St. John
of the Cross, who had suffered until death for his con-
viction of God's will. For justice' sake, he reminded his
traducers that while he was ordained for his Congregation,
the Congregation was in turn ordained for the good of the
Church, and that for the glory of God.
(Continued next month)
NEW APPOINTMENTS
St. Mary's Seminary, Perryville
Rev. Wm. P. Barr, C.M...............................Sacramental TheologyRev. Joseph Daspit, C.M..... ................................ Latin and Greek
Miraculous Medal Office, Perryville
Rev. Thom as Barrett, 'C.M ....................................................... Asst. Director
Assumption and St. Boniface Parishes
R ev. M aurice H ym el, C.M .... ................ . .. .. ........................................Pastor
Rev. Herbert Vandenberg, C.M............................................Asst. Pastor
St. Vincent's Parish, Kansas City
Very Rev. Oscar Huber, C.M....................... ..........................Pastor
Rev. Frederick Coupal, C.M...........................................Asst. Pastor and
lChaplain for St. Joseph's Hospital, Wichita, Kansas
St. Vincent's Parish, Chicago
Rev. Clarence Hug, C.M ........................................................... Asst. Pastor
Rosati Hall
Rev. James McDonnell, IC.M., Rev. Thomas Munster, C.M.
St. Louis Preparatory Seminary
R ev. John M urphy, C .M ..................................................................................... Science
St. Thomas Seminary, Denver
Rev. Hartrick Sullivan, C.M., Rev. Vincent Kaiser, C.M.
St. John's Seminary, San Antonio
Rev. Jacob Johnson, C.M., Rev. Carl Schulte, C.M.
Vincentian Foreign Mission Society
Rev. Harold Guyot, C.M ................................  .. ............. Asst. Director
House of Studies, Washington, D. C.
Rev. Patrick Mullins, C.M., Rev. Henry Piacitelli, C.M.
San Marcellino Seminary, Manila
Rev. Bert Cunningham, C.M .............. ................Theology
Holy Trinity Rectory, Dallas
Rev. Thomas Schmucker, C.M.
MEMENTO
The prayers of the Community have been requested for
the repose of the souls of the father of Brother Albert Baal-
mann, IC.M., and the brother of Mr. Robert Salzer, C.M.
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Oklahoma Seminary
Unique
(Continued from Page One)
purpose of the "magnum silentium"
after night prayers.
Many difficulties and needs that
faced the new seminary were resolved
that first year of 1946. The library be-
gan with a dozen books, an old table
and several chairs. Many friends be-
gan sending books, and the boys who
do all the work about the seminary
made the necessary shelves. Through
the kindness of Mr. and Mrs. Cava-
naugh of Navina, Oklahoma, a liberal
library fund was made possible and
new books went upon the shelves as
fast as they could be procured and cat-
alogued. Today the Cavanaugh Li-
brary can boast of over fifteen hun-
dred catalogued books, as well as a
complete collection of the late Bishop
Kelley's writings and one of the finest
Oklahoma sections of any Catholic
high school library in the state. Many
of the local clergy have been most gen-
erous in their donations of books, and
Bishop O' Brien of the Church Exten-
sion Society forwarded many valuable
volumes. Grateful mention too must
rare books and several first editions
has presented to the library its first
be made of Mrs. Estelle Doheny who
of famed works.
Another difficulty the first year was
the lack of a suitable recreation hall
for the boys. The basement of the
dormitory house was first used as a
recreation hall but was cold and damp
in the winter months and flooded by
the spring rains. In the summer of 1947
the machine shop mentioned above,
a building some eighty feet long and
thirty feet wide was converted into a
large study hall, a spacious recreation
room, and a garage. One of the dio-
cesan priests donated an old pool table,
the father of one of the boys made a
sturdy ping-pong table, and a friend
of the seminary gave the boys a juke
box. Recently through the kind
thoughtfulness and energy of the Bis-
hop, not one but two pianos were pre-
sented to the seminary.
His Excellency solved another dis-
agreeable difficulty of the first year.
The wind of Oklahoma according to the
song of the same name "comes right
behind the rain"; in reality, it comes
at all times and from all directions
with a force and consistency that as-
tonishes the newcomer. Wairling
across these great plains it whipped in-
to St. Francis' yard and raised great
clouds of red dust that found its way
into clothes, books, beds, and dishes.
in the spring of 1947 when the wind
was at its height, His Excellency had
the entire yard blacktopped and a fine
road constructed through the grounds
from the orphange to the seminary
kitchen. This quieted forever the
bothersome red dust. The weather too
is a constant problem for one is out-
doors as soon as he steps outside his
room. But on the whole it has been
noticed that the boys have very few
colds, which may be due to the fact
that they are out in the open air so
often.
Several other improvements were
made during the first summer. An ad-
dition was made to the kitchen for a
dishwashing room. As the boys wash
the dishes, this facilitated order in an
otherwise crowded kitchen. The li-
brary which had been housed in one
half of a double cabin was extended to
include the whole cottage and now of-
fers sufficient space for three thous-
and volumes.
In these surroundings which to the
visitor seem most unusual for a semin-
ary, St. Francis has now for two and
half years fulfilled its function of a
minor seminary. Of her first thirty-
one students, sixteen are now contin-
uing their studies at the St. Louis Pre-
paratory Seminary and one is taking
his philosophy at the Kenrick. Last
September eleven were added to that
group and thirteen more will join their
fellow Oklahomans at the conclusion
of this the third school year. Like
the state of which it is a part St.
Francis is young, full of ambition, caring
little for hardships, determined to
overcome all obstacles. In thO forty-
one years of its statehood Oklahoma,
the Forty-Sixth State, has grown from
a handful of hardy pioneers to a pop.-
ulous and prosperous land of over two
million inhabitants. She has seen the
sod houses of yesterday transformed in-
to the well-built farm houses and the
comfortable city homes of today. Wide
empty plains are now vast waving
wheat fields. In little more than a
generation Oklahoma has grown from
the land of the buffalo to the land
of Hereford. The dreams of the early
days have come true and the faith
of the pioneers in this country has
been justified. St. Francis too is fill-
ed with the Sooner spirit, the spirit of
optimism, of belief in oneself and the
future. She knows that the day will
come when the cabins will give way to
the spacious halls of a new and com-
plete minor seminary. Even now while
these plans are taking shape, the tiiree
faculty members, Father Donald Mc-
Neil, Rector, Father Edmund Cannon,
Spiritual Director, and Father Gerard
Stamm, Director of Students, have
been taking the required courses in
Agriculture, Oklahoma School Law
and Oklahoma History, necessary for
accrediting the seminary. With these
courses nearly finished it is hoped that
this third year will see Bishop Mc-
Guinness' ambition realized and St.
Francis Seminary take its place among
the recognized schools of the Sooner
State. And whatever difficulties the
future will hold, whatever hardships
yet to face, till that day when the new
seminary shall raise its chapel tower
above the plains, the little cabin sem-
inary of St. Francis De Sales will con-
tinue its work of moulding the voca-
tions to the priesthood from a hundred
thousand Oklahoma Catholics, with
confidence in God and the ,belief of
all Oklahomans expressed in the words
of the Sooner State's Great Seal: "La-
bor Omnia Vincit.!
From Overseas
(Extracts from Letters of Confreres
Studying in Louvain and Rome)
From Rev. Donald V. Fallon, C.M.
"We had classes right up to noon of
Christmas Eve. FrConnolly went to
Winterslag, a mining settlement in
the Limbourg district, where he said
Midnight Mass for the Daughters of
Charity and their patients in the clin-
ic. I was deacon at the Midnight
Mass at the seminary chapel which
was sung by Father Menu. The minoi
seminarians had all gone home for the
holidays and the scholastics, seven in
number, were all in the choir, but the
chapel was filled with externs, bene-
factors of the seminary, I believe. It
seems that there are only two public
Midnight Masses in Louvain to which
admission is granted only to parish-
ioners with tickets, so the rest of the
population does its best to get an in-
vitation to one of these religious hous-
es.
"They have a number of interest-
ing customs connected with the cel-
ebration of Christmas, such as eat-
ing a special kind of raisin bread
roll for breakfast on Christmas morn-
ing. The roll is over a foot long and
made in the form of an infant with
almonds for eyes and frosting outlin-
ing the salient features.
'"Christmas night we sat around the
Crib in the dark while a group of Wal-
loon students sang Christmas carols
in French. Fr. Connolly and I served
un the niece de resistance, a booming,
The Main row of cabins, showing from left to right: the Library, College
Specials Classroom, Fr. McNeil's Cabin and Office, r. Sta'i ad Fr. Cannon's
Cabins, and the Priest Recreation Room.
Perrvville-style of "O Holy Night."
"On the feast of Holy Innocents, the
youngest of the major seminarians is
Continued on Page Four)
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AROUND THE COMMUNITY--
PERRYVILLE, Missouri ... Semin-
ary students throttled by examinations,
then spiritually revived by Annual Re-
treat. (Two excuses for tardy DeAn-
drein) . . . Just before Christmas,
FatherLloyd entertained the Stu-
dents, Novices, and Brothers with a
magic show-"The Art of Misdirection"
... The new Knights of Columbus
Center was formally opened in Perry-
ville on January 10 ... The Seminary
Lecture Forum will be resumed on
February 1st when Father Preston
Murphy will speak on "The Miracu-
lous Medal Novenas and the Home
Missions." On Tuesday of the follow-
ing week Father Lloyd will present
"Our Mission W ri; China."
ICHICAGO, Illinois ... The Very
R William J. Kenneally conducted
the anuai're'a for the De Paul
University students . . . The latest
statistics of the Archdiocese of Chica-
go credit the University with an enroll-
ment of 11,152 students and list it as
the largest Catholic University in the
country . . . On February 2nd, the
"Legion of Mary" celebrated its third
birthday at De Paul Academy. It
is the largest student organization in
the school.
ST. LOUIS, Missouri... A new
House has been purchased by the For-
eipn Mission Society. It is located at
1856 Cass Avenue and was form-
erly occupied by the Sisters of St.
Joseph . . . Father., Thomas Mahoney
conducted the retreat for the students
of St. Francis de Sales high school in
Denver ...
KANSAS CITY, Missouri ... The
Very-JRev. Philip .. Leevre has begun
a series of talks in all the Catholic
grade and high schools of the diocese.
These talks are intended principally
as a means of fostering vocations to
the diocesan priesthood. A monthly
vocation Mass is offered in all the
parishes of the diocese and is attend-
ed by all parochial children for this
intention .. .. . 1,Qat~ek Qmiore , Guyot
conducted the retreat at Loretto Acad-
emy.
DENVER, Colorado ... Two of the
students from St. Thomas were or-
dained to the Holy Priesthood by
BiPso Wmigan, of Pueblo in that city
on December 18 ... During the
Christmas vacation, work was begun
installing new and much-needed equip-
ment in the kitchen at the seminary.
When finished, it is estimated that
the total cost will be about $15,000,
$6,000 of which has thus far been re-
ceived .... .Father James Graham
conducted th••a •ei;t'Aif ei "YTaFAn-
nunciation High School.
SAN ANTONIO, Texas . . . Just be-
fore Christmas, Fathert, r,, icQO'B,.xeue
addressed the Study Club of Physi-
cians concerning the morality of cer-
tain medical practices . . . Father Lee
Zimmermann directed the choir of SL
Mary Magdalene parish on the
"Church of the Air" over one of the
radio networks . . . . Father Daniel
Martin will resume his weekly lectures
on the life of Christ on February 7th
in the auditorium of the Ursuline
academy. This course will continue
every Monday through April 4th . . .
On February 2, ••D1aer, ernard Degan
spoke to the Catholic Laymen's forum
on the "Priesthood of the Laity.'
Father Degan is chairman of the
Archdiocesan Commission on Sacred
Liturgy . . . Father Daniel. Matin witl
undertake the writing of a textbook to
be used in the presentation of a Scrip-
ture course to the public high school
students of the Archdiocese.
NEW ORLEANS, Louisiana....
Members of the Congregation of the
Mission and the Daughters of Charity
were guests at a private showing of
"Monsieur Vincent" at the Holy Name
of Jesus Auditorium on January 15.
FROM OVERSEAS
(Continued from page three)
the superior for the day and it is cus-
tomary for the students to ask some
favor which the superior grants. This
year they asked for a bicycle trip dur-
ng the summer holidays, or Easter va-
cation, the destination being, in the
order of their preference, either Per-
ryville or the seminary in Holland.
After considerable thought on the sub-ject, the young student granted per-
mission for the trip to Holland."
From Rev,.Mr. John Lenihan, C.M.
"On the feast of Epiphany, at the
Aracoeli, while the Franciscans were
chanting the "Adeste" and the "Jesu
Dulcis Memoria" at the altar, Father
Condonand I stood at the rear, around
an improvised pulpit, and had the
treat of our Christmas holidays, list-
ening to the little children giving their
recitations about the Bambino, Father
X•Brtennia should have heard the talks
of a few of them, it would have been
difficult to pick the best, for our ser-
mon classes at Perryville. They could
have given us pointers on gestures,
emotional fire, etc. We had a hard
time dividing our attention between
the Friar's chant and the tots. Inci-
dentally, the Litany of our Lady which
the Friars sing during the procession
of the famed image of the Bambino
will nrnbablv not be bettered this side
of heaven, but as intricate as beauti-
ful."
The nd Andrain
In Diebus Illis
"The deeds of the past are the in-
spirations of the present."
-Cogton
1904 . .. Jan. 1 . . . The new year
was ushered in last night at twelve
o'clock by the village orchestra to the
tune of "Pop Goes the Weasel." A
grand serenade was given through the
corridors of the students' house.
1907 . . . Jan. 20 . .. The Power
house is filled with water. As a result
we have no steam and no lights.
1908 . . . Jan. 17 . . . Skating is very
good, so the whole house is out for the
morning only.
Jan. 18 ... Skating is still good, so
the morning classes are again dismiss-
ed.
1912... Jan. 24 ... Our laundry
re-opened today after a three weeks
cessation of, activity. Six or eight stu-
dents were present at the re-opening
and spent the recreation day in offi-
cial duties over there.
1914 . .. Jan. 20 .. . We have no
class, in order to clean up the house
and prepare for the reception of His
Grace, the archbishop of Manila, .. J.
Harty,- .- ,D. Father Musson and the
Visitor went to McBride to meet His
Grace.
1918 . . .Jan. 13 ... Sunday; the
weathler is very cold. No mail yester-
day or today because the heavy storms
have delayed train service. Father
Nuss used a sleigh to get to Highland;
Father Neels walked to Brewer; Father
bin didn't attemp to reach ross-
town.
1922 ... Jan. 4 . .. Father Dono-
van comes to see us after dinner to an-
swer questions concerning the mis-
sions. He is to give the school children
in town a lecture. He' wishes us to
form a unit in the Catholic Students'
Mission Crusade.
1925 . . . Jan. 17 . .. The bell failed
to ring at four this morning. A timber
in the ruins of the brothers' house fell
with a large crash at four-thirty. Our
sleen was interrupted.
1931 . . . Jan. 12 . . . This after-
noon, MAsr,,, ..Dunker. Paul Lloyd
and FredLewis were called in to see
Father Barr, who told them that they
were picked for China. This relieved the
tension of the third year men.
1936 . . . Jan. 18 . . This morning
Father ,FIlayin celebrated the funeral
Mass of Father ,iHager. Fatherg:O'Re-
gan preached and did a masterful job
of it. The writer of this diary little
knew Father Hager, but judging from
the sermon and the reports of the
priests, he was truly a saint.
1938 . . . Jan. 11 .. . A mission
meeting is held at which Father Fal-
lon's Correspondence Instructioni Cour-
ses in religion are undertaken by the
students.
1947 ... Jan. 4 . .. This evening
about ten o'clock Father+ Danagher re-
ceived word that his church was on
fire. Rushing to the church in Brewer,
with his deacon Mr. Johnson, he found
it in flames and'fh7e ifre' inn unable
to save it. St. Vincent's Church was
nomuletelv burnt, only the brick walls
and the chimney standing.
JLAJ O J JIG -L&9%4%Oama
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Edward L. Doheny
Memorial
Vincentian Fathers House
of Studies
Being statistically minded we decid-
ed recently to check up the number of
confreres from both the Eastern and
Western Provinces of the United
States, who have won degrees from
the Catholic University in Washing-
ton, while they were residents of our
House of Studies. Our tabulation
showed the following results:
Doctors Degrees .................................... 15
Licentiate Degrees.............................. 6
M asters Degrees ........................... ..... 7
Total ....................................... ... 28
The subjects in which these degrees
were granted included Theology, Can-
on Law, English, iChemistry, Sociolo-
gy, History, Education, and Latin.
These figures will be appreciably in-
creased at the end of the present scho-
lastic year. In addition to the above,
not a few confreres have attended
summer sessions to pick up required
college courses in various fields, such
as Educational Administration, while
others have availed themselves of the
very excellent training given each
summer in the Preachers' Institute.
Thus it is evident how valuable a ser-
vice the House of Studies in Washing-
ton, since its beginning in 1941, has
rendered our educational program.
Students To Attend
Summer School
Plans are being formulated to have
all the students at Perryville attend
summer sessions at various universities
during the current year. Those stu-
dents who have not yet completed their
philosophical studies and received the
A.B., will attend special courses at
Perryville to be taught by confreres
who have established a reputation for
themselves as excellent teachers. Those
who have completed their philosophi-
cal studies will attend Catholic Univer-
sity in Washington and St. Louis Uni-
versity to beein work leading to de-
grees in Physics, Chemistry, Mathe-
matics, Sociology, Economics, Biolo-
gy, Latin, History, Education and
Speech. As the House of Studies in
Washington will not accommodate the
students not yet ordained, negotiations
are under way to rent a private house
near the campus as a residence for the
,cholastics from Perryville attending
Catholic University. This program con-
sistently carried through will insure
that before ordination our students
will be advanced towards higher de-
grrees.
LATE . . STRAN GE
. . . BUT .. TRUE
Among the ever increasing and still
unsounded depths of interesting Com-
munity lore treasured in our archives
here at the Barrens there was recently
discovered a document which was writ-
ten in 1899 and records, among other
things, the following data:
"Father Raho (C.M.) was a portly
Italian who spoke English like an
Englishman. He was a sturdy
missionary who went to Califor-
nia in 1849 or thereabout. In Cali-
fornia he met Abraham Lincoln
and mrarried himn to his wife, Miss
Todd. Very few are aware that
Mr. Lincoln and his wife were
married by the Catholic Church.
Father Raho was wont to speak of
that marriage and to relate the
saying of Mr. Lincoln who was his
friend. All this was related by him
long before Mr. Lincoln loomed up
as a politician."
The manuscript from which this was
taken is entitled: "Early Days of St.
Stephen's Church, 1850-1860." Dated
at New Orleans, Nov. 8, 1899, it ap-
pears to have been written by one
F. J. Leche and dedicated to "My ex-
cellent friend, Chris E. Murray." The
narrative begins with the establish-
ment of the narish by Father Gondol-
fo and includes two lists of the early
parishioners.
"Father Gondolfo, a Lazarist and a
native of Genoa, was then about 45
years old, though looking much older
and suffering much from asthma. He
and his parishioners were one big fam-
ily, the entire group having dinner to-
gether every three months. Great was
his joy too at seeing them playing
baseball on the newly erected parish
playground. It was a pleasant sight to
see old men amusing themselves like
children, and Fr. Gondolfo's great hap-
piness was to have them always around
"SHOWBOAT"
"ICotton Blossom, Cotton Blossom,
Captain Andy's floating show, Thrills
and laughter, concert after, every-
body's sure to go."
If you're around Perryville someday
in the near future, don't be surprised
if you hear this famous refrain, for
sure enough "Captain Andy" Shaugh-
nessy is bringing his "Showboat" right
up ihe old Saline Creek and into the
stage of the Barrens to brighten up
our St. Patrick's fDay. He'll have with
him his traditional cast, a bevy of
old troopers: Gaylord Ravenal (Robert
Olker), Steve Baker (Manuel Pelle-
teri), Joe and Queenie (Rev. Mr. Pitt-
man, and Robert Lamy), Frankie and
Elly Schultz (Frank Shine and Wil-
liam McCarthy), and his shrewish,
nagging, laugh - provoking spouse,
Parthy Ann (Rev. Mr., Michael Mc-
Hugh). This isn't the first attempt of
the students to put on a musical; the
"Vagabonds" was successfully produc-
ed last year. But it is the first at-
tempt at a musical of such caliber.
We're shooting high, but we feel sure
that the very superiority of this great-
est of all-time 'hits sparkling with Jer-
ome Kern melodies which everyone
has learned to love will inspire us to
out-do ourselves. Fr. Barrett has con-
sented very kindly to play the organ
for this production and his playing
alone is enough to make the show a
most entertaining success.
So you're in for a treat if you're
planning to be in Perryville with all
the "biys" on St. Patrick's Day. We
know that you'll not forget "Make
Believe,"' "Can't Heio Lovin' that Gal
of Mine," "Ole Man Riber," "Why Do
I Love You," "Bill," "Ah Still Suits
Me," and one of the most rousing
opening numbers ever written, "Cotton
Blossom." And there will be a melo-
drama that will have you hissing,
booing, crying, and laughing like you
never did before.
So come on down to the old Saline
levee if you can. Sure and if vou're
wondering where is the flavor of the
old sod in such a production, you'll be
in for a pleasant surprise.
Listen to what Captain Andy him-
self says of his show: "Look 'at we
got, look 'at we got. How can we fail,
how can we fail! Yno never seen a
show like this before. We'll try to make
your evening bright. And if you come
around tonight, tomorrow night you'll
come around for more."
him.
"Early in the year 1851 he commenc-
ed building the new church which was
completed in about three months'
time. Then came Father. Delcros to re-
lieve Father Gondolfo who, on the
(Continued on Page Three)
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---By Rev. Bruce Vawter, C. M.
(Continued from last month)
Many busy preparations there were then . . . details
of agreements and arrangements between Bishop DuBourg
and tie Congregation . . . a papal audience for Fr. De-
Andreis. One cannot tear his roots from a place with-
out pain. His family had altogether misunderstood his
going, and never again was his father to answer a single
letter. At the very end came an unexpected message from
Bishop DuBourg saying they were not, as planned, to make
their home in New Orleans, but in the wilder north, in
the half-French, half-English scene of St. Louis. This
caused great consternation to some of the party, and Fr.
Rosati was to remember what he had been told long ago,
as he once more took down his English grammar.
June 12, 1816 they sailed from Bordeaux-their last
look at Europe. They were five priests, four clerics in minor
orders, a lay brother, and three young men who were to be
brothers, headed by Fr. Felix De Andreis, now Vicar Gen-
eral for Louisiana. They shipped on an American boat,
"The Ranger," and even though the Yankee skipper admit-
ted he cared more for dollars than his soul, and for this
world more than the next, he could hardly have been more
obliging. In turn, they could only pity the poor fellow's
empty life, and they felt no small satisfaction when, in a
time of danger, he called on them for prayer.
The first glimpse of the new world, the new life, was
July 23, a date never to be forgotten. Soon after they
were in Chesapeake Bay, and there was hardly ever a more
fervent celebration of Mass and chanting of the Te Deum
than on the following day. Then the next day they sailed
into the port of Baltimore. Fr. Rosati was to :write: "It
is impossible to describe how affected we were by the
magnificent view and majestic position of the Bay. It
is scarcely to be believed that one could find in the whole
world a view more beautiful." And that, allowing duly for
the natural delight of being once more on land, was royalpraise for men of Italy!
At that time Baltimore was the most. Catholic of ail
cities of the United States. Maryland had been founded by
Lord Baltimore as a refuge for the persecuted 'Catholics of
England, but even in Maryland these Catholics had re-
ceived their share of persecution, once they had allowed
Protestants to enter in sufficient numbers to gain control
of the government. Despite their difficulties, the Maryland
Catholics had kept the Faith. In 1816, with a population of
151,000, Baltimore supported St. Mary's College, conducted
by the Sulpician Fathers. It was there that the tired mis-
sioners made their way, to be made welcome by Fr. Simon
Brute de Remur, later the first Bishop of Vincennes.
From Baltimore they set out for Louisville in a con-
vevance immortalized in the romance of the old West-
the stagecoach. They do not seem, however, to have shared
in the enthusiasm for a tradition which apparently has
been somewhat idealized. The stage coach became quite
famous in tieir correspondence and memories, and among
its "debunkers" perhaps the last word was that said by Fr.
De Andreis. Writing to those unblessed with this American
convenience, he called it "a kind or diligence, uncomfort,
able beyond all measure, hard, and exposed to all the
harshness of the weather."
Drenching rains which mired the stagecoach in deep
muck, a thick glue to the trudging feet of the weary trav-
elers, sudden rock-slides which failed by inches to sweep
them along and crush them in their path, a wagon-spring
perpetually breaking under rough usage, torrents of water
bursting from swollen streams, inky blackness and driving
rain obliterating their sight until they found themselves
all at once on the very brink of a chasm-all conspired to
make this a jaunt not soon to be forgotten. And finally.
halfway toward their goal, at the Alleghanies their driver
deserted them and returned home. It remained for them
to walk until at last they could obtain a stage going to
Pittsburgh.
In Pittsburgh, a city of 10,000 with a Catholic popula-
tion of 300, they managed to celebrate Mass, using a make-
shift chalice in the absenc of the Catholic pastor, before
taking up the road to Louisville, which lay down the Ohio
River. Because they lacked nothing so much as money,
they chose the cheapest mode of travel, the flatboat.
As they floated down the great river, bringing with
them the Catholic Church farther and farther into the un-
charted wilderness of the great West, they could not but
feel the thrill of the first Apostles.
"I believe," wrote Fr.DeAndreis, "there could hardly
be in the whole world a river with a longer course or at
more varied and pleasing landscape. Scenes pass by in suc-
cession, each more beautiful than the last. From time to
time we disembarked on one or other bank of this im-
mense river, which is five times greater than the Tiber, and
walked into those dense woods where none but the savage
has ever penetrated. There, where human voice had never
been heard, we took great pleasure in causing to sound for
the first time the beautiful names of Jesus and Mary."
General view of Demonte- Birthplace of Fr. De Andreis.
(Continued next month)
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STRANGE, BUT TRUE
(Continued from Page One)
completion of the new church, was
transferred to Maryland.
"Father Delcros' first sermon stamp-
ed him as a man of superior talent.
He was a short, corpulent Frenchman
of choleric temperament and had eyes
and hair that were very black. Only
26 years old when he assumed charge
of the parish, he learned enough Eng-
lish within six weeks to begin preach-
ing in that tongue.
"This young priest was indeed an
extraordinary individual, and his fame
soon extended all over the country.
The most learned people from New Or-
leans and the surrounding countryside
would eagerly come to his church on
Sundays to hear his sermons. Not 'a
few of the Protestants likewise held
him in great respect. His devotion to
duty and his charity knew no bounds;
but it was in great emergencies that
his great soul and character were re-
vealed.
"During the terrible epidemic of
1853, unacclimated and himself strick-
en with yellow fever, Father Delcros
had only one assistant, good Father
Escoffier, a feeble old priest who soon
succumbed to the epidemic. Quickly re-
covering from the fever-though still
in a very weak condition-Father Del-
cros could been seen night and day,
not even taking time out for a meal.
assisting the dying and performing all
his other sacerdotal duties. Only with
the special help of God did he sur-
vive the ordeals of that period.
"It was during the existence of
Know-nothingism that Father Delcros'
mettle was again shown. He waged
a relentless warfare against it. All
sorts of calumnies were hurled against
him and violence would have been re-
sorted to had he not disconcerted his
enemies by his personal courage and
the firm front that he presented to
them.
"An event which occurred in 1852 is
worthy of mention. Father Delcros
had employed a cook-a white man of
about 35 years of age-who would at-
tend Mass regularly every morning
and with the appearance of the great-
est piety. Father would often ask him
why he never approached the sacra-
ments, and the fellow would always
reply that he was making a thorough
examination of his consciehce in order
to make a general confession. Then
one day while Father was attending
to his duties at Charity Hospital, the
cook (a lovable character indeed)
broke into Father's room and made off
with $12,000 in cash, all the sacred
vessels and the priest's clothing, not
leaving him a single pair of drawers
or undershirt.
"In the summer of 1858, Father Del-
cros, enroute to St. Louis on the Mis-
sissippi River, was fatally wounded
by an explosion of the steamer's boil-
er. Still alive, but scalded, blinded and
suffering intensely, he was brought to
the place where all the dying were
lying, and there, forgetting his own
sufferings, he administered absolution
to his companions. After this he breath-
ed his last, to be rewarded by the Mas-
ter Whom he had served so well."
DePaul Assists K. of C. Program
Emphasizing the need for "the re-
study of the elementary Christian
principles which have served as the
foundation for our concept of the fam-
ily as the most important segment of
society," the Very Rev. Comerford J.
O'Malley, president of De Paul lfni-
versity, delivered the opening lecture
in the Chicago Archdiocesan Knights
of Columbus Lay Leadership Lecture
Program.
Father O'Malley pointed out the
alarming evidence of unnatural par.-
ental-juvenile relationships within the
family group. He voiced a hope that
"the forgotten family" will arouse a
sentiment of constructive thinking and
action for the restoration of tradition-
al notions of the Christian family as
constituted by God.
"Some would liken the family to the
herd," Father stated, "and substitute
mating for marriage as though the
association of man and woman was
nothing more than the response to
some uncontrolled instinct. The as-
sociation of father, mother and chil-
dren does not come about through ac-
cident, nor by compulsion but through
the free and mutual love of man and
woman giving themselves freely to
each other and begetting their own
likeness."
In the second Knights of Columbus
Lay Leadership lecture Father FranK
Murphy studied the education of the
family as the integral unit of all social
groupings. He told officers of the or-
der and leaders of council discussion
groups that Christian education must-
be aimed at "fitting the mind for the
reception of truth rather than fitting
it with facts."
Pointing out the dangers of acquir-
ing knowledge for the sake of knowl-
edge alone, Father Murphy asserted:
"Facts can be shoved into the mind
like books into a bag and as usefully.
Push in so many books as you please
and the bag has still gained nothing.
All that happens is that it bulges. A
bag is no better for all that it has car-
ried. Heads can similarly bulge from
the mere mass of facts known but
not assimilated into the mind's sub-
stance."
In the third Knights of Columbus
lecture Father Joseph Phoenx affirmed
that "much of the anti-social behav-
ior of-modern children and youth may
be properly traced to their lack of
emotional security. This, in turn, re-
sults from the failure of parents to
provide psycholbgical as well as phys-
ical security within the family.
"Economic s e c u r ity, important
though it certainly is, is less import-
ant in the child's process of develop-
ment than the strength stemming
from the child's knowledge that his
.parents love him. All too often, the
,'parents are starved for affection in
their own relations and have none to
bestow upon the child. He is frequent-.
ly the image of a shiftless liusband, a
selfish wife, or 'another mouth to
feed'"
Based on the theme of "The Fam.-
ily in Modern Society," the Knights of
,iColumbus lecture series follows a pat-
tern set last year when eight lectures
were presented to officers of the Or-
der and leaders of council discussion
groups. The success of last year's ser-
ies on secularism in modern society
prompted the program currently of-
fered.
CONFRERES!
Make Plans Now to Attend the
Students'
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AROUND THE
PERRYVILLE, MI S SO U.R I....
The priests connected with the Church
of the Assumption parish made their
annual retreat during the second week
of February ... The Brothers here
at the Barrens have begun the task
of converting the Sacred Eloquence
Hall, formerly the printing shop and
bindery rooms, into quarters for the
Novice Brothers. There are now thir-
teen Novice Brothers.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS... On Sun-
day, February 13, Father iComerford
O'Malley conferred degrees on the 455
members of De Paul University's larg-
est mid-term graduating class.. Father
Gerald Mvllin, former director of
students activities at De Paul, deliv-
ered the commencement address...
In the second of the Knights of Co-
lumbus lecture series, Father Frank
Murphy spoke on the necessity of ed-
ucation as a training not for liveli-
hood but for life .... The Golden
Jubilee Banquet honoring De Paul's
50th year in Chicago was held in
the Grand ballroom of the Steven's
Hotel on February 24 ... The Senior
basketball team at the Academy" is
currently ranked by the sportswriters
as ninth among the some forty Public
and Catholic high schools in the bity.
De Paul is defending champion of the
Chicago Catholic High School League.
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI.. .Father
William P. Brennan and Father Igna-
tius Foley conducted the recent re-
treat at St. Louis Prep . . . Seven
members of the faculty at the Prep
are taking courses at St. Louis Uni-
versity during the second semester.
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI.. The
lads at St. John's Prep made their re-
treat on the 25-26-27 of January. The
retreat was conducted by Bishop Don-
nelly of Kansas lCity, Kansas. The
priests made their annual retreat dur-
ing the last week of January ....
Father Philip LeFevre, together with
Bishop Marling, gave talks to all the
Catholic teachers teaching in the
public schools of Kansas City.
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS.. Fath-
er John.....Hgan has been transferred
from San Antonio to Chicago...
Professor Francisco de la Masa of the
school bof_. philosophy an•fi i letters of
the University of Mexico spoke to the
students of St. John's concerning the
historical origin and philosophy be-
hind baroque art and particularly its
expression in Mexican architecture
.. Father Patrick O'Brien con-
ducted a retreat in Yoakum, Texas
COMMUNITY---
and Father John Sharpe a retreat in
Austin.
NEW ORLEANS, LA .... Archbish-
op Joseph F. Rummell has set Sunday,
October 30th for the Centenary Cele-
bration of St. Stephen's Parish. In
keeping with this important event,
Father O'Dea has announced plans
for three new marble altars and a
remodeling of the sanctuary ... Fath-
er Darby is now in charge of the week-
ly Miraculous Medal Novena ... At a
recent Holy Name meeting Father
Raymond White presented his Senior
C. Y. O. football ICity Champions with
blue and white sweaters . . . Father
Harold Dicharry succeeded Father Hy-
mei as Spiritual Director of the Holy
Name. Society. During the Church
Unity Octave, Father Dicharry spoke
on a half-hour radio program over
Station W.R.F.M. for the Catholic In-
formation Center of New Orleans.
BETHANY, OKLAHOMA . .Fath-
er Francis..Vehhoeven, the Dutch con-
frere who came here from China, is
taking charge of St. John Nepomuk
parish in Yukon, Oklahoma. Yukon isjust a few miles from Bethany.
LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA ....
St. John's Seminary this year will cel-
ebrate the Tenth Anniversary of its
establishment . . . F a the r R.,_obert
Coerver, at the request of Archbishop
McIntyre, is teaching in the Archdio-
cesan Labor School in Los Angeles.
In Diebus Illis
Memories are the seeds of time
producing plants for posterity.
-Cogton
1904 . . . Feb. 2 . . . Fiftieth anni-
versary of. Fathegr.mith's entrance in-
to the Novitiate. All the Superiors of
the houses of the Western Province
were present to help celebrate this joy-
ful event with our Reverend Visitor.
After the entertainment, through .the
good nature of Father Levan, the vis-
itors asked Fatheri' 'Sm iio declare the
students' examinations off, which he
granted.
1909 . .Feb. 7... Leo the dog was
killed today. He bit Brother Louis some
days ago.
Feb. 12 . The one-hundredth an-
niversary of Lincoln's birth. The whole
house was free from studies.
1913 . .. Feb. 15 . . . The window
behind the Superior's bench in the
Community lChapel was boarded up by
Mr. Neels and a pedestal there erected
upon z•vVich the statue of Holy Found-
er is henceforth to repose.
1916.. Feb. 2 .. The Brothers are com-
fortably established in their new quart-
ers. They deserve good rooms and they
have them at last. Brother Dan pro-
tests that his room is too good for him.
He won't need it long, I fear; he is very
feeble.
1921 . . . Feb. 11 . . . The Seminary
heating plant must have the flu; it is
operating very languidly. Occasionally,
a few curls of black smoke issuing from
the chimney indicate the existence of
a cause of some sort below in the
furnace, but such speculation is im-
practical when one is shivering one's
ideas out of place.
1922 ... Feb. 17 . . By way of a
little excitment this morning we
helped fight a fire in the vineyard. The
work hands started it in the woods and
a strong south wind did the rest. No
serious damage done, but several
posts had to be torn up and a couple
of young trees in the orchard were
ruined.
1925 . . . Feb. 9. . . Father Nuss is
the proprietor of a new Chevrolet buzz
wagon.
Feb. 19 . .. It is whispered that
plans are drawn for a new building
for the Novices.
1927 . . . Feb. 22 . . . Washington's
birthday. Holiday. The evening pro-
gram was exceedlingly well rendered.
Mr. Hug's speech was especially good-
all the fiery blood of the Southland
rang forth in his oration.
1932 . . . Feb. 17 . . . Feast of Bless-
ed Clet. Father Barr celebrated Sol-
emn Mass at six o'clock. To the sur-
prise of all he delivered a short talk
after the Gospel. During the talk he
congratulated the students for their
wonderful spirit concerning the Chi-
nese Missions, saying such spirit aug-
ured well for the Little Company.
1941 . . . Feb. 10 . . . The window
screens for the student building are
being repainted. The present problem
is how to read the numbers under two
coats of paint. At last report they were
simply wiping the paint off the num-
bers as they worked.
CONGRATULATIONS
On the eve of the feast of our
Blessed Confrere, Francis Regis
Clet, four men were received into
the Novitiate. They are: Mr.
Bernard F. Brown, N. C.M.;
Brother Stephen Cleary, N.C.M.;
Brother Luke Lowrey, N.C.M.;
and Brother Bernard Stein,
N.C.M. Five days previous to this,
Mr. John Caruso, N.C.M. was
likewise received. Special regards
go to Bro. Luke who is the first
among his race to join the ranks
of the Little Company here in
this province. With these re-
gards go our fond hope that he
will be the first among many
more to follow in his footsteps.
To all four of the Newly Receiv-
ed, our heartfelt congratulations
and prayerful best wishes.
I _
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The Founding and
For fifteen years after the closing of
Saint Vincent's College, the work of the
Community in the Archdiocese of Los
Angeles centered around Saint Vin-
cent's parish. However, it was the wish
of the late Most Reverend John Jos-
eph Cantwell, Archbishop of Los An-
geles, that the Vincentian Fathers take
charge of his latest project-the Pre-
paratory Seminary of the Archdiocese.
In the year 1926, the people of South-
ern California raised $1,800,000 for the
erection and maintenance of the Sem-
inary. Heretofore, candidates for the
priesthoqd in the Southern part of the
State had to make their seminary
studies at St. Patrick's Seminary, Men-
lo Park, and at other institutions
throughout the country. Under the
direction of the Community, the Junior
Seminary opened its doors in Septem-
ber, 1926. The former building of
Saint, Mary's Academy, located not
far from the site of Saint Vincent's
College, served as the Seminary build-
ing while the new structure was in pro-
cess of construction. The initial en-
rollment was sixty-eight, with the Very
Reverend Marshall F. Winne as first
President and Superior.
On Sunday, March 27, 1927, the new
Junior Seminary building was dedicat-
ed by Bishop Cantwell. It is located
near the Hollywood area in the West-
ern part of Los Angeles. The building
is a three-story structure, made of re-
inforced brick. A gymnasium, refectory,
and utility rooms take up most of the
basement floor. The first and second
floors are given over to offices, a well-
equipped laboratory for Chemistry and
Physics, ten classrooms of standard size,
and the Library. Large extensions from
the main building house the Seminary
Chapel and the Auditorium.
The quarters for the Community are
on the third floor, and provide accom-
modations for twelve professors. These
Growth of L. A. C.
are reached from the street level by an
elevator.
The Seminary Library is well housed.
Up to the present, over five thousand
volumes have b en placed on its shelves.
Recent additions include a portion of
the private library of the late Arch-
bishop, together with numerous vol-
umes donated by Bishop Timothy Man-
ning.
The Seminary auditorium will seat
approximately four hundred. It offers
excellent facilities for dramatics, music,
motion pictures and public speaking
classes.
The Seminary Chapel is sufficiently
large to take care of the ever-increasing
numbers of students. On Sundays Holy
Mass is celebrated there for the gen-
eral public. A new organ is a recent
addition to the Chapel furnishings.
The current enrollment of the Junior
Seminary is two hundred thirty-five
Seventy-six students are enrolled in the
Junior College Department. Of these,
approximately thirty are in the Sixth
Year Class. The Seminary enrollment
includes students from fifty-three Los
Angeles parishes and from fifty-four
parishes located in the suburbs and in
other towns of the Archdiocese. The
student body also numbers seminarians
from the Suffragan dioceses of Mon-
terey-Fresno and Tucson.
Los Angeles College has within the
past several years been approved for
the training of Veterans under the G.
I. Bill. Thus far, more than twenty-
five veterans 'have entered the Major
Seminary after making part of their
preparatory studies in the Junior Sem-
inary.
Although the Seminary is physically
set up as a day school, within the past
few years some facilities have been ar-
ranged for a limited number of board-
iing students. At present about forty
(Continued on Page Three)
Portent of
Perryville Polyglots
Now that the Barrens has become
something of an international House,
one can get a bird's-eye view of the
wonderful world-wide harmony which
might exist between nations IF ONLY.
But our's is not the task of writing a
plan for peace.
Perhaps at no other given time in
the History of St. Mary's Seminary
could such a conglomeration of lang-
uages be numbered among those living
here. Whether one speaks Latin,
Spanish, French or Italian, Greek,
Slovenian, Polish, or German, he will
find someone around the campus who
can understand him.
Welcome, Fr. Golli!
Latest arrival here from overseas is
Fr. William Golli, C.M. Ordained at
Cracow in 1943, Father Golli worked
as assistant pastor in Warsaw and
taught religion in two of the high
schools of that city. Early in 1947 he
was missioned to China, but as he was
unable to reach his confreres at Shun-
telrfu, Father stayed in Shanghai for a
year and a half, studying medicine at
the Aurora University.
Meanwhile, the relentless Red Sickle
had been at work molesting the per-
sonnel of priests and sisters at Shun-
tehfu. All had been imprisoned, and
subsequently most of them were forced
to seek refuge in Peiping and thence
elsewhere. Finally, even the three
priests and the two Daughters of
Charity who had been allowed to re-
main at the mission were later expell-
ed. The once flourishing mission is now
completely abandoned.
But the abandonment is only a tem-
porary one; there is still the hope and
the determination to return. Because
of this holy optimism Father Golli is
now studying English here with a view
to entering St. Louis University this
coming June. There he intends to com-
plete his medical studies, so that when
he will have returned to China he will
be able to be a physician to the body
as well as to the souls of his future
charges.
FORUM SCHEDULE
The lecture series inaugurated last
fall is scheduled to continue through
the remainder of the present semester.
The list of speakers and their topics
runs as follows:
SThe Rich Heritage of Saint Mary's
of the Barrens by the Rev. Wm. P,
Barr, C.M., March 29; Religion by
Mail by the Rev. Lester J. Fallon, C.M.
April 9; The Catholic Press in the U.
S. A. and The Vincentian Part Therein
by Mr. Hubert A. Smith, April 26; and
The Work of the Miraculous Medal
Association, by the Rev. Charles Rice,
C.M., May 1.
The Los Angeles College Junior Seminary
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10th ANNIVERSARY OF
ST. MARY'S ARCHIVES
The month of March ten years ago saw the beginning
of a new branch of the Stephen Vincent Ryan Unit of the
C.S.M.C. here at ti.e Barrens. The oiricial title of this in-
stitution is THE DE ANDREIS-ROSATI MEMORIAL, but
in everyday parlance it is simply "the Archives."
The need for the Archives had long been felt, and
when definite plans for its fulfillment had been drawn up
and submitted to him, our Very Reverend Visitor sanctioned
them enthusiastically in a letter which he had circulated
to all the houses of the province. Stating the aim and motiv-
ating causes of the new enterprise, the letter ran, in part,
as follows:
The general aim of the De Andreis-Rosati Memorial
will be to perpetuate the memory of the lives and labors of
those valiant and saintly Vincentian pioneers in the ec-
clesiastical history of our country, and to foster a similiar
spirit among our young Vincentians of today.
The prodigious labor of our Superior General, Father
Charles L. Souvay, C.M., during the long years he was with
us, of gathering, compiling and cataloging the material
dealing with the works of our early Vincentians in this
country is well known. These records are now in the vault
at Kenrick Seminary, where they will remain, whither
scholars are now going for research work. We hope to make
the De Andreis-Rosati Memorial at Perryville another such
center.
Since its inception ten years ago this work has pro-
gressed steadily, thanks in great measure to the coopera-
tion and contributions of the IConfreres of the province.
But these past ten years are but one decade out of the thir-
teen that measure the span of years since Fr. De Andreis
first established thc Little Company in North America.
Many details of the past must yet be pieced together.
FOR INSTANCE
When mention was made in the previous issue of this
paper of Fr. Gandolfo's founding of St. Stephen's Parish.
New Orleans, little more was known of him beyond the
dates of his birth, (1812), entrance into the Community
(1835), and death i1884). Subsequently two of our neigh-
boring diocesan priests, Fathers Joseph Cronin and Ed-
mund Venverloh have called to our attention that this same
Fr. Gandolfo was the founder of their own parishes, Sts.
Philip and James Church at River aux Vases and St. Jos-
eph's Church, Zell, respectively.
Following this "lead" a check was made on the ICath-
olic Almanacs of those early years, on the Annals of the
Community and Fr. Rothensteiner's "History of the Arch-
diocese of St. Louis," and a few other sources as well.
From these it is quite certain that Fr. Gandolfo spent at
least ten years in Ste. Genevieve before going to New Or-
leans in 1849 to establish St. Stephen's; that he was chap-
lain for several months at Hotel Dieu; and finally that he
was sent to Emmitsburg, Md., where he worked for nearly
thirty years.
According to Fr. Rothensteiner, "Since the early days
of the Spanish regime the parish of Ste. Genevieve exerted
its missionary efforts within a wide semcircle, north and
west and south." But a letter written by Fr. F. X. Dahmen
in 1839 and recorded in the Annals indicates that this sphere
of influence extended also to the east as well.
"It was on the 26th of September, 1822," writes Fr.
Dahmen, "that obedience sent me to take care of this par-
ish. For six years I was in charge of Old Mines, Breton
Mine, called Potosi, Valle's Mine, all the environs of Prairie
du Rocher in Illinois, Kaskaskia and its environs. Little by
little the bishop (Rosati) relieved me of these charges, send-
ing other priests. At present I am limited to the parish of
Ste. Genevieve, and for two years I have had a Confrere
with me, which renders the work less difficult and my po-
sition more agreeable. However, along with Ste. Genevieve
we have again three other stations to serve: Little Canada,
whete there are 18 Catholic families; The Establishment,
where there are fifteen Catholic families; and River aux
Vases, where there are twenty-four lCatholic families. We
visit these stations regularly once a month. Chapels are be-
ing constructed there, the one at Little Canada being al-
ready finished."
The Confreres who came to lighten Fr. Dahmen's
work was, of course, Fr. Gandolfo. In 1842 Fr. Dahmen
went to the Barrens and Fr. Brands came to Ste. Gene-
vieve as Assistant to Fr. Gandolfo. At about this time Fr.
Gandolfo blessed a chapel at River aux Vases and dedicated
it to St. Anthony. It was located on the bank of the river,
at the foot of the hill on which the stone church was to be
built a score of years later. In accord with the wishes of
their superiors and the spirit of the Community, these incip-
ient parishes were turned over to the diocesan clergy. Thus
it was that in 1848 Fr. Weiss took over the Establishment
(now known as Zell) shortly after Fr. Gandolfo had built
a small stone churdc there and dedicated it to St. Joseph.
About a year later Ste. Genevieve parish was likewise re-
linquished and Fr. Gandolfo was thlen given a new outlet
for his zeal in the founding of St. Stephen's, New Orleans
Such in brief, is what we know of one of our confre-
res who belonged to those days when giants walked the
earth. Much more may yet be brought to light about him
and his many associates-our older brothers Iof the West-
ern Province.
Father A. H. Gandolfo, C.M.
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Thomistic Program A Treasured Tradition
"A Definition of a Theologian" by
Rev. Mr. Jerome Calcagno, C.M.; "The
Gifts of the Holy Spirit In The Inner
Life" by Mr. John Richardson, C.M.;
"Current Theology and Modern Sur-
gical Practices" by Mr. George Eirich,
QC.M.; the thesis: "Assumptio carna-
lis Beatae Mariae Virginis est formali-
ter implicite revelata, ideoque defini-
bils" defended by Rev. Mr. William
Pittman, C.M. and challenged by Rev.
Messrs. John Hickey, C.M. and "John
Farris, C.M.; a few light selections
played on the Hammond by Fr. Tho-
mas Barrett, C.M. and a brief allocu-
ation by Fr. Joseph Lilly . . . . these
were events which comprised the pro-
gram staged here. on the evening of
March 7th. Lack of space precludes
the enthusiastic comment we would
like to have offered here on each of
Founding and Growth of L.A.C.
(Continued from Page One)
seminarians live either in the main
building or in a house located about a
mile from the school. These latter
spend their day-time hours at the
Seminary, using the house recently ac-
quired for sleeping quarters.
Twelve confreres form the teaching
these worthy contributions.
Howsoever much the Novices and the
younger Students may have been mys-
tified by the program of St. Thomas
Day, surely no one could have taken
part in those festivities without bring-
ing away with him something of per-
manent value. Of course, the analogy
of the thimble and the barrel would
express very well what a large range
there is in the scale of values to be
claimed by one or another of those
present. And perhaps the number of
those who had enough appreciation for
St. Thomas as to walk away with a bar-
relful may not have been noteworthy;
yet even those whose receptive capa-
city could warrant them no more than
a thimbleful should not minimize the
good they received nor count the time
as ill spent.
)HAPEL
staff. A priest of the Archdiocese gives
:instruction in Music.
The first priests of the Archdiocese
of Los Angeles who had made their
preparatory studies at the Junior Sem-
inary were ordained in 1935. Since that
time the priest-alumni number well
over one hundred. This includes those
who were ordained for other Dioceses as
well as for various Religious Communi-
ties.
As educators commonly agree, a tea-
cher's effectiveness will always be de-
termined by how much he inspires
those whom he is teaching. It is not
enough for him merely to expose the
pupil to a fund of knowledge; he must
make him susceptible to it by show-
ing him the 'beauty and desirableness
of it.
In much the same way, we believe,
the value of the St. Thomas Day pro-
gram is to be measured first of all by
this norm-its ability to inspire. Each
year on this feast, in answer to the
directive of the Holy See, eulogies on
the Angelic Doctor are pronounced, a
debate is conducted and papers are
read. Why? To inspire us! To spur
us to a more perfect fulfillment of our
vocation. By unveiling some of the
many gems of truth in the writing of
St. Thomas and showing them off in
much of their splendor, the program
encourages us to seek a greater under-
standing of these unchanging verities.
And when we hear of the sanctity of
this scholar, his virtue as well as his
learing is seen in such a light as to
attract us to emulation.
Hence, even though he come away
from such program completely mysti-
fied, even the youngest Novice is that
much better for the experience; for
herein may well be sown the seeds of
an efficacious desire to delve deeply in-
to the works of St. Thomas when that
opportunity is given to him.
Certainly the term "inspiring" would
well characterize the sermon delivered
by Fr. Wm. P. Barr, C.Mi., at the Sol-
emn Mass. Reminding us of the two-
fold authority that every good teacher
must have-doctrinal and moral autho-
rity-Fr. Barr first of all very aptly
applied this to the greatest of all teach-
ers, Our Divine Lord Himself. As re-
gards His doctrinal authority, He was
"The Way, the Truth and the Life,"
and when we consider how great was
His moral authority, we are reminded
of His own disarming question: "Who
will convict Me of sin?"
Father then procerded to show in
what an eminent degree St. Thomas
shared in these teaching prerogatives.
His great Theological works were the
outpourings of a heart closely united
to and patterned in virtue after the
example of Christ. Because Christ was
The Doctrinal and Moral Authority, He
first began to do and then to teach.
Thomas, following His example, did
likewise. And perhaps nowhrre is the
double aspect of Thomas' moral and
doctrinal authority more succinctly
brought out or more beautifully sanc-
tioned than in the oft repeated dialogue
found in the office for his feast:
"Bene scriptsisti de me, Thoma;
quam ergo mercedam accipies?"
"Non aliam, Domine, nisi teipsum."
And finally, as a practical application
of these remarks, Fr. Barr recalled to
our minds the great need for learned
priests of solid piety as once voiced by
the Council of Trent and how in es-
tablishing the Little Company "ad
cleri disciplinam" St. Vincent began,
as the instrument of Divine Provi-
dence, to fulfill that need.
- ---~ --- - -- - -s -s--------
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AROUND THE COMMUNITY
PERRYVILLE, Missouri (The Bar-
rens) ... On Tuesday, March 8, Fath-
er Jeremiah Hogan spoke to the stu-
dent body on "The Role of the Lay-
Brothers in the Congregation of the
Mission" . . . Lte in February, Father
Joseph Lilly gave a series at the "Bible
Week" held at St. Mary's College,
Xavier, Kansas ... Work has begun
on the new addition to the Miraculous
Medal building in Perryville. This new
adjunct will be slightly larger than the
building now standing . . .
ST. LOUIS, Missouri (Kenrick)...
Mr. Joseph Wang, who spent last sum-
mer with the Perryville students out
at camp, was raised to the order of the
Diaconate recently . . . Father Thomas
Cahill gave the Lenten scrmons at St.
Peter's Church, Kirkwood, during the
six days from M1arch 14 to 19 ... (St.
Louis Prep) Mission Day and a reunion
for the priests of the archdiocese and
students of the Prep was held at the
seminary on March 1 ... Father Jos-
eph Brennan is now taking post-grad-
uate work up at De Paul University,
Chicago ...
KANSAS CITY, Missouri . . . Re-
treats for Catholic students attending
public high schools in Kansas City were
held Monday and Tuesday March 14
and 15, from 7:30 to 8:30 each evening.
At St. Vincent's, Father John Donohoe
conducted the retreat for the students
from Central High School ...
DENVER, Colorado . . . Three mem-
bers of the Hierarchy took part in the
closing of the Forty Hours' devotion at
St. Thomas Seminary. The three were
Archbishop Urban J. Vehr, Bishop Hu-
bert M. Newell, and Bishop Joseph C.
Willging .. . Plans are being made for
a new building project at the seminary.
It is estimated that the cost will ap-
proach $80,000 . . . Father William
Kenneally is conducting a series of Len-
ten talks over station KTLN on Sun-
day afternoons during Lent. ..
Fathers Francis Hynes and Raymond
Ruiz served as judges at the first an-
nual archdiocesan speech confrence
held at Loretto Heights College ...
Father Ruiz gave the retreat at the
Mullin Home for Boys ...
LOS ANGELES, California . . .
Fathers Arthur Daspit, Edward Vir-
gits, and William Mahoney are taking
post-graduate work at U. C. L. A. All
three are majoring in Latin .. . Fr.
William Stein has taken Fr. Martin
Moore's place as chaplain at St. Vin-
cent's Hospital. Fr. Moore is now at
the Barrens.
SAN ANTONIO, Texas .. Father
James Stakelum delivered the sermon
and officiated in the closing services
of the Forty Hours' devotion at Bles-
sed Sacrament academy chapel. He
was assisted by Father Raymond
O'Brien, chaplain of the academy ...
At the suggestion of His Excellency,
Archbishop Robert E. Lucy, St. John's
seminary is preparing a hbooklet design-
ed to explain seminary life. This book-
let will contain pictures of all the var-
ied activities of the seminary . . . Op-
en letters describing the life of a sem-
inarian-well calculated to foster more
Vocations-are being written by the
students of the seminary and are to
appear in the Alamo Register over a
period of ten weeks . . . With a talk
on "Motives for Choosing a Vocation,"'
Fr. Bernard Degan opened for the
sodality of Our Lady of the Lake a
series of lectures and panel discussions
for the month of March . . . Father
Jacob Johnson has been appointed
Second Perfect at the minor seminary.
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Nyissouri . . .
Holy Family School has opened a small
extension in a store next door to the
dhurch. It is an extra classroom. A
colored lay teacher from New York has
offered her services to teach along with
the two Lorentine Sisters already en-
gaged in this work . . Since Christ-
mas, Fr. Wagner has carried on his
work of promoting vocations in New
Orleans, Dallas, Long Beach, the small
towns of Southeast Missouri, St. Louis,
La Salle and Chicago. A new Vocation
bulletin will be mailed out soon.
The priests at the Cape are giving Len-
ten talks on Wednesday evenings in
the parishes in the city and in nearby
country parishes.
ROME . . . Our three deacons, Rev.
Messrs. Lenihan, Townes and Falan-
ga are slated to be ordained to the
priesthood with a class in Piacenza,
on April 2.
S' /I/..I
Students' Bazaar
APRIL 26
Zenith F.M. (Table Model) Radio
Homemade Quilt
Camera with Flashgun
Chances available but limited A
IN DIEBUS ILLIS
The feasts and fasts of March are
less futile than her weather.
-Cogton
1895 . . . March 27 . . . Old Testa-
ment finished in the refectory today.
All the students attend the anniversary
celebration of the Society of the
Clients of Joseph and Mary.
1908 . . . March 26 . . . The Students
were sent to Dr. Vessels' farm (Allens
Landing) in search of maple trees. Two
teams were procured; the Students
rode on a hay-rack and managed to
make the outing a pleasant one. Over
a hundred and twenty-five maples
were brought home.
1913 ... March 20 . .. Holy Thurs-
day; the feast of Our Blessed Lord's
most Sacred Body. Tenebrae at 3 p.
m. Night prayers before the Repository
at eight-fifteen p. m. A severe storm
raged during the greater part of the
night. The window in the choir loft
was badly shattered by the violent wind
1917 . . . March 22 ... The south
end of the garden was plowed today
for potatoes Rumor has it that the
Novices are to spade the ground west
of the Recreation hall and raise pota-
toes there.
1919 . . . March 22 . . . It was decid-
ed by the Superiors and professors that
it would be well to discontinue classes
for a week. Many of the Students are
sick and besides there are a number of
trees to be planted at the grotto. Stu-
dents dig the holes for the trees. Father
Byrne had the honor of planting the
first ,tree.
1922 . . . March 29 '. . Flavian Man-
ning, Brother Walt's carpenter, began
to fix up the pigeon house, which is to
be turned into a chicken house. Mr.
Darfby is raising some chickens this
year.
1924 . . . March 9 . . A blinding
snowstorm struck this section today.
Several of us sat out in the blizzard af-
ter dinner with gun and camera. Got
no shots with gun, but several good ones
with camera.
1926 . . . March 8 . .. An eventful
day! About four-thirty, Father Lilly
rudely awoke one and all in the Dogma
class with news that the Sisters' house
was on fire Father O'Connell and
Brother Walt made it to the scene in
nothing flat; the rest of the fire-fight-
ers arrived soon after to find that the
Perryville volunteer brigade had arrived
first. But what a disappointment-it
was all a false alarm! The valiant
volunteers returned home, laid aside
working garments and once more drop-
ped into the obscurity of Community
life.
1927 . . . March 19 . . . The "Moli-
nists" challenged the "Thomists" to
several indoor games. These were
played after High Mass with both
teams winning one game each of a
double-header. So the question of Di-
vine concurrance is still unsettled.
1939 . .. March 7 . . . Solemn Mass
in honor of St. Thomas. In the eve-
ning the disputation in Latin was held.
Rev. Mr. Dan Martin ably defended
the Necessity, by Divine Law, of Sacra-
mental Confession. Rev. Mr. Zimmer-
man attempted to puncture holes in
the thesis, but failed. Mr. Danagher
tried likewise and fell short. We knew
all along Dan would win.- -- -- I I- "
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Fr. John F. Lenihan, C.M.
Three From Western
Province Ordained at
Piacenza Cathedral
While our Holy Father Pius XII was
celebrating the 50th anniversary of his
ordination to the priesthood the heart
of many a young levite throughout the
world was thrilling to the first mo-
ment's consciousness of having just
received upon his own soul the sacerdo-
tal character. Among those so highly
privileged were three of our own num-
ber who had been with us up until last
October, when they sailed for Rome to
complete their studies, Fathers Leni-
han, Towns and Falanga, C.M.
Father John Lenihan was born on
April 8, 1918 and baptized ten days
later at St. Bonaventure's Church, Chi-
cago, Illinois. He received his elemen-
tary education from the Sisters of
Charity, B. V. M. at St. -Vincent's
School and afterwards completed four
years at De Paul Academy. Following
a few postgraduate courses at the
ED IN PIA
American Institute of Banking and
the Metropolitan Business College, he
entered our Apostolic school at Cape
Girardeau in 1939.
Father James Towns, a brother of
Sister Mary Claire Towns, was born
July 27, 1922 and (baptized at Holy
Trinity Church, Dallas, Texas. There
he received his early education under
the tutelage of the Daughters of Char-
ity. From there he went to "the Cape"
as a freshman in 1936.
Father Joseph Falanga, younger
brother of Fr. Anthony Falanga of the
faculty here at St. Mary's, is the young-
est of the three newly ordained. Born
on October 10, 1923 and baptized at
St. Stephen's Church, New Orleans,
Louisiana, he likewise owes his pri-
mary schooling to the Daughters of
Charity. He and Father Towns met
for the first time, when they entered
St. Vincent's College in 1936.
Since their reception into the No-
vitiate, May 30, 1941, all three have
shared a common life and, as events
have thus far proven, a common des-4 ..1 Lrkrw 4*n . .tIiny. J. uey pruiiuunLcea tneier vows in
Fr. James F. Towns, C.M.
CENZA
Fr. Joseph S. Falanga, C.M.
1943 on the auspicious day that the
Church in her liturgy was honoring Our
Lady as Mediatrix of All Graces. Step
by step they proceeded through Ton-
sure and the various Minor Orders
and through all the intervening months
and years preparatory to these advan-
ces.
Ordained to the Subdiaconate by His
Excellency Archbishop Joseph Ritter,
on the 30th of May, 1948, thry promptly
set out with several of their classmates
for several weeks of valuable experience
in the work of the Motor Missions.
When the work and the vacationing of
the Summer were over, word arrived
here that these three would go to the
Leonine College in Rome to begin
studies for the doctorate in Theology.
After having been ordainrd to the
Diaconate on Sept. 18, the three set
sail on October 2. In all probability
they will be in Rome for at least an-
other year after the completion of the
present semester. The remaining eight
Deacons of this year's class will be
ordained at the Barrens June 12.
5)
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Countries
---By Rev. Bruce Vawter, C. M.
(Continued from Feb. issue)
It was a travelsick band that landed at Louisville, No-
vember 19, 1816. Bishop Flaget of Bardstown, who had first
awaited them in vain for some days, returned on the twen-
ty-sixth. In his seminary at Bardstown the four clerics
were installed. The Bishop warned them against continu-
ing on to Upper Louisiana at the present time. "Winter
is approaching, the way is fraught with danger . . . Far
better to stay; meanwhile you can study English and,
French." Besides, the citizens of St. Louis were not yet
prepared for their coming, and they would have no place
to go. "So," Bishop Flaget concluded, "you see our life and
our proverty. If they do not frighten you, you are welcome
to share it with us."
There was no ivied gothic at St. Thomas seminary in
Bardstown, Kentucky. It was a humble log building, chink-
ed and mortared with clay, providing class room, sleeping
quarters, refectory, and chapel. It was here that the wander-
ing Vicar General became again a professor of theology, and at
the same time a student of English. Much time he had
now for his reading, while to his superiors in Rome he revealed
his ambition to convert the native Americans, the Indians,
of whom he had as yet seen nothing, but of whom he had
heard much. He also deluged Rome with detailed accounts
of his own short comings and general unworthiness to carry
on the Mission, calling upon them to appoint in his place
Fr. Rosati. Unfortunately for his desires, the latter was
systematically filling his own pages with reflections upon
the excellence of Fr. De Andreis.
After ten months of the life at the seminary, in October
of 1817, Fr. De Andreis decided to accompany Bishop Flaget
to St. Louis, to prepare the way for the foundation of the
Mission there and to make ready for the coming of Bishop
DuBourg, who was moving his See from New Orleans.
Nine weary days from Bardstown, the benign cross fell
upon their path. A sight rare enough in this new world,
suddenly and from afar the travelers saw the church of
Kaskasia, Illinois, and knew that into this outpost, too,
power had gone out from Rome. Here Felix saw his first
Indian, and here they crossed at last the mighty Mississippi
and were finally in Missouri, the land of their promise.
They came first to Ste. Genevieve, then a twin, in point of
size and origin, to the City of St. Louis. It was after another
two days' journey that they arrived at St. Louis itself,
which, unlike Ste. Genevieve, was without a pastor, being
served by a priest from Illinois.
As a conciliator and precursor for Bishop DuBourg,
Bishop Flaget was eminently successful, and it was not
long after that he returned to Bardstown, leaving Fr. De
Andreis behind, in Ste. Genevieve. Here Felix served as
pastor while the regular parish priest readied St. Louis -or
the coming of its Bishop, and here he created among that
people an imperishable name. He was there but two months,
for in the meanwhile Bishop DuBourg had arrived in Bards-
town and was proceeding, in the company of Bishop Flaget,
to take up residence in his diocese, journeying by the new-
fangled steamboat from Louisville. "He was greeted upon
arrival by his Vicar General, and it was with a feeling of
fin:lity and the end to preliminaries that the little band
of churchmen passed first through Ste. Genevieve, then ar-
rived at St. Louis.
Another, the last, of his many lives had then opened
upon Felix De Andreis, and in his correspondence he had
discerningly pondered and delineated the field of operations
which lay before him in America. Through vast stretches
of land, each larger than his own Catholic Italy so packed
with its many churches and crammed with the traditions of
Christendom, were ICatholic-less towns and a pitifully small
number of overworked priests. The few Catholics, breath-
ing the air of an alien way of life, had lost touch with
their faith, as they slipped almost unconsciously into the
religious "lowest common denominator" of the great melt-
ing-pot. On the other hand, the Protestants were strong,
militant, intolerant, while a constantly growing number of
people, a breed which seemed to thrive in the West, pro-
claimed themselves nullifidians-of no religion whatever.
To the Assembly of the Gate he wrote of St. Louis' five
colors, each with its own problems-the whites, the black
slaves, the brown mulattoes, the red Indians, and the dus-
ky half-breeds. Of the slaves he spoke in particular, for
he hungered to bring religion into the lives of those who
had been condemned to bear an everlasting yoke without
hope.
St. Louis' one church had long since fallen into near
ruin. With Bishop DuBourg he helped raise the first brick
cathedral, and it was with at least a touch of commendable
malice that he served notice upon the world that the Univers-
al Church had come to the West for all time. Like the people
of Ste. Genevieve, the St. Louisans matched devotion for de-
votion with this slight Italian priest. In setting under
way preparations for the formation of priests for the dio-
cese he was tireless, and he also undertook the direction of
novices for his Congregation. For some while he was chap-
lain to the convent of Sisters of the Sacred Heart in Floris-
sant (it was their superioress who was the later Blessed
Rose Philippine Duchesne). And that he might not lack a
thorn to his flesh, he had remained superior of the Mission.
To the Assembly of the Gate he wrote again with the joy-
ous news that a group of their own kind had been set up in
St. Louis, and the foundation of a lCatholic press towards
which he had worked rewarded him with some outstanding
conversions.
(WContinued next month)
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ON THE DISTAFF SIDE
Two New Chapels
Dedicated
The two outstanding items of in-
terest among the Daughters of Charity
of the Western Province during the
Month of March, were the opening of
Chapels at Charity Hospital, New Or-
leans, Louisiana, and at Laboure High
School, Saint Louis, Missouri.
By a happy coincidence, the two
Sisters who are Superiors at these in-
stitutions-where our Sacramental God
has taken up His permanent abode-
are very well known locally, both having
served as principals at Saint Vincent's
High School, Sister Zita being prin-
cipal from 1924-1928, and Sister Helena
from 1939-1949. Perryville evidently
gave them a building urge-an urge
that now animates many more Per-
ryvilians as they comtemplate what the
new High School will require.
Charity Hospital
Charity hospital, New Orleans, Louis-
iana, has a long history of service to
the sick and afflicted, but for the first
time in that history, has the State set
aside a special place for Catholic wor-
ship, a special place where the Divine
Physician may take up His permanent
abode amidst the nearly five thousand
in-patients, and out-patients to which
this great hospital daily ministers.
Since the Daughters of Charity have
been employed in the care of the sick
at Charity Hospital for over a hundred
years, there has always be-h a chapel
for their use. But it was known as the
"Sisters' Chapel" and was not large
enough, nor was it conveniently located
for the patients' use.
The opening of this chapel represents
the fulfillment of a long cherished
dream of Sister Zita, the present Di-
rector of the Sisters' Service there, and
formerly principal of our local Saint
Vincent's High School. To those who
recall Sister Zita's years and labors in
Perryville, it is no surprise that, having
visioned a chapel for the patients in
the great State Hospital she saw her
vision through. It bears out the slo-
gan of the Perryville children of her
teaching time: "What Sister Zita wants
done, gets done."
The highest dignitaries of Church
and State attended the dedication of
the hasuel at which Archbishop Jos-
eph Rummel officiated, on March 17th,
1949. Among other Church notables
present were Right Reverend Msrr. Ed-
ward C. Prendergast, Very Reverend
Msgr. Charles J. Plauche, Chancellor,
Very Reverend Daniel C. O'Meara, S.M.,
Rector of Notre Dame Seminary,
Very Reverend M. J. La Sage, C.M.,
Very Reverend James O'Dea, C. M, Very
Reverend W. F. Darling, C.M., Rev-
erend George O'Malley, C.M., Rever-
end Richard Lang, C.M., Reverend Jas,
Thompson, C.M., Reverend Benjamin
Steele, C.M., and the two Chaulains of
Charity Hospital, Reverend Robert Mig-
et, C.M., and Reverend Edward Bran-
nan, C.M.
The State was represented by: H1s
Senator Nicholas Carbajal, Represen-
tative Rene Borey, Representative Wal-
ter J. Clarke, Sheriff John Grosch,
Judge Oliver S. Louvadis, and others.
At the speaker's talble, at the break-
fast following the Dedication and Mass,
were His Excellency, Archbishop Rum-
mel, Governor Long, August Worner,
Chairman of the Hospital Board, Dr.
'Rdbert Barnhard, Hospital Adminis-
trator, Bernard Farrelly, representing
the Knights of Columbus, and James
Ganucheau, representing the Society of
Saint Vincent de Paul. Msgr. Jacobi
was toastmaster.
At the breakfast, Sister Zita, after
making grateful acknowledgements to
Church and State officials, to the
Knights of Columbus, and to the Saint
Vincent de Paul Society, and to the
many other friends who had generous-
ly made the project an actuality, said:
"Fittingly the chapel is dedicated to
St. Vincent de Paul who had so high
an esteem for the services of the Sick
poor that he founded a Community-
the Community of the Daughters of
Charity-for that express purpose; a
Community which adds to the usual
three vows of religion, a fourth Vow,
that of Service to the Sick Poor. Where
could they better fulfill the obligations
arising from that vow than within the
walls and wards of the great Charity
Hospital of Louisiana?"
Permission was granted by State
authoritiqs to set aside three large
wards on the sixth floor of the hos-
pital. However, State funds were not
available for any of the furnishings,
but these, through Sister Zita's earnest
and enthusiastic efforts, were soon sup-
plied. In a setting of soft-toned green
walls, is an oak liturgical altar backed
by contrasting green velour drapes,
and dominated by a large crucifix. Pews
are of harmonizing materials. Sacred
vessels, altar linens, vases, etc., etc.,
were donated by benefactors, and funds
were also given to cover the cost of
reconstruction. Money for this purpose
came not only from local persons but
from other distant states. The (bronze
Stations of the Cross were given by a
Chicago benefactor.
In the chapel which seats some two
hundred, the Holy Sacrifice of the
Mass will be offered daily, for the bene-
fit of those patients who wish to at-
tend, and also for the personnel, most
of whom could not attend the five-thir-
ty Mass, offered in the Sisters' Chapel.
The De Andrein offers its sincere
congratulations to our two conferes,
Fathers Miget, and Brannan, Chaplains
of Charity Hospital, and to Sister Zita,
for the establishing of this chapel
which will so further their spiritual
ministry.
Laboure High School
Complying promptly with the ex-
pressed wish of His Excellency, Arch-
b!shop Joseph E. Rittcr, that every
High School have a place of perman-
ent abode for our Blessed Lord, a room,
previously devoted to Choral singing,
was converted into an attractive Cha-
pel. The architects and decorators
have indeed done wonders with the
space allotted, and as a result, the High
School has now a Chapel, with a seat-
ing capacity of seventy-five, and a
sacristy complete dn every detail.
The chapel was opened on March 15th
Feast of Saint Louise de MIarillac. Be-
fore Mass Reverend John W. Miller,
Director of Laboure' High School, bles-
sed the altar and chapel, after which
Mass was celebrated by Reverend
James Fitzpatrick. Present at the
Mass were the Sisters of Laboure, and
of: Saint Mary's Home Officers and
members of the Mother's Club, repre-
(Continued on Page Four)
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sentatives from the various Student
Councils of Laboure, lay teachers, and
memlbers of the Alumnae.
The Mothers' Club underwent the
major part of the expenses of the
Chapel, pledging themselves to fur-
nish the altar, pews, confessional and
Communion railing, at a total cost of
Six Thousand Dollars. The students
contributed generously by providing
the Stations of the Cross and the chal-
ice. A lovely statute of Blessed Mother
was given by the Alumnae, while the
Sisters and their friends gave the other
furnishings and appointments.
At an assembly of the entire student
body, in the afternoon, Father Miller
spoke of the life and works of Saint
Louise de Marillac, emphasizing the
three miracles which our Holy Father
spoke of at the time of the canoniz-
ation: The miracle of her life, the
miracle of her works, and the miracle
of her posterity. He concluded by tell-
ing the girls the privilege that is theirs
in having the Blessed Sacrament now
at Laboure and encouraged the girls
to go to daily Mass, and to make daily
visits. The girls then sang a hymn to
our Lady in honor of Saint Louise,
after which school was dismissed, and
each Sister, accompanied by girls who
chose to go, visited various sick people.
All wore the traditional violet all day
in honor of Saint Louise.
Forward Mother Seton
Cause
Through the generosity of His Ex-
cellency, Most Reverend John M. Mc-
Nsamara, D. D. Auxiliary Bishop of
Washington, D. C., a contest was spon-
sored in the Western Province of the
Daughters of Charity, Marillac Sem-
inary, Normandy, Mo., for the purpose
of arousing keener interest in and de-
votion to Mother Elizabeth Bayley Se-
ton, their Foundress in this country,
whose Cause for Canonization is being
considered in Rome.
The contest opened on January 17,
anniversary of the adoption of Relig-
ious Rules in 1812 by the Community of
Mother Seton; and it closed on Marcn
14, anniversary of her reception into
the Catholic Chuirch in 1805. The con-
test was opened to the pupils of the
Seventh and Eighth Grades; to the
students of the High Schools; and to
the students of the Schools of Nursing
in the hospitals of the Province.
The Cash Prizes were given by His
Excellency, Most Reverend John M.
McNamara, D.D., as follows:
Schools of Nursing
First Prize $40
Second Prize $25
Third Prize $15
High Schools
First Prize
Second Prize
Third Prize
$25
$20
$15
A One-Year Scholarship (tuition) to
a Catholic High School was given by
the Community of Marillac Seminary,
for the student producing the best Es-
say in the Grades.
It is too early to report on the results
at this date, but if space permits the
names of the favored students will ap-
pear in the next issue of this paper.
Memento
The prayers of the community have
been requested for the repose of the
souls of the brother of Fr. Joseph Phoe-
nix, IC.M., the sister of Fr. Thomas
Gorman, C.M., and the brother of Fr.
Charles McCarthy, C.M.
"The Patriot"
Ours is the land of the free today
because of THE SPIRIT OF '76. These
words, "the spirit of '76" immediately
recall to our mind the picture of the
three men of the Revolution-one beat-
ing the drum, another carrying Old
Glory and the third playing the flute-
marching along with determination.
Why the very tune that they played
with the rolling of the drums, the sharp
notes of the flute and the beat of the
marching feet has that same effect on
all of us. Yes, that same patriotic
spirit arises in our hearts. That year
1776 was a stirring one in our history;
for out of license, anarchy and chaos
came freedom, democracy and the
BILL OF RIGHTS.
On the evening of April 17th, Mr.
Anthony Rechtin, C.M., presented
the play entitled "The Patriot." It was
of an historical nature dealing with the
trials of the early colonists in estab-
lishing the government on a firm basis.
The plot was built around Jefferson(Joseph Haley) showing what sacrifices.
he made for the cause of freedom. The
rest of the cast was as follows: Jupiter(Wilburt Bruns), Narrator (Warren
Discon), Ned (Glennon Figge), Laf-
ayette (Edward Gallagher), Madison(William Gannon), Jefferson, Jr.,(William Horan), Hamilton (Edward
Mullin), Humphrey (Walter Reising-
er), Washington (Julius Schick) and
Martha (Robcrt Schwane).
To make any play a success we know
that it requires no small amount of
work, and the greater part of it is "be-
hind the scenes." The appropriateness
of costumes and scenery did much
to make the atmosphere of the times
true to life. Interesting stories might
be told on the creation of the, costumes;
for necessity is still the mother of in-
vention, as the "designers" can well
testify.
There wasn't a Paul Revere on his
horse nor the Minutemen of Lexington
and Concord, but we shall long remem-
ber the faithful portrayals of the
Father of our Country as well as those
of Madison, Hamilton and many others
who won undying fame in this period
of history. The time, talent and over-all
effort that were expended augered well
for a fine production and as the event
proved, our hopes were not unfounded.
For those especially interested in Ameri-
can History it was a treat, and for all
"The Patriot" afforded a most plea-
sant and enjoyable evening .
Movie on Saint's Life
Wins Hollywood 'Oscar'
Hollywood. - Monsieur Vincent, the
French motion picture describing the
life and activities of St. Vincent de
Paul, received an Oscar as the best
foreign language film in the 21st an-
nual Academy award ceremonies. The
movie is a stirring portrayal of the
saint's dedication to the service of the
sick, the homeless, and the poor.
Laboure High School Chapel
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CORONA AUREA SIT HIS PROMISSIO ATERNAE
Even to the most casual observer it pleted his training here at the Bar- St. Joseph's, Ne Orleans (1910-11);
lust readily appear that the calendar rens. He is the only surviving member as Assistant at St. Patrick's LaSalle
or '48-'49 is well studded with anni- of his family which settled in the (1911-12) and again as Pastor of that
rersary and jubilee dates. Some are of United States early in the nineteenth parish (1937-39; as Assistant at St.
he men of this Province; others are century, coming here from Kilkenny, Vincent's, Kansas City (1939-40); and
)f their institutions. And though we Ireland. as Chaplain of Hotel Dieu, New Or-
)ause more frequently, we pause with Fr. Murray, entered the noviate on leans (1940-42).
o less wonderment. Mindful of the Christmas Eve, 1892. Born in Multy- Father Marshall LeSage was born
ningling of both the divine and the farnaham, West Meath County, Ire- December 16, 1875, in Minneapolis,
ruman that must be commemorated, land, June 15, 1876, he came to the son of Joseph H. and Jeannette B-uch-
re mark these days with solemn serv- U. S. with 'his parents five years later ard LeSage. After attending public
ce and simple gayety. But it is not and settled in Wenona, Ill. After at- schools in Minneapolis, he went at the
o much in heaping laurels on long- tending grade school in Wenona he age of 14 to St. Vincent's 'College, Los
vity that our hearts are gladdened; entered our Apostolic school, which in Angeles. Six years later, having spent
t is rather in the treasuring of the those days was located here in Perry- two years at the Apostolic school in
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rerryville ana naving compleete nis
two years in the novitiate, he took the
customary four vows on May 1, 1895.
During his remaining years on the
scholasticate the young candidate for
Holy Orders was given a few classes
to teach at the Barrens and in 1898
went to St. Vincent's College, Chicago,
with the pioneer group of teachers.
Since his ordination Fr. LeSage has
Fr. James Cody, C.M.
lee trio, reckoning his years in the
Community, is Father James ICody.
The entire half century of his priest-
hood has been devoted to the field of
education, 35 of which he has served
as a teacher in Los Angeles. From his
ordination until 1911 he was Profes-
sor of Chemistry at old St. Vincent's
College in L. A. The next 14 years were
spent at Trinity College, Dallas. Fin-
ally in 1926, when Los Angeles Col-
lege-the diocessan junior seminary-
was opened, he was sent to join the
faculty there. Since his return to Los
Angeles he has taught continuously.
Fr. Cody was born at LaSalle, Ill.,
March 4, 1876 and received his elemen-
tary education under the Brothers of
Mary. He joined the fCongregation of
the Mission on Dec. 7, 1891 and com-
ville. Thence fcrward his life was to
be patterned by the same rules and
customs as those of his predecessors,
especially after he had begun his no-
vitiate.
On Christmas Day, 1894 he pro-
nounced his holy vows and then con-
tinued with his studies in Philosophy
and Theology until August, 1898, when
he was missioned with two priests and
four other scholastics to instruct the
first student body of the infant DePaul
-St. Vincent's College.
Following his ordination to t'he
priesthood on July 9, 1899, Fr. Murray
returned to St. Vincent's where he has
been for 43 of the University's 50
years-the only one of our Confreres
from the initial group now active at
DePaul. And just a few days ago,
when on May 21 our Reverend Jubil-
arian celebrated his Solemn High Mass
of Thanksgiving at St. Vincent's
Church, the sermon was given by one
of the first two graduates of DePaul-
one of Fr. Murray's former pupils-
the Most Reverend William D. O'Brein,
auxiliary Bishop of Chicago.
In the few years that Fr. Murray has
not been at DePaul, he has labored at
given about nine years to the work of
teaching in our colleges and seminar-
ies. Most of his priestly career has
been devoted to pastoral activity in
Perryville, Cape Girardeau, St. Louis,
and Kansas City, Mo.; San Diego and
Los Angeles, California; Dallas, Texas;
and New Orleans, Louisiana. For one
year he was an army chaplain.
Among those present in the sanc-
tuary when Fr. LeSage celebrated his
Solemn Jubilee Mass, May 22 at St.
Joseph's 'Church, were the Most Rev-
erend Joseph F. Rummel, Archbishop
of New Orleans, and the Most Rev-
erend Jules B. Jeanmard, Bishop of
Lafayette. Fathers James O'Dea, C.M.,
Willis Darling, C.M. and Clarence Hug,
C.M., were deacon, subdeacon and
master of ceremonies respectively. Pr.
Joseph Lilly, C.M., preached the ser-
mon.
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ion memories ana cte noly inspira-
ions which these events occasion.
Especially worthy of note in a year
hat is itself noteworthy is July 9; for
n that day not one but three of our
steemed Confreres, Fathers James
lurray, Marshall LeSage and James
.ody, will have completed their fif-
ieth year in the priesthood.
The oldest man in the Golden jubi-
_ __ I__ __ I
------------~-
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(Continued from last month)
In a miserable log cabin, whose only bed was a few
buffalo skins, in the midst of what we today would call a
howling wilderness, with what force he could marshal Fr.
De Andreis had laid the axe to the root of those problems
specifically American. To St. Louis he gave a glorious heri-
tage and an undying memory of those little beginnings in
which is the germ of final victory. When Pope Pius XII.
in 1939, wrote :his first encyclical letter to the United States,
among the many Catholic actions he urged the Negro apos-
tolate, Christian education, combatting of irreligion, fos-
tering the Catholic press-he instanced none which Felix De
Andreis had not anticipated in St. Louis a century and a
quarter before.
Save for some overtures, that work which he had
principally in mind in coming to America, the conversion of
the infidel, was not to be. But though it was a work to
which he was never directed, his genius for language
nevertheless had prompted him to master one of the In-
dian dialects sufficiently well to compose in that language
a catechism, a dictionary, and a grammar.
It is true to say that in the service of the Church,
and of the Congregation which exists for the iChurch, he
literally wore out his life. To such an end he had long be-
fore carefully destroyed whatever vestiges of his own will
might have remained, for Felix De Andreis was no man to
give himself by halves.
"How rare, even among the zealous," he would say,
"is true zeal, 0 Jesus Christ! For, as St. Paul laments, all
seek their own interests, and not Thine. To tell the truth,
many do works of zeal, but under the inspiration of some
other spirit, another principle, another success. Here, in-
stead of true zeal, is hidden ambition, avarice, selflove. True
zeal begins with one's self, nor does it pass on to others un-
til it has first finished its work at home. When charity has
filled and inflamed the heart, then like a burning coal it
shoots out fire to light and warm others also. Such is zeal.
The fire does not reach out for material that lies at a dis-
tance until it has first consumed what is close at hand."
"His Excellency has decided to esta-blish us at Bois-
Brule ('the Barrens')." This was the simple statement he
sent to his superiors, a statement whose significance he
could not then know. Such was the inauguration of the
Seminary of St. Mary's of the Barrens, destined to be the
third theological seminary established in America, the first
west of the Mississippi River.
One worry had remained to him. If the Congregation
was to thrive in this new soil, its roots must be deeply im-
bedded, and it must have room to grow. For this, too, there
was an answer.
About eighty miles south of St. Louis, in the first
years of the nineteenth century, a Catholic colony had been,
founded in what is now Perryville, in Perry County. The
colonists were descendants of some of the English Catholics
who had Oettled Maryland with Lord Baltimore, and who
hounded from their costal home, had come to Missouri by
way of Kentucky. The spot in which they came to rest
was granted them by the Spanish ICrown, and it greatly re-
sembled the Kentucky which they had left. Particularly
it resembled those places in Kentucky which had beer
burnt off by the Indians for the purpose of cultivation and
which were termed "barrens." Accordingly their home re-
ceived the name, "The Barrens." The nearest priest was
Fr. Maxwell, twenty-four miles away in Ste. Genevieve
but from time to time a Trappist, Fr. Joseph Dunand, vis-
ited them from Florissant.
Their dearest desire was to have among them a priest,
lest that religion grow weak for whose sake they had suf-
fered so much, and when Bishop DuBourg decided to es-
tablish his  see in St. Louis, they thought this hope might
be realized. To insure a practical issue to their dreams, Fr.
Dunand advised them to build a church and to make avail-
able a tract of land suitable for a school or a seminary. This
was accordingly done, and when Bishop Flaget and Fr. De
Andreis had come to St. Louis that first time, delegates
from The Barrens had disclosed to them their aspirations.
In turn, the news came to Bishop DuBourg as the answer to
his own prayers. The Barrens was confided to the Vincen-
tians, and here, as had been agreed in Rome, they set up a
seminary, as well as their own motherhouse and novitiate.
Fr. Rosati was appointed superior. Since a seminary
superior must, after all, have a seminary of some sort, along
with the seminarians he began the actual work of building
it. The first building at The Barrens was a house sixty
by thirty-six feet, three stories high, built in a medley ot
logs, frame, bricko, and stone. Necessarily, the construc-
tion was of the rudest. Beds, tables, flooring, were primi-
tive American. But Montecitorio put fresh heart into the
workers When it sent another group of missioners to bolster
the Vincentian stronghold, and Fr. Rosati and his seminar-
ians labored diligently and hard.
And in the last year of Felix De Andreis' life, it was near-
ly done. The congregation of the Mission now had an en-
during home on American soil. Like the trustful secners
who had come here in faith, like the struggling Catholics
throughout Missouri and the West, like the many who were
to come from the darkness outside into the (Church's hearth
and home, like those priests who had begun slowly to stream
into the vast vineyard missioners of generations to come
would bless with good cause the work of the apostles who
had first brought the spirit of St. Vincent De Paul across
the seas.
And, like Simeon, Felix De Andreis almost saw the
promise fulfilled.
(Continued and conluded on next page)
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Today his body lies at the Seminary of St. Mary's of
the Barrens, in the Church of the Assumption, built by Fr.
Rosati in imitation of the beloved churcih at Montecitorio.
On the marble slab upon his tomb it is written that here is
the mortal part of Felix De Andreis ... a man endowed
with apostolic virtues, with genius, with learning, with el-
oquence . . .
He was always of delicate health, and suffered from
illnesses in Europe. In America, hard labor and primitive
living conditions had not helped a physique which by na-
ture was inclined to consumption, and both in 1818 and in
1819 he had been near death. In secret, he revealed a de-
sire for death, awaiting with ill concealed impatience, now
that his work was ended, the final step in his path home.
"He had already attained a very high degree of contem-
plation, and God had been leading him by extraordinary
ways such as are known only to a small number of privileged
souls," were Fr. Rosati's words.
Bishop DuBourg administered Extreme Unction to
the dying missionary. His consumption complicated with
fever, when he realized his life was ebbing out, Felix asked
to be taken from his poor bed and laid upon the floor, to
die as his Master had died, on bare, cold wood. It was the
fifteenth day of October, 1829. He was forty-one years old,
ten months, and three days, and he died.
His body was laid out in the priestly vestments. And
then occurred the marvel! It was nine o'clock in the morn-
ing, the sky was clear, and the sun shining. Suddenly a
large and beautiful star appeared in the sky directly above
the room where his body lay, and remained there visible
for three hours. A woman who for seven years had suffered
a painful malady approached his body and timidly touched
his feet. She was instantly cured.
The day following his death, Bishop DuBourg cele-
brated the solemn rites in the cathedral, and afterwards was
formed a procession of a large number of St. Louisans who.
despite the distance involved, had resolved to accompany
the body to the Barrens. At Kaskaskia and Ste. Genevieve
the funeral obsequies were again held. Again the bill of
light appeared in the sky, this time to guide the cortege to
The Barrens, on one occasion pointing out the right road
after the wrong one had been chosen. And we are told
that the herse passed smoothly over the wreached roads,
while the other carts were frequently overturned.
Fr. Rosati was at the head of the seminary clergy to
receive the remains of their late superior, and at last Felix
De Andries was laid to his final rest. At The Barrens, too,
there was talk of wonders. A mother brought her child, who
had been born deaf, to touch the body of the great missoner,
the child received his hearing.
Few material remains today mark the passage of this
gentle spirit through our land. He was too busy to leave
many, and jsuch as we have are the things a busy man
QUOS AUTEM VOCASTI
serva eos in
nomine tuo et
Vowmen, May 19:
Mr. Martin Culligan, IC.M.
Mr. Alphonse Hoernig, C.M.
Mr. A. Lee Trapp, C.M.
Mr. John Burger, C.M.
Mr. James Collins, C.M.
Mr. Charles Miller, C.M.
Mr. Walter Housey, C.M.
May 25:
Mr. Robert Wood, C.M.
May 28:
Mr. Kenneth Grass, C.M.
santifica eos
in veritate.
Newly Received, May 23:
Mr. Robert Gordon, N.C.M.
Mr. Vincent Shelich, N.C.M.
Mr. Roger Roberts, N.C.M.
Mr. Patrick Keeley, N.C.M.
Mr. Richard McCarthy, N.C.M.
Mr. John Lavanway, N.C.M.
Mr. Jerome Klump, NJC.M.
Mr. John Mullin, N.C.M.
Mr. Gerald Sherlock, N.C.M.
Mr. George Seibert, N.C.M.
Mr. Daniel Sumonka, N.C.M.
Mr. John V. Haley, N.C.M.
Mr. Maurice Stack, N.C.M.
SILVER JUBILEES
During the month of June three of our confreres will
be celebrating their 25th year in the priesthood: Very Rev.
Peter Frommel, C.M., Superior at Rosati Hall, 'Chicago, on
June 8; Rev. Charles Theriac, C.M., Professor at St. Louis
Preparatory Seminary, June 8; and Rev. Thomas Cahill,
C.M., Professor at Kenrick Seminary, June 24. To each of
the Reverend Jubilarians we extend our sincere congratu-
lations with a heartfelt, Ad Multos Annos! May they enjoy
many more years of fruitful labor in the vineyard of the
Lord.
would leave behind him-parish records, plans, ceaseless
letters, his journals, and a worn-out body. There is no
marking of any land where the Old Brick Cathedral once
stood to sign to the passerby what manner of man once
lived and worked and built here, to say that, under God,
here the future of Catholicity in the West was decided, to
tell what the Church in America owes to a dark-eyed poet-
priest from northern Italy. Perhaps he prefers it so; where
knowledge is of avail it will always matter that this land
was once walked by Fr. Felix De Andreis.
Pope Benedict XV introduced in 1918 a cause for the
beatification and canonization of the Venerable Felix De
Andreis, and the many who treasure his memory, both sides
of the Atlantic, have prayed for a happy issue to this inten-
tion. He has been no less generous in his turn. Back in
his home in the diocese of ICuneo, his compatriots say that
Felix never refused a request. But, they add, somewhat
whimsically, he always gives with it a cross. And of course,
from Felix De Andreis we might well expect such a gift, for
he loved the Cross dearly.
The Cross is not dead, but a living tree. Amidst its
thorns it blooms most beautifully for those who will dare
draw near to pick from it. If God so will, we may in time
see those flowers picked by the firm hand of Felix De An-
dreis, lying upon the altears of God's Church.
PRAYER
For the Beatification and Canonization of the Ser-
vant of God, Felix De Andreis.
Lord Jeasus Christ, Savior of the world, Who, for
the conversion of the nations, hast founded Thy
Church and established the Holy Order of the
Priesthood; and Who in Thy beneficent Provin-
dence wast pleased to call to the same Holy Priest-
hood Thy faithful servant Felix De Andreis, and to
endow him with so many apostolic gilfts and vir-
tues, deign, we beseech Thee, Oh most gracious
Lord and Savior, to glorify this same Felix De An-
dries by signs of Thy infinite power and goodness
manifested in his favor, so that in the judgment of
Thy Holy Church he may be found worthy to be en-
rolled among Thy saints. May this our humble
petition be graciously heard by Thee, O Lord, Who
in unity with the Father and the Holy Ghost, livest
and reignest forever and ever. Amen.
THE END
-- 1
Imprimi Potest
July 27, 1947 M. F. Winne, C.M.V
Provincialis
Nihil Obstat
July 28, 1947 G. H. Guyot, C.M.
Censor Librorum
Imprimatur
July 29, 1947 Joseph E. Ritter
Archiepiscopus S. Ludovici
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The sage of this year's ordination
class is Father John A. Shaughnessy.
Born on Nov. 10, 1916, he was baptized
at the church of Our Lady of Mt.
Carmel, Lawler, Iowa. Before entering
the Novitiate on May 30, 1941 he had
previously studied at St. Ita's Gram-
mar school in Chicago, at Quigley
Seminary and at "The Cape." Father's
first Solemn Mass will be at St. Gert-
rude's, Chicago, on June 19. He will
be attended by the Rt. Rev. Msgr. J.
Gerald Kealy, Archpriest, the Rev. J.
D. Shaughnessy, Deacon, and the Rev.
Wm. McKinley, C.M., Subdeacon. The
Most Rev. William A. O'Connor, Bis-
hop of Springfield in Illinois, will de-
liver the sermon.
rr. Jonn A. bnaugnnessy, -. mv.
Fr. James Edward Wilson was born
in 'Chicago on Dec. 4, 1921. Prior to
his entrance at St. Mary's Seminary
on May 30, 1941 he attended St. Vin-
cent's School in Chicago, Illinois and
St. Vincent's College in Cape Girar-
deau, Mo. Having completed two years
Novitiate he pronounced his Holy
Vows on May 31, 1943. His First Sol-
emn Mass will be celebrated on June
26th, 1949, at St. Vincent's 'Church in
Chicago, Ill., with Frs. James Flannery,
C.M., John Hickey, C.M., and Joseph
Pastick acting as Archpriest, Deacon
and Subdeacon respectively.
The occasion will be further honored
with a sermon by Fr. William Gilles-
pie, C.M.
ALA. U. J. LaWiLu VWVAjUAII t;J.Je
Hear us, we beseech
pour out upon these Th;
the Holy Spirit and the
The ordaining prelate this year will
newly consecrated auxiliary Bishop of St.
Three others originally belonging to
in Piacenza, Italy: Fathers John Lenihan,
Besides the six men who will recei,
ten who will receive Second Minor Order:
diaconate: Rev. Messrs. Maurice Sheehy, C
Julius Schick, Thomas Parrot, Thomas Me
i s iiI
Born in Chicago on May 20, 1922,
Fr. Michael McHugh received his early
education at St. Columbanus Gram-
mar School and Quigley Prep before
entering the Cape in 1937. He first
put on the clerical garb as a novice of
the Congregation of the Mission in
May, 1941, and pronounced his holy
vows two years later.
His first Solemn Mass will be cele-
brated at St. Columbanus Church in
Chicago on June 19, 1949. He will be
assisted by Msgr. Wm. A. Gorman,
Archpriest, by Rev. T. J. Barrett, C.
M., Deacon, and by tnree of his broth-
ers: Mr. Martin McHugh, C.M., Sub-
deacon; Mr. Kevin McHugh of St.
Marys of the Lake Seminary and
Howard McHugh of Quigley Seminary.
The sermon will be delivered by the
Most Rev. Wm. Cousins, Auxiliary of
Chicago.
On June 19th Fr. Elmer F. Neudorf
will celebrate Solemn High Mass for
the first time in his priestly career
at his own parish church, St. Ferdi-
nand's in Chicago. Assisting him will
be his pastor, Very Rev. Matthew Can-
ning, as archpriest, Rev. James Naugh-
ton, as Deacon, and Rev. Bernard
Fritzgerald, C.M., as sub-deacon. Rev.
Gerald Morrissey will preach. This
Mass will be the solemn culmination of
nine years of preparation for the Holy
Priesthood in the "Little Company" of
St. Vincent. Fr. Neudorf entered the
"ICape" in 1940. On May 31, 1943 he
vowed his life without reserve to
Christ. On this Trinity Sunday Chirst
in return made him one of His priests
forever.
v .LLULIV r. i. LVU .iv LU5ug , uau.1.
Fr. Elmer F. Neudorf, C.M.
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See, Lord our God, and
rvants the blessing of
':er of priestly grace.
His Excellency Bishop Charles Helmsing,
5.
ordination group were ordained April 2,
tes F. Towns and Joseph S. Falanga, C.M.
onsure and First Minor Orders and the
iere are eight others to receive the Sub-
es Herbst, Morgan Barr, John Richardson
re and George Eirich, C.M.
Fr. Calcagno was born in New Or-
leans, La., on Sept. 7, 1923. After re-
ceiving his elementary education at St.
Joseph's School in New Orleans, he at-
tended the "'Cape" for five years. On
completing his course he was received
into the Internal Seminary of the Con-
gregation of the Mission at Perryville,
May 30, 1941, pronouncing his holy
vows on May 31, 1943.
On June 19th Father Calcagno will
celebrate his first Solemn Mass at St.
Joseph's in New Orleans. The Very
Rev. Marshall J. Le Sage, C.M., will
serve as Archpriest; Rev. Lawrence
Jordan, S.M., will assist as deacon;
Rev. Anthony Falanga, C.M., as sub-
deacon. The Rev. George A. O'Malley
will deliver the sermon.
Fr. William Thomas Pittman, a New
Orleanian, was born on December 22,
1922 and baptised on January 7, 1923
at St. Augustine's Parish in New Or-
leans. He Went to St. Stephen's Gram-
mer School in New Orleans, and after
that he began his study for the Priest-
hood at St. Vincent's 'College and com-
pleted his study at St. Mary's Semi-
nary. Fr. Pittman will return to St.
Stephen's Parish to celebrate his first
Solemn Mass. Very Rev. James F.
O'Dea, C.M., the pastor, will be the
Archpriest; Rev. Stephen J. Ganel,
C.M., the Deacon; Rev. John Vidal, C.
M., the Subdeacon. Rev. Willis Dar-
ling, C. M., pastor of St. Katherine's
Parish in New Orleans, will preach
the sermon.
'Fr. William T. Fittman, U.M.
Fr. John Francis Hickey, another
native of Chicago, was born on Jan-
uary 26th, 1923. He received his early
education at St. Vincent's School.
Chicago. After graduation he attend-
ed DePaul and St. Patrick's Academies
in Chicago and St. Vincent's College,
Cape Girardeau, Mo. He entered St.
Mary's Seminary May 30th, 1941 and
pronounced his Holy Vows on May
31st, 1943. Fr. Hickey will celebrate
his First Solemn Mass in St. Vincent's
Church, Chicago and will be assisted
by Fr. James Flannery, C.M. as Arch-
priest and Frs. Wm. Gillespie, C.M.,
and Thomas Munster, C.M., as Deacon
and Subdeacon respectively. Fr. Wal-
ter Cook, C.M., will deliver the ser-
mon.
zr. Jinn Arrancis Hicaey, V.1.
Father John Farris will celebrate his
First Solemn Mass on June 19th at
Assumption Church, Kansas City, Mo.
The Rev. R. J. Schumacher will be the
Archpriest; Rev. Bernard Koenig will
serve as deacon and Rev. John Stack
will serve as subdeacon. The Rev. Or-
lis North, C.M., Will deliver the sermon.
Fr. Farris was born in Kansas City,
Mo., on February 13, 1921. He received
his early education at the Assumption
Grade School, Northeast High and St.
John's Seminary, all in Kansas City.
On September 26, 1942 he entered the
Novitiate of the Congregation of the
Mission at Perryville, Mo., and on Sep-
tember 27, 1944 pronounced his holy
vows.
iJr. Jerome i. Ualcagno, U.M.
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Vacation Schools
Baloney! Vacation is vacation and school is school
and never the twain shall meet. So said thousands of sour
pusses suatenly cnaligel irom SIlmung mulning counte-
nances over the lengcn and breatm of our land when the
vacation scnool iaea was hirst brouched a couple of decaaes
of yea±ls ago. But noiw-1OW, bammie of oie Albam be-
gins m May to ask: "You all Sistahs comin' to learn us kids
this summah?" Young mountain folks of the Ozarks, thin as
poplars and straight as oaks, ask witn timid eagerness: "We
going to have scnool after school like we did last year?"
Soutnern moppets all snades and sizes, drawl: "The Sistahs
sure is tine hot wetna teac-as." Texans in the make nas-
ally pass the work from one to the other: "These Sisters are
fixin to come in vacation,''-witi an approving accent. Jun-
ior Hoosiers, wise from a half aozen happy summers at the
"Sisters' Centers find not even a temptation in tavern juke
boxes, back alleys, and barren lots wnere gangs foregather.
Just what is this thing called a vacation school which
seems about as logical as to speaK of "not ice" or "'dry,
wauer?'" by and large, vacation scnools are centers, stafied
by bisters and active catholics, whicn, during the vacation
monnts, olter reiigious instruction, plus any number of al-
lied and recreational activities, to children who, for the
most part, would grow up with no contact with the Sisters, or
with systematic teaching of religion; save such as a pastor,
with half a dozen missions to look alter, could give them.
The clientele of a vacation school are also public school
children, who know the Sisters only as persons who occupy
the front pews at Mass, live in a iouse called "convent,"
and who teach "good children." How their ideas change
after a summer with them!
The Daughters of Chairty were among the very first to
answer the appeal to maintain and staff vacation schools
and centers. This summer will see approximately ten
per, cent of the entire Community devoted to tiis apostolic
work. In setting up and carrying on the work, the Sisters
show nonchalant adaptability and astounding versatility.
Whetner the locale be in city park in Chicago, a ready to
tumble down schoolhouse beside a lazy Louisiana bayou, in
the mountains of Calitornia or on the plains of Texas, the
Daughters adjust, not only to their living conditions but
to the local customs and viewpoints. Tie vacation schools
which they will staff this summer number twenty-eight, a
steady growth from the few two or three which they start-
ed, and yearly the demands for this service grow.
Joyously, about the middle of June, the Sisters abandon
their ordinary places of residence, Indianapolis, St. Louis,
New Orleans, San Francisco, Mobile, Dallas, etc. for such
sylvan and intriguing places as Belle Alliance and Smoke
Bend (Louisiana); Cabool and Willow Springs (Missouri)
Sunnydale and Hiawatha (Utah) Elyton Village and Lanet-
te (Alabama) and even West Point; not New York, but
you've guessed it-California. Occasionally the vacation
school or center is close enough to one of their houses to use
it as a focal point, as the Sisters do in Evansville, Donald-
sonville and Indianapolis. More frequently a summer resi-
dence is prepared for the Sisters; good neighbors offer a
house; or a few rooms are rented; on occasion (Future pas-
tors take note) the pastor vacates the rectory which he turns
over to the Sisters while he makes shift for himself. Some-
times the Sisters run into royal luck, as when the vacation
school opened for the first time in Willow Springs, the
Sisters were the quests of the Horton Hotel. Not only was
privacy assured, but whatever the hotel could furnish of
luxury was given to the Sisters.
Some notes written casually by the Sisters, tell of
further adaptability: "The engine was removed from the
Fire Hall each Sunday, and an improvised altar was erect-
ed." En passant, as a result of the work at this particular
place, a father remarked at the close of the summer: "You
can bank on me and my two little boys.- The Church came
to us and now we are going to the Church." Again, "We
arranged a portable altar upon the stage while Father vest-
ed behind the grand piano."
Where the work is more of a missionary nature, as is
the case where there is a large negro population, the hand-
Vacation School, Martin de Porres Center
Evansville, Indiana
bills announcing the opening of vacation schools are worded
accordingly:
Instructions will be given in Bible study,
music, hand craft, story telling, rhythmic games
and sewing. All children between the ages of
five and twelve may enroll. THERE WILL BE
NO FEE.
In localities where there are a number of Catholics,
but poorly instructed ones, religion is stressed more for-
mally and methodically, but always the recreational ele-
ment, with craft work, art and athletics have a place. When
the city cooperates to the extent of allowing the use of its
parks for these schools-as in Chicago-formal teaching of
religion may not be a part of the program. But the Sis-
ters and the Brothers have no difficulty in inculcating solid,
and in some instances, sorely needed, Christain and Relig-
ious principles under the name of the natural virtues:
Honesty, Fairness, Loyalty, Fellowship etc. etc. Too, by
getting the Catholic children to come an hour or so before
the set time of vacation schools, the Sisters take the child-
ren to a nearby lChurch for Mass, Confessions and Holy
Communion. So, emphatically, if at times subtly, religion
is preached to the children. How often is "direction by in-
direction" the most effective way of influencing souls.
In both city and country, the Sisters who increased,
r ther than diminish their work during the summer months,
can be assured that the vacation schools accomplish
four things:
1. They offset proselytizing recreational programs.
2. They bring religious instruction and personal contact
with Sisters to children who would otherwise have neith-
er.
3. They supplement the scanty religious instruction received
as a prepartion for First Communion.
4. They substitute wholesome recreation in a religious at-
mosphere for the dangerous and dubious amusements of
unguided children.
LOCAL STUDENT WINNER ESSAY CONTEST
Miss Betty McDermott, sophomore in Saint Vincent's
High School, Perryville, was awarded third prize in the
Mother Seton Essay Contest, conducted among all the
schools of the Daughters of lCharity in the Western Pro-
vince. Betty's essay was titled "Mother Seton, Model of
American Womanhood." We understand that the three top
flight essays were of such excellency, that the chosing of
the contest was practically a photo finish. Congratulations
to Betty and to her teachers.
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We wish to take this opportunity to express our
gratitude to the man. Confreres and Daughters of Charity
whose prompt and generous co-operation has meant so very
much in the publication of this year's DE ANDREIN.
-The Staff
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MARY'S "PROJECT" EXPANDS
It was just forty years ago, in the
year 1909, that the charter for the
erection of the Association of the Mi-
raculous Medal was approved by Pope
Piux X. First established at the Moth-
erhouse of the Congregation of the
Missions in Paris, and approved by the
Sovereign Pontiff under the title of
the Association of the Immaculate
Conception of the Most Holy Virgin,
it was given official recognition as the
Association of the Miraculous Medal
in 1905. Four years later the above
mentioned charter was granted.
The Association was established in
order that all the faithful might share
in the benefits of devotion to Mary
under the title of Our Lady of the
Miraculous Medal. The end or aim
of the Association is to render due
honor of Mary Immaculate, first by
sanctifying ourselves and second by
contributing to the sanctification of
our neighbor by means of the Mirac-
ulous Medal. The medal is an effica-
cious symbol of this double sanctifica-
tion, by virtue of the promises attach-
ed to it by Mary herself. The only re-
quirement for membership is that the
medal be worn around the neck sus-
pended on the breast when the medal
has been blessed or imposed by a
priest having the proper faculty.
Nine years after the approval of the
Statutes of the Association of the Mi-
raculous Medal, it was established in
the Western Province. Very Reverend
William H. Musson, C.M., who was
then Superior of St. Mary's Seminary,
was the first director of the Associa-
tion. The work was carried on for some
years from an office at the Seminary
with the assistance of the students.
On January 9, 1924, the office of the
Association was moved from the Sem-
inary to the town of Perryville, where
First Day of Bricklaying
space was rented on the ground floor
of the Knights of Columbus Hall on
St. Joseph Street. The Very Reverend
William P. Barr, C.M., now succeeded
Father Musson as Director of the As-
sociation, and Reverend Joseph Fin-
ney, C.M., was given charge of the
office work in connection with it. The
following year saw both Father Theo-
dore W. Nuss and Father Michael J.
O'Connell in close succession discharge
of the office of Director. Finally, in
1926 Father Finney took over the Di-
rectorship, and has held that position
for the past twenty-three years.
In 1928 the new shrine of our Lady
of the Miraculous Medal was begun
at the Seminary, and it was comnleted
in November of the following year. In
1930 a, new Miraculous Medal office
building was commenced on the cor-
on the New Extension
ner of St. Joseph and West Streets.
It was ocupied in July of that year.
This office is now being enlarged and
the construction work is scheduled for
completion in July of this year.
In order to accomplish its twofold
purpose of spreading devotion to our
Lady of the Miraculous Medal and of
educating young men for the Priest-
hood, there was established in connec-
tion with the Association a Union of
Masses. Members of this Union share
in three monthly Novena of Masses
and they are remembered in more
than 75,000 Masses said yearly by the
Vincentian Fathers of our Province.
There are various kinds of Member-
ships in the Union of Masses includ-
ing Annual, Individual Life, and Per-
petual Memberships for individuals
and families.
Cape Collegians
Visit Barrens
Time passes swiftly; no one realizes
that more fully than a seminarian.
Sometimes during a class in warm
weather, it seems as though the bell
will never ring, but looking at time
in the terms of this year, or last year,
-well, time passes swiftly. P'robably,
nothing bears this fact out more than
the visits which the Cape students
make to the Barrens each spring. It
seems only yesterday that the ones
wearing the cassocks now were wearing
the neck-ties, nor will it be long before
those neck-ties of the present will be
re-placed by Roman collars.
The students from the Cape came
to Perryville for the annual visit on
May fourth, this year. Mother Nature
surely favored us with a delightful
day; excellent weather in which to
play the baseball game! And a pretty
good game it was. Cape fielded a fast
and eager team, coached by Father
Ganel. Their best showing was on de-
fense, especially at third base and
shortstop. Three runs, smashed across
the plate at an early stage of the
contest, aided by a home-run by Figge,
enabled the Perryville students to come
out on top, 4-2. The winning battery
was Rudy Miller pitching, and Persich
catching. Sherlock hurled for Cape,
while Jerome Klump provided the
target.
Soon after the visitors arrived-
about nine a. m., the tennis games, as
well as the handball gý mes got under-
way. The Scholastics kept their tennis
crown through the efforts of Pelleteri
and Shine, while the Student handball
team (Marty McHugh, Barr and Rich-
ardsoa) regained their long-lost laur-
els. La Vanway and Stack represented
ICape in tennis; Paul Haley, Sherlock
and J. Klump in handball.
During that "slow" period which
pops up just after dinner, while the
boys waited for the Novices to keep
their yearly date with them, Mr.
O'Donnell graciously provided enter-
tainment by showing some movie pic-
tures (8mm.) of last year's camp. In
the evening, after benediction and
supper, the Students re-staged the
St. Patrick's night production, "Show-
boat." Everything turned out well:
everyone appeared satisfied.
With Cape on "fast" time and Per-
ryville on "slow" time, the hour was
late for the boys. So after the last
minute chat, the walk down to the
buses, came hurried good-byes and
well-wishes. As the Cape boys pulled
out, tired but still smiling, there were
those who mused, "Well, may the time
pass swiftly; we need all those and
more." For they are, indeed, the "spes
gregis," the expectation of the future.
VISITING IN THE U. S.
Shown here is the
Very Rev. Emile
Moulis, C.M., Procu-
rator General of all
the Vincentian Mis-
sions in China, and
Superior of our
House in Shanghai.
This photo was
taken during the
Cape-Perryville base-
ball game when Frs.
Moulis and Paul
Lloyd made a brief
stop at tle Barrens.
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AROUND THE COMMUNITY---
PERRYVILLE, MISSOURI . . . Dur-
ing the last month lectures were given
by Dr. Hubert Smith, Father Charles
Rice, and Father Tennant. Dr. Smith
spoke on the "History of the Catho-
lic Press"; Father Rice on the work
of "The Miraculous Medal Associa-
tion"; Father Tennant on the "Prop-
agation of the Faith".. On May 11
there was a meeting of the deanery
here at the seminary in conjunction
with a celebration in honor of Father
Sommerhauer's silver jubilee . . . The
annual May crowning and procession
took place on the first Sunday of this
month. An estimated two thousand
persons took part in the procession.
Father William Barr .preached the
sermon ... On May 13, the anniver-
sary of the apparitions at Fatima,
Mass was celebrated down at the Grot-
to and was attended by the Stu-
dents .... Sunday afternoon, May
15, the Novices trailed the Students by
4 runs in baseball but they were fav-
ored with an upset of 2-1 in handball
. On Friday and Saturday, May
20 and 21, the Theologians and Second
Year Philosophers took the eight hour
Graduate Record Exam. The exam
was held from one o'clock to four
o'clock on Friday afternoon and from
eight o'clock to twelve o'clock on Sat-
urday morning . . . Semester exams
will conclude here on June 7.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. . . Father
Fitzgerald is on the road to recovery
after an emergency apendectomy a few
weeks ago. . . The Academy Carnival
held on May 13, 14, and 15, was a
marked success . . . The Irish library
of DePaul University recently receiv-
ed as gifts a number of rare books.
This library now numbers about two
thousand volumes ....
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI . .. Fr.
Francis Verhoeven, an evacuee from
Nanchang, China, is now assisting Fr.
Oscar Huber at St. Vincent's parish.
BETHANY, OKLAHOMA. . . On
May 4, the largest gathering of Catho-
lic youth in the history of the South-
west took place at Oklahoma City. Some
5,500 youths, 490 sisters, and 125 priests
were present. The priests and students
from Bethany attended the "Living
Mass" in the morning and took part
in the parade that afternoon . . . On
May 1, Father Thomas Mahoney
preached for the Vincentian Foreign
Mission Society at the Cathedral at
Oklahoma City, and Father William
Glynn spoke at St. Joseph's Church
.... Father Gerard Stamm will con-
duct a retreat for the Sisters at Mt.
St. Mary's Academy of Oklahoma City
from June 3-12.
NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA...
Father James Thompson of St. Jos-
eph's conducted the annual three day
Retreat for St. Stephen's High School
. .. Father Harold Dicharry was chap-
lain to the Most Rev. Joseph F. Rum-
mel at the anti-Communist May Dr.7
demonstration in the (City Park Sta,-
ium. Many Vincentian priests and
Daughters of Charity were present.
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MISSOURI
Father Stephen Ganel recently gave
a Day of Recollection to the C.Y.O. of
Poplar Bluf, Mo.. About 35 young boys
and girls attended . . . Father Thom-
as Wesner preached at the closing of
Forty Hours at St. Vincent's Church
here . . . Father Joseph Wagner is
carrying on his vocation work'in the
Springfield diocese and has recently
visited Kansas City, speaking there on
vocations . . . On "Loyalty Day," May
11, St. Vincent's Church held a public
demonstration honoring the Blessed
Virgin. Over 500 people participated in
the street procession that terminated
at the front of St. Vincent's Church.
Father Ganel preached the sermon on
this occasion . . . Father Martin
Moore has been recently appointed to
this house ....
DENVER, COLORADO ... On May
12, work began on the new convent at
St. Thomas seminary. The new struc-
ture will house sisters and lay domes-
tic workers at the institution ... It
is hoped that the building will be
ready for occupation in the fall...
On May 24 Father Kenneally address-
ed a meeting of the Newman Club at
Denver University .. . Father Sullivan
gave the retreat to the girls at the
Convent of the Good Shepard.
WASHING,TON, D. C.... Fathers
Geiselman and Bagen, have success-
fully passed the oral comprehensive
exams required for the Master of Arts
degree . . . Father Fischer has finished
all of the work and examinations re-
quied in his course and will receive
the S. T. L. on June 8.
In Diebus Illis
Memories are like the blossoms of
May: they have a glory all their
own and are a promise of greater
things to come. -Cogton
1888 . . . May 1 . . At ten o'clock
this morning Father Smith blessed a
beautiful statue of the Immaculate
Virgin Mother, placed in the boys'
study hall; he also blessed the Guard-
ian Angel's statue outside in the yard.
1912 .. . May 8 ... Father Musson
celebrates the twenty-fifth anniversary
of his vocation. The best ball game of
the season was played this afternoon;
Mr. William Brennan pitched against
Mr. Sheehan.
1919 . . . May 18 . . Baseball game
at two-thirty p. m. The Reverend Su-
perior presented the students with four
bats, six balls and a catcher's glove.
1926 . . . May 31 ... Owing to the
hot weather so disastrous to the spirit
of study, our Reverend Superior con-
'sented to move the examinations up a
week; hence they begin today. Dogma
and Moral Orals in the morning: ten
minutes each.
1927 .... May 18 , . .An explora-
tion party set out for Arcadia and
places southwest, in search of a suit-
able camping site. Father Prindeville,
acting superior, gladly granted permis-
sion for the Maxwell. We were "tipped
off" to a place on the big St. Francis
between Arcadia and Fredericktown,
just two miles off the highway. This
site looked very suitable.
1932 . ... May 25 . . The Deacon
class takes its annual outing; they
went to Arcadia. On the way, they
stopped over at Fredericktown to see
Father Mispagel. While visiting the
good Father, they were witnesses of
the fleeing-part of a bank hold-up.
1934 . . . May 21 . . . Phil Le Fevre
promoted the annual Fishermen's Pic-
nic to Twin Springs. Some twenty
anglers attended. The meals were ex-
cellent-the fish caught were few.
1939 . . . May 2 . . . Classes were
held this morning to the tune of the
Brothers tearing down part of the old
building. They are going to replaster
and refloor the corridors of the building
before the Provincial Assembly. The
noise makes for better and more in-
teresting classes.
1941 .. . May 8 .. . A lovely May
day and spring well along with heavy
foliage on bushes and trees every-
where. Good rains are making every-
thing beyond anything we've seen in
a long time. The Philosophers groan as
the lawns grow an inch per night.
Memento----
The prayers of the Community
have been requested for the re-
pose of the souls of the brother
of Fr. W. M. Cmunn, C.M., and
the mother oi Fr. Edward Re-
benack, CM. and the sister of
Frs. Janms and Edward Cash-
man, C.M.
Thank You
The students are indeed grate-
full to all those who contributed
to the success of the Bazaar.
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